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Abstract
The increase in real-time ultra-high definition video services is a challenging issue for current
network infrastructures. The high bitrate traffic generated by ultra-high definition content reduces
the effectiveness of current live video distribution systems. Transcoders and application layer
multicasting (ALM) can reduce traffic in a video delivery system, but they are limited due to
the static nature of their implementations. To overcome the restrictions of current static video
delivery systems, an OpenFlow based migration system is proposed. This system enables an
almost seamless migration of a transcoder or ALM node, while delivering real-time ultra-high
definition content. Further to this, a novel heuristic algorithm is presented to optimise control
of the migration events and destination. The combination of the migration system and heuristic
algorithm provides an improved video delivery system, capable of migrating resources during
operation with minimal disruption to clients.
With the rise in popularity of consumer based live streaming, it is necessary to develop and
improve architectures that can support these new types of applications. Current architectures
introduce a large delay to video streams, which presents issues for certain applications. In order
to overcome this, an improved infrastructure for delivering real-time streams is also presented.
The proposed system uses OpenFlow within a content delivery network (CDN) architecture, in
order to improve several aspects of current CDNs. Aside from the reduction in stream delay,
other improvements include switch level multicasting to reduce duplicate traffic and smart load
balancing for server resources. Furthermore, a novel max-flow algorithm is also presented. This
algorithm aims to optimise traffic within a system such as the proposed OpenFlow CDN, with the
focus on distributing traffic across the network, in order to reduce the probability of blocking.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Research into improving video delivery systems is essential as, although the Internet was not
specifically designed to support this type of content, video is now the predominant traffic. This
is becoming a more prevalent issue, as the demand for streaming Ultra-High Definition (UHD)
video to large numbers of clients increases [1, 2]. One of the main aims of the presented work,
is to investigate the practical solutions and improvements for transporting UHD content across
a network infrastructure. A simple example scenario, where clients in the UK are being sent a
live real-time UHD video stream from a server in the USA, is shown in Figure 1.1. The stream
is transcoded using a transcoder initially located in the USA, which then transmits the stream
across one of the limited capacity transatlantic cables. In order to reduce the replicated traffic
along the transatlantic link, it is desirable to migrate the transcoder from the USA to the UK.
However, existing systems that allow migration during streaming, produce a significant disruption
to the client viewing experience; these disruptions can include distortion to the video content,
4K Client4K Live
Real-time Stream
OpenFlow
Switch
HD Client
Initial
Transcoder Location
Desirable
Transcoder Location
OpenFlow
Switch
HD Client
Figure 1.1: Example of a simple use case for the presented research.
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as well as multi-second interruptions in the stream. To overcome these issues, a novel system to
dynamically migrate transcoders during streaming is presented, which operates with minimal to no
interruption in client viewing experience. Additionally, a novel heuristic algorithm for optimising
the placement of transcoder resources within a network is presented, which focuses on reducing
overall network traffic. Use of the proposed algorithm will enable the creation of a system that
can determine when such a migration is beneficial, then instigate migration using the proposed
migration mechanism. It should also be noted, that transcoder migration would also be beneficial
for optimising several other factors, such as financial cost, latency and server utilisation. Such
scenarios are discussed in detail within the relevant chapters. Additionally, the concept of the
migration system is not restricted to the movement of a single transcoder; the system can be
further expanded to migrate entire Internet Protocol (IP) topologies, that could encompass large
numbers of linked transcoders.
OpenFlow is a Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology that separates the control
and datapath elements of network devices, allowing centralised control using various software
applications. The main benefit of the described flexibility in traffic control, is the ability to
influence traffic in ways that are not possible with existing networking systems; this is due to
the absence of normal routing protocols and layer 2 switching behaviour, which are not required
within an OpenFlow enabled switch. OpenFlow is used to implement a number of the proposed
systems, allowing capabilities such as the seamless migration and redirection of traffic within the
migration scenario. This type of traffic manipulation is known to be difficult to achieve using
standard networking mechanisms, which would make developing the migration system without
SDN technology impractical. A more in-depth and detailed description of OpenFlow is presented
in Section 2.6.1, along with analysis of OpenFlow controllers in Section 2.6.3.
In addition to the described migration system, the thesis presents an improved video de-
livery architecture. The proposed architecture includes characteristics developed through the
investigation of current video delivery systems, such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Content Delivery
Network (CDN) architectures. However, with these systems mainly being used for stored video
content, which can be cached, only factors which were beneficial to the delivery of real-time video
content were investigated and considered. Applications for the proposed video delivery system can
be found in Chapter 6, which presents the improved CDN architecture, utilising the capabilities
of OpenFlow. Within the proposed system, the source of the content is selected using controller
based load balancing, taking into account server utilisation, geographical location and network
link capacity. The controller based selection process ensures timely delivery of content, as well as
improving overall network performance, by reducing bottlenecks in the content delivery process.
To support the proposed architecture, a max-flow algorithm capable of reducing the probability
of blocking is presented in Chapter 7. The presented algorithm distributes traffic evenly across
the network, with the goal to minimise the number of congested links. By reducing the number of
congested links, the probability that there will be an available path through the network to meet
additional demands is increased.
The main question that this thesis strives to answer is: how can traffic be minimised when
transporting UHD content across both the current Internet infrastructure and private networks?
The thesis will answer this question using theoretical analysis and practical solutions designed
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through modelling and testing. As previously mentioned, a large part of the presented work
utilises the OpenFlow platform to create the various proposed systems; therefore, it is assumed
that in many cases, a fully OpenFlow enabled single operator network is in operation.
1.1 Motivations
The main motivation for the presented research was a desire to improve current real-time UHD
content streaming systems. The objective was to both optimise existing mechanisms, such as
application layer multicasting and transcoding, as well as developing a novel system to enable dy-
namic migration during transmission. Achieving these objectives would allow improved scalability
for streaming systems, which were not originally designed to carry content such as UHD video.
The described increase in scalability would be a result of the reduced network load, facilitated by
the optimisation techniques presented.
Additional motivations include the pursuit of an improved Content Delivery Network (CDN)
using OpenFlow, enabling optimisations and operations that were not previously possible. The
pursuit of the improved CDN is an extension of the previous motivations, as the CDN system is
designed with the scenario of providing UHD content to clients, through a private single operator
network infrastructure. Following on from the OpenFlow CDN, a novel traffic optimisation tech-
nique is also presented; the max-flow traffic optimisation algorithm aims to improve scalability, by
distributing traffic evenly across all network links, thereby reducing the probability of blocking.
1.2 Contributions
The key contributions presented include:
• A novel heuristic algorithm to provide optimised locations for transcoders within a given
network, when presented with a collection of client video demands.
• A novel mechanism to reduce live migration times of transcoders processing live real-time
UHD content, in order to provide a near seamless switchover for clients.
• A novel OpenFlow enabled CDN concept, including: an OpenFlow based NAT system to
handle bridging the CDN with the public network, as well as providing optimised server
selection; a novel OpenFlow based DNS redirection alternative, which improves on existing
implementations; an OpenFlow core network to allow rapid redirection of streams during
transmissions, and finally, a mechanism for performing multicasting at the switch level using
OpenFlow.
• A novel max-flow algorithm capable of optimising the internal traffic of CDN architectures,
including the presented OpenFlow CDN.
1.3 Thesis Description
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a discussion of relevant literature, as well
as background information on relevant technologies used. Chapter 3 provides an examination of
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the performance benefits of both P2P and CDN architectures, to provide an insight on improving
video streaming services. Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the proposed heuristic
algorithm for placing transcoders within a network, along with a comparison to other methods,
such as a genetic algorithm and two Dijkstra algorithms. Chapter 5 presents a method for using
OpenFlow to migrate a transcoder while streaming, with minimal interruption to clients viewing
experience. Chapter 6 presents the concept of an OpenFlow enabled CDN system, as well as its
use as an architecture to deliver live streaming content. Chapter 7 presents a max-flow algorithm,
which optimises traffic placement within a CDN architecture, such as the one presented in Chapter
6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Chapter 8 with an overview of the presented work, as well
as a discussion of potential areas of future research.
Chapter 2
Background Literature
Within this chapter, relevant literature will be presented along with a critical review of their
content. The research areas explored within the presented work is diverse, as it encompasses a
number of technologies which all require explanation; technologies that are less relevant are briefly
described, with references to literature that provides a more in-depth discussion and analysis of the
research area. It should be noted that additional background content can be found in the relevant
chapters, where the context of the technologies application can be examined more extensively in
relation to presented work. It is important to note that although the scenario of UHD video is used
throughout the thesis, the main focus of the work is the switching and control of these high bitrate
real-time streams and not the specific encoding or format of the video content. Furthermore, the
presented systems are designed to be agnostic to the format and encoding of the content, providing
a system that can be utilised in a diverse number of applications.
Several technologies and platforms that are rapidly advancing, are utilised in the presented
research; one example of these technologies is the OpenFlow platform and its controller applica-
tions, which is an area that is currently in continuous development. The use of these types of
rapidly advancing technologies located within a diverse collection of research areas has produced
a wide variety of literature, making it important to focus on highlighting relevant work.
Some references being used within this chapter and later on in the thesis are from primary
industry sources; this is due to the information required not currently being available in academic
journals.
2.1 Ultra-High Definition Media
Streaming UHD content across networks is the main focus of the presented research, with the main
aims being to perform this in the most efficient way. The obvious advantages of optimising UHD
streaming are the conservation of link capacity and resources, as well as reducing playback delay.
Optimising these high bitrate streams is becoming a significant issue as video traffic is becoming
more prevalent in current public networks, as well as becoming one of the largest contributions to
network traffic [3–5].
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2.1.1 Specification
The UHD TV standard accepted by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) contains
two resolutions for UHD video; one for 4K video set at 3840 x 2160 pixels and one for 8K video set
at 7680 x 4320 pixels [6]. Picture resolutions are also often presented as megapixel (MP) values,
which represents the number of pixels within a frame of the video; therefore, 1 MP is equal to
precisely 220 pixels, though it is often referred to as roughly 1 million pixels. These equate to pixel
values of 8 MP for 4K and 32 MP for 8K, which represents a large improvement over the current
HDTV pixel count of between 1-2 MP. These, however, are not the resolutions that are always
used or considered as UHD; this is mainly due to the fact that equipment for 4K and 8K video
began production before the official standard was finalised. Additionally, not every organisation
will follow the standards set by the ITU, with organisations defining their own standards; for this
reason, there is flexibility in the type of content that is considered UHD.
Standard Definition (SD) and High Definition (HD) content is utilised during the prototype
development in Chapter 5, so it is appropriate to briefly define its specification alongside UHD.
SD video is generally considered anything below that of HD, although official resolutions range
from 720 x 480 to 720 x 576 [7]. HD is generally considered to be anything between 1280 x 720
and 1920 x 1080 in resolution, although 1920 x 1080 is usually termed Full HD [7, 8]. There are
multiple variations of each video standard, with differences in frame rates, as well as progressive
and interlacing display types.
The JVC DLA-SH4KG 4K projectors utilised for the system presented in Chapter 5, are
capable of projecting an image at the resolution of 4096 x 2400 [9]. Although the projectors
resolution does not follow the exact specifications of any 4K standard, as discussed before, it is
still considered 4K. The current implementation at the University makes it possible to produce
resolutions up to 8K, with the use of four projectors being used in parallel to create a merged image.
However, 8K will not be detailed further, as the computing resources required to transcode content
are not available. The successful operation of the system working with 4K content, however, should
prepare foundations to allow scaling to 8K if the resources were available.
Ultra-high definition video consumes a significant amount of link capacity, typically in the
order of 100 Mb/s for ultra-high quality compressed formats of 4K video [10]. It is possible
to calculate the required bitrates for uncompressed 4K video streams using Equation 2.1. 4K
uncompressed video streams at the resolution of the University JVC projector would amount to a
data rate of 7.55 Gbps or 943.72MB/s; given a frame rate of 24fps, colour depth of 8 bits/colour
and a colour model of CMYK (4 bits).
You are able to calculate the upper limit bitrate b in bits/second of a video using the following
equation:
Fw × Fh × Fr × Cd × Cm = b (2.1)
with Fi, where i ∈ w, h, r being the attributes of the frames of the video, Fw as the width, Fh as
the height and Fr as the frame rate. Ci, where i ∈ d,m can be defined as the colour aspects of
the video, with Cd being the colour depth and Cm being defined as the colour model used.
This upper limit bitrate is often not required for transmitting the video data across the network,
as with the use of codecs and transcoders it is possible to reduce transmission rate significantly.
Some codecs can achieve compression using a mathematically lossless method, while others can
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reduce the data rate even further with minimal loss of visual data; these techniques will be detailed
in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.2 Transcoding
Transcoding is the general term for systems that can modify coded media to suit alternative codecs
and/or bitrate requirements [11]. Transcoding digital media on the Internet is an important step
in the preparation and delivery of video content to end users; it provides not only a reduction in
bitrate, so that more content can be delivered on a given set of links, but also allows the content
to be tailored and adapted to the receiving device [12]. Transcoding can include adapting the
resolution of the video to match that of the client display, as well as transcoding to a format
supported by the client [11]. Transcoding can be performed with both live content streams as well
as stored content. However, transcoding live streams can be more resource intensive because of the
real-time requirement. As previously described, transcoding using certain video codecs can reduce
the bitrate of media further, by using either lossless or lossy compression techniques [13, 14]; the
use of such techniques are a valuable tool when delivering content to low powered devices.
FFmpeg [15,16] is a software based multimedia tool, one of its many capabilities is its extensive
transcoding functionality. It has a very large feature set that makes it ideal for the applications
that this thesis requires. One of the main features that makes it suitable, is its ability to accept
video packets through a UDP port and send the transcoded output through another. This ability
makes FFmpeg the ideal candidate for the scenarios used in Chapter 5, as it has the required
functionality built in. It also has extensive codec support and content transformation capabilities,
allowing a diverse choice of options when determining optimum streaming conditions. The large
list of additional transcoding capabilities of FFmpeg will not be detailed here, as they would not
provide any relevant information for the presented work; however, relevant information relating
to FFmpeg configuration is included where required in Chapter 5.
An ideal streaming encapsulation would be the MPEG Transport Stream (MPEG-TS) format
[17,18], which would easily allow VideoLAN Client (VLC) media player [19] to access the content
over a UDP socket; the server could also use VLC to stream the video to the transcoder using
UDP, due to VLC also possessing good network streaming support. However, VLC’s streaming
capabilities will not be detailed further, due to them only being utilised in initial testing before
switching to FFmpeg.
It should be noted that although we are assuming a software based transcoding approach for
the system presented in Chapter 5, it could easily be applied using hardware encoders with slight
modifications.
2.1.3 Codecs
Codecs provide a solution to reducing the bitrate of a video, in order to meet capacity and client
device requirements. Codecs help to provide media in a format that can be processed by a receiving
device, as not all devices contain the appropriate hardware or software to decode specific content.
Codecs usually have two types of operating modes, lossless and lossy [13, 14]; but the lossless
mode can also be separated into two subcategories, mathematically lossless and visually lossless.
Codecs that use a mathematically lossless algorithm can reduce the bitrate of content, while still
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being able to fully reconstruct the original format [13,20,21]. Similarly to mathematically lossless,
using a visually lossless algorithm does not introduce visible distortion to the content; however,
the content once converted, can never be fully restored.
It should be noted that although a brief description of codec technology is given, the system
being implemented in Chapter 5 is agnostic to the codec used; this is due to the network orientated
aspect of the migration, which only relies on codecs in general, to aid in transporting the content
at a reduced bitrate.
One of the most suitable codecs for use with UHD content is the JPEG 2000 codec; it has
several features that allow for reliable and fast transport of UHD media, at a reduced data rate
compared to its uncompressed counterpart [13]. It allows on average a 2:1 compression ratio
when using a mathematically lossless compression method; but it can improve on this further,
as it allows visually lossless compression ratios of 10:1 to 20:1 [22]; it should be noted, however,
that these values do depend on the content being processed. The JPEG 2000 codec provides
improved performance in both image quality and compression ratios when compared to other
codec solutions; a comparison of features with MPEG based codecs is shown in Table 2.1.
Features MPEG-2
I-Frame
MPEG-2
Long GOP
MPEG-4
AVC
JPEG
2000
JPEG 2000 Benefits
Intra-coding Only Yes No No Yes Easy editing, avoids introducing noise caused
by GOP pumping, GOP alignment.
Low Latency Yes No No Yes Avoid delays in live news interviews. Reduce
AV sync issues.
Efficient Coding No Yes Yes Yes High-quality pictures in manageable size
files.
Scalable Decoding No No Yes Yes Real-time browse even on a laptop.
Embedded proxy eliminated mismatch.
Main Artefacts Blocks Blocks, motion
aliasing
Blocks, motion
aliasing
Softness Downstream encoders use bits to encode
your pictures instead of artefacts.
Multi-Gen
Performance
OK Poor if GOPs
misaligned
Poor with
deblocking
Good Confidence that the emission picture quality
is as high as it can be.
Open Standard Yes Yes Yes Yes Interoperability. Choose from multiple
vendors.
No/Low Licensing No No No Free Lower costs and richer toolsets.
10-bit,4:2:2
Colour
No No Sometimes Yes Accurate green/blue screen work today.
Perfect pictures from your archive tomorrow.
Table 2.1: Comparison of JPEG 2000 with other available image codecs, presented by Ban-
croft et al. [23].
Another more recent codec is H.265 HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding), which is the
successor to the hugely successful H.264 AVC Codec [24, 25]. The HEVC codec builds on top of
H.264 AVC so that it can essentially replace all its applications. HEVC focuses heavily on the
areas of increased resolution and parallel architectures, in order to perform more efficiently with
content such as UHD video. It also looks to improve on many areas of the H.264 AVC codec, such
as data loss resilience, coding efficiency and better integration with transport systems [26,27].
The mechanisms that video codecs utilise to achieve this bitrate reduction is not discussed, as
it is not relevant to the presented work; however, as a brief description of their methods, they use a
combination of mathematical algorithms that are similar to those used in still image compression;
these algorithms are then used in combination with features such as motion estimation and the
use of reference frames to compress the video data [28].
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The presented work does not focus on detailed codec analysis, as the systems presented are
designed to be agnostic to codecs; however, Conklin et al. [29] provide further analysis of this
research area, with a detailed description of codec evolution with regard to improving streaming
video services.
2.1.3.1 Streaming Technology
Following on from the discussion of codecs and transcoding, it is important to briefly discuss the
technology and techniques utilised for aiding in the delivery of video content to clients. Technology
such as HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [30] and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH),
also known as MPEG-DASH [31], aims to improve the delivery of video content, by utilising
existing HTTP protocols already being used by a large number of devices. HLS was developed by
Apple and is an older technology when compared with the relatively new MPEG-DASH; because
of this, many systems still currently utilise HLS, such as the live streaming applications described
later in Section 2.8. However, with MPEG-DASH now being an international standard, it is
expected that it will gain increased adoption over the older proprietary technologies like HLS
and Microsoft Smooth Streaming (MSS) [32]; for example, two large video delivery corporations
that currently utilise MPEG-DASH as their preferred delivery method are Youtube and Netflix,
which serve a very large percentage of all video traffic on the internet. There are, however, many
similarities between MPEG-DASH, HLS and MSS, especially in the way they divide content into
segments for easy delivery to clients; most of the differences between the technologies relate to the
way they handle the segments and manifest files, rather than the way they transport the content.
Figure 2.1 shows how content segments are represented within the MPEG-DASH system. Each
video will have a Media Presentation Description (MPD) such as this, describing the available
segments, adaptations and representations of the video content; the information contained within
the MPD, allows clients to automatically detect and select the content they require. Segments
are split along the temporal axis, with the period being configured during initial content set up.
Each of the periods found within the MPD has one or more adaptation sets, which can contain
various adaptations of the content, such as the audio and video components of the stream. Within
each adaptation, there can also be one or more representations, which can contain information on
the different variations of the adaptation set data that is available; these variations can include
different resolution, bitrate and formats, enabling clients with differing requirements access to the
same content. Another important aspect of the varying bitrate representations, is the capability
of MPEG-DASH to detect congestion and delay issues and switch to lower bitrate representations;
once congestion has been mitigated, MPEG-DASH can then attempt to switch back to the previous
higher bitrate segments. This adaptive streaming aspect of the system, coupled with the high
compatibility of using the HTTP protocol found in many devices, makes it both a robust and
compatible streaming technology.
MPEG-DASH also has a long list of other capabilities that extend beyond those of the pre-
viously mentioned proprietary streaming technologies. One of these capabilities is that MPEG-
DASH is codec agnostic, meaning it can be utilised with a wide variety of codecs, such as H.264 or
H.265. This allows the delivery of content to a diverse range of devices, which may not all support
the same formats. Additionally, like HLS, MPEG-DASH can be deployed on ordinary HTTP
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Figure 2.1: MPEG-DASH Media Presentation Description (MPD) format [31].
servers, allowing it to be easily added to existing systems without the modifications required for
other systems such as MSS. An additional capability of MPEG-DASH that content providers such
as Youtube are already utilising, is the ability to insert adverts during video playback; this is an
important feature given that a lot of internet based video services rely on adverts as a funding
source. MPEG-DASH has many other features which go beyond the research area explored in this
thesis, so they have been omitted for clarity; however, a detailed description of the capabilities
of MPEG-DASH is presented by Sodagar [31], who discusses MPEG-DASH with comparisons to
HLS and MSS.
2.2 Resource Optimisation
As hardware resources continue to expand in both size and power, it is important to ensure that
they are being utilised efficiently; this can be important for many reasons, including reducing
financial costs, reducing blocking, environmental impact reduction and also for meeting perfor-
mance requirements. Additionally, with the increased demand for high bitrate applications such
as UHD video, it becomes crucial to optimise traffic within the network, to allow the limited
capacity of existing networks to continue to meet the requirements of users [3]; furthermore, the
high computational cost of transcoding the video content also needs to be considered [3], as this
will influence the availability of possible transcoder placements throughout a network.
Optimisation of resources can use human based prediction using empirical evidence or esti-
mated values; however, it is more common for optimisation techniques to utilise algorithms to
aid in providing a better solution. Using algorithms to optimise resources provides a systematic
approach to the optimisation process. There are many algorithmic approaches that are available,
some of which are utilised within the later chapters; these include:
• Deterministic heuristic algorithms which leverage known characteristics of a problem, to
improve both solution quality and calculation time; there is, however, a trade-off between
solution quality and calculation time in most algorithms of this type. A heuristic is used to
optimise transcoder placement in Chapter 4.
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• Non-deterministic algorithms, including evolutionary approaches such as Genetic Algo-
rithms (GAs). GAs involve the application of evolutionary algorithms using natural selection
concepts, to provide improved solutions throughout a number of generations [33]. For this
process, each generation of solutions is tested and then evolved in the hope of creating a
better solution within the next generation. A GA is utilised in Chapter 4 for comparison
with the presented heuristic, as GAs are shown to provide ‘good’ solutions to problems given
the correct parameters are configured.
• Black box techniques may use either approach and typically involve multiple techniques to
reach a given goal, this includes black box solvers such as CPLEX [34,35] which is detailed
in Section 7.2.
Further information regarding the three algorithm approaches can be found in the relevant
chapters in which they are utilised.
It should be noted that most of the current implementations of placement strategies and
algorithms described in this section, mainly focus on stored or cached content placement; unfor-
tunately, they do not consider the placement of transcoders for the real-time streaming scenarios,
so are not directly related to the specific research area explored. However, although different from
live streaming, they are still relative due to shared concepts, such as the positioning of content
distribution points close to users. This area of resource optimisation is detailed further in Section
2.8.1.
This thesis examines and provides solutions to optimise both network resources and compute
(transcode) resources. This section will only briefly describe the area of resource optimisation,
as further detailed information more relevant to specific aspects of the presented work can be
found in the relevant sections; these include: Section 2.3, which discusses resource optimisation in
relation to cloud environments; Chapter 4, which discusses the optimisation of network capacity
and transcoding resources; and finally, Chapters 6 and 7, which include a number of sections which
detail specific optimisation of network resources.
2.2.1 Network Resource Optimisation
Network resource optimisation can involve a number of specific optimisation goals, including traf-
fic reduction, blocking reduction, latency reduction and load balancing. Some of these goals are
not exclusive and are closely linked; for example, reducing traffic in the network often results in
a reduction in blocking, due to there being additional capacity available within the network for
further traffic. However, there are also other ways to reduce blocking within the network, such as
spreading the load across the network in a load balancing approach. These close links between
optimisation goals are important, as they provide insights into multiple solutions to larger op-
timisation problems. These types of problems often require using multi-objective optimisation
techniques, in order to achieve the best solution possible. This is because multi-objective optimi-
sation allows for a far wider search of solution parameters than normal optimisation techniques.
With the existing optimisation goals in mind, it should be clear that each characteristic be-
ing improved could benefit specific scenarios; furthermore, it is important to tailor optimisation
techniques to the application being utilised on the network. For example, delay tolerant content
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delivery would not benefit significantly from latency reduction, but the reduction in traffic would
provide improved scalability due to additional capacity being available for further demands. In
addition to this, a reduction in traffic would also reduce transmission costs for any links where
cost is linked to usage.
Hu et al. in [36] present an important observation that network traffic can be optimised
by tuning three basic factors: topology infrastructure, traffic distribution and routing strategy.
However, aside from the optimisation of the network itself and the traffic traversing through it,
it is important to show how the placement of utilised resources within the network can heavily
influence the limits of optimisation. The specifics of how resource placement optimisation can
improve content delivery is detailed in Section 2.2.2, with the focus of the discussion being the
work presented in Chapter 4.
A more in-depth overview of traffic optimisation can be found in Chapter 7, where a traffic
optimisation system is presented.
2.2.2 Resource Placement Optimisation
When aiming to optimise a system that uses resources dispersed across a network, it becomes
beneficial to look at optimising the placement of these resources; these may include resources such
as processing, storage and services. Optimising the placement of these resources can not only
improve the systems performance, but also reduces the traffic generated from communication to
these resources. This is an area of research that Chapter 4 explores, in relation to the optimisation
of the placement of transcoders. This is a similar optimisation problem to that of cache and CDN
server location optimisation, however, it is important to separate the two since they have different
end goals; cache placement aims to position caches in locations to improve performance and reduce
traffic, whereas transcoder placement for live video streams also needs to factor in the distance
from the original source when computing solutions.
Cache and CDN server placement strategies have been widely studied in previous research, due
to the desirable benefits of improving performance while reducing costs. One of the more recent
works into CDN replica placement algorithms is presented by Sun et al. [37]. Sun et al. focus
on clustering requests from users, in order to aid in optimising the placement of replicated data
at CDN servers. An important distinction for placement strategies is the focus on the requested
content type; original placement strategies that focused on web page replication, such as those
presented by Qiu et al. [38], are not suitable for use with high bitrate multimedia [39]. It is shown
by Wauters [40] that in terms of content replication within CDNs, greedy algorithms seem to
provide a reliable solution to placement optimisations. Wauters [40] presents heuristics to work
with this premise, however, they do not consider the application of the system to live streaming
content. Cidon [41] and Leighton [42] both present a thorough analysis into how the placement of
multimedia content within the network infrastructure, can significantly impact the performance
and scalability of video delivery systems. They both provide detailed explanations of the issues
associated with content distribution, focussing heavily on the conservation of network capacity
and the minimisation of financial cost to content providers. Furthermore, Nguyen et al. [43] detail
the optimisation parameters associated with video delivery systems, such as link utilisation and
latency; by optimising parameters such as these, it is possible to improve system performance, in
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order to meet the requirements of specific scenarios.
Additional information on this area will not be included, due to the concepts expressed only
being partially relevant for the real-time transcoder placement investigated within this thesis;
additional relevant information in relation to the optimisation of transcoder placement can be
found in Section 2.8.1 and Chapter 4.
2.3 Cloud Technology
Cloud technology has seen a large adoption in the past 5 years [44], with data centres increasing
both in number and size to support the rapid growth. All chapters of this thesis assume cloud
technology is part of the network scenario. A few well known cloud service providers are Amazon
AWS [45], Microsoft Azure [46] and Google Cloud [47]; these all present similar services with
storage, compute and other cloud resources available. Amazon AWS, for example, provides services
such as Amazon EC2 [48], which provides compute resources hosted in the cloud and Amazon S3
to provide a cloud based storage solution.
It should be noted that there are many other cloud service providers, but some utilise one of
the previously detailed providers such as Amazon; Dropbox, for example, uses Amazon AWS for
storage of client data [49], allowing them to focus on their software products rather than their
storage infrastructure. The use of cloud services in this way allows new services to build rapidly
expanding businesses, without the initial financial investment of costly hardware infrastructure
that used to be required when supporting such a business. Along with the saving of initial
investment costs, using cloud services also reduces running costs; these costs relate to maintenance
of the infrastructure, as well as other factors such as data backup management and replacement
of out of date or faulty hardware.
As detailed before, the ability for services hosted within the cloud to scale according to load, is
one of the main factors that have made them popular for hosting web-based services and content.
The importance of these services is due to the variation of load that can be placed on these
services, which can fluctuate from minimal usage to overloaded in a relatively short period of
time. The fluctuations in load can be influenced by the demographic of users changing, based on
global daily cycles. The peak in load on a standard system would have to be provisioned ahead of
time, meaning resources would be kept as unutilised when the load is minimal; over-provisioning
resources in this way would be very inefficient in terms of resource use. Furthermore, at times,
usage could also extend beyond the over-provisioned resources, causing reduced performance or
even dropped requests. For this reason, the use of cloud resources becomes an ideal solution,
since resources can be adapted based on current load, with an almost limitless pool of resources
available to process unanticipated peaks in demand.
Additionally, it should be highlighted that cloud service providers maintain data centres in
multiple locations around the world; these multiple locations allows latency requirements to be
met, along with any restrictions on client data placement that might also be required. Client data
placement might not seem like an issue other than for latency requirements, but it is important to
note the restrictions that governments and institutions enforce for placement of user data outside
of certain countries.
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Buyya et al. [44] present a detailed analysis of cloud technology; they focus on providing an in-
depth analysis of cloud services, including a comparison of service providers as well as explaining
the difference between clusters, grid computing and cloud.
2.3.1 Virtual Machines
Virtual machines are an integral part to cloud technology, as they allow physical resources on a sin-
gle machine to be separated and multiplexed for use by multiple isolated operating systems [50,51].
This partitioning of resources achieves efficient resource utilisation, by allowing underutilised hard-
ware resources to be consumed by additional virtual machines. This is a desirable optimisation,
given that at any given instance, a standard machine is generally not fully utilising all its avail-
able resources [52,53]; further to this, it is also important to highlight that without the described
Virtual Machine (VM) scenario, the unused resources can be considered wasted and can remain
unused for extensive periods of time. Unutilised resources are considered an undesirable char-
acteristic, due to the cost of both maintaining and powering them; additionally, any unutilised
resources can be considered an unwanted surplus of hardware resources, which would have been
financially costly to initially purchase. An alternate solution to address this resource usage issue
would be to install further applications onto the machine, in order to fully utilise all available
resources at any given time. However, this provides no separation between applications, making
management a complex task; this method also does not allow an easy solution for managing each
application’s resource usage. Further to this concept, migrating an application from one physical
machine to another, can present compatibility issues with hardware, which might even require
recompilation of the software due to varying hardware resources. It should be noted that isolation
of applications and data, in this case, is important for many reasons other than migration issues,
with one main reason being security concerns. Without isolation of applications and data, it would
not be possible to safely allow access to the physical machine to multiple clients, as it would be
possible to influence and view other clients services and data. It should be highlighted that VMs
are assumed to be utilised within a number of the later chapters, but they are used specifically in
Chapter 5 as a main component of the presented system.
VMs present an ideal solution to the described problem of efficient resource utilisation; VMs
allow virtual resources to be presented to an operating system, so that multiple operating systems
can be run on a single physical machine. These virtual resources can be chosen during configuration
of the VM, in order to customise a machine with the specific characteristics required for a given
task; these virtual resources usually consist at a minimum of Central Processing Unit (CPU),
RAM and Storage, but also include many other virtual devices to emulate chipsets, USB, GPU
and other system devices. Because the resources presented to the guest operating systems are
virtual representations of physical hardware, these can be easily replicated on another physical
machine; the easy replication of virtual resources makes the migration of VMs an easier task,
only requiring the duplication of configuration and system image data onto the new host machine;
this is on the basis that the destination host machine is running the same virtualisation software.
VMs also allow easy management in terms of resource usage, as it is possible to either define
specific characteristics for a specific VM, or allow things such as RAM to increase when required.
Allowing memory expansion on VMs can cause additional problems [54], especially when allowing
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the memory of a physical machine to be overcommitted [55]. However, there are a number of
methods available to help manage memory overcommitting issues, many of which are discussed
by Li [55], who presents an in-depth analysis of both the problems and solutions associated with
memory overcommit strategies.
There are various virtualisation platforms (also known as hypervisors), some popular choices
include KVM [56, 57] and VirtualBox [58, 59]; it should be noted there are a significant number
of other options available, as well as bare metal platforms and container virtualisation such as
OpenVZ [60, 61] which offer similar guest OS virtualisation. KVM, in particular, is popular for
Linux users, as it provides a well-tested platform for virtualising multiple operating systems.
VirtualBox is popular with both Windows and Linux users, as it has a very good GUI for creating
and managing VMs. The work presented in Chapter 5 utilised VirtualBox, due to its ease of
use and command line control mechanisms, which made managing the virtual machines a simpler
task.
2.3.2 Virtual Machine Migration
With the advancement of cloud technology and VMs, it has become crucial for the movement of
VMs between machines to enable efficient use of hardware, as well as to meet performance targets.
Although the specifics for the VM migration is not crucial in Chapter 5, due to the system not
being delay sensitive, it is important to detail the existing systems designed to migrate VMs to
allow the concept to be recognised as a novel contribution.
There are several reasons why it may be desirable to migrate a VM from one machine to
another [62], some of these include:
• Load balancing across servers to improve available resources available to VMs.
• Reducing latency for client applications by moving VMs closer to the requesting clients
location.
• To enable server maintenance to take place without VM downtime.
• Service Policy restrictions requiring the movement of VMs due to either performance re-
quirements or location restrictions.
• Hot spot mitigation, which is defined as when a host server is oversubscribed and unable to
provide the resources requested by a VM.
• Consolidation of VMs to minimise the number of physical host machines required, enabling
excess host machines to be powered down to conserve energy.
Examples of server load balancing and server consolidation can be seen in Figure 2.2, which
presents a clear view of their objectives.
2.3.2.1 Migration Decision
Another important factor to be considered with regard to VM migration, is the decision of when to
migrate. Table 2.2 presents a simplified high level view of some of the options available. These can
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Figure 2.2: Server load balancing and consolidation objectives.
be considered in addition to the idea that certain events can be monitored and used as a migration
trigger. These events can include detection of hot spot probability, spare capacity limits across
servers and the addition or removal of either host servers or VMs. Additionally, a further influence
of migration can include a time based approach, with certain VMs being migrated at certain dates
and times, which may be set to coincide with clients day and night cycles or holiday periods.
Objective Reason to Migrate VM to Migrate VM Destination
Server Consolidation Large number of underutilised
host machines
VMs located on lowest utilised
hosts
Hosts with high usage but
available resources
Load Balancing Prepare for increase in VM
resource use
VMs from overloaded servers Underutilised host servers
Hot spot mitigation VM resource requirements not
able to be met
VM requiring additional
resources
Server with capabilities to
support requirements of VM
Table 2.2: VM migration scenarios [62,63]
2.3.2.2 Migration Mechanisms
There are two types of migration system, oﬄine and online/live [64]. Oﬄine migration occurs
when the VM is not functioning and is in a powered off state. Online migration, also known as
live migration, is the process of migrating a VM while it is currently switched on and operating
as normal; this migration type is far more complex than oﬄine migration, as issues with memory
state transfer and synchronisation of running state are difficult to solve. Further discussion on
migration mechanisms will focus on the live migration of VMs, as the intent of the presented work
is to solve dynamic migration while the system continues to function.
There have been many developed mechanisms for live migration of VMs, as it is desirable for
people to improve this system for specific applications. It should be noted that in all the cases of
migration mechanisms, there are certain situations where VM storage does not require migration;
a scenario to support this would be a migration operation within a local data centre, where the
VM image data is located on a shared storage medium that is accessible to both the source and
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destination machines. The shared storage approach allows for a relatively rapid migration, as only
the VM state is required to be transferred and not the large quantity of data relating to the VM
image. Another possible scenario that would reduce the transmission cost, would be the use of a
standard VM template being readily available on all machines; if these types of templates were
used as a base for the VM to be migrated, only the differences in the image data would need to
be transmitted during migration. Beyond these types of scenarios, both the VM image data and
state are required to be transmitted during the migration process.
Most of the currently developed migration mechanisms conform to the following categories:
• Suspend and Copy: This method suspends the VM on its source and then begins to transfer
data and state information to the new host. As detailed before, the migration process can
be significantly improved if shared storage for the VM image data is located on a shared
medium, but is generally still slower than other methods. Without using a shared medium
for the VM image data, this method could not truly be considered a live migration scenario,
due to its time extensive transfer process where the VM would not be accessible.
• Pre-Copy: This method transfers VM data iteratively while it is still running on its initial
host. Once the data transferred is deemed sufficient, the VM is suspended on its original host
allowing the remaining state data to be copied to the destination; after complete transfer
of all state information, the VM can then be resumed from its suspended state [65]. This
considerably reduces the time required that the VM is suspended, compared to the standard
suspend and copy method.
• Post-Copy: This method initially copies a limited amount of VM data and state informa-
tion to the destination, so that it can start operation as quickly as possible. Remaining
information is then fetched on demand from the original host as needed. This has the risk
of causing system faults if information is not found when requested, but generally provides
a faster migration time than using a pre-copy solution [66]; there are, however, many mech-
anisms for mitigating some of these migration issues, Hirofuchi et al. [66] discuss many of
these within their work.
Although these categories broadly encompass the majority of migration techniques, there are
a few that would need to be positioned outside of these categories.
It should be highlighted that an alternative for scenarios which did not require live migration,
would be to shut down the VM before the migration event; this method would then only require
the transfer of the VM image and configuration, not the memory or state information. This
could be further improved using the shared storage method described before, requiring only the
configuration to be copied across to the new location.
Another issue that should be highlighted is the importance of transferring the network along
with the VM during migration; however, this is not essential in all cases, due to some VMs not
relying on a network connection. If a VM is providing a network based service, it is important to
ensure continuous operation for this service; to allow a network based service to operate during
migration, requires the network to either be modified or migrated along with VM. Network
migration does not present significant issues if the VM is migrated within the same network
infrastructure [65], as standard networking protocols will be able to automatically update the
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path to the new VM location given enough time; however, for more complex migration scenarios
where the VM is migrated to an external network, more complex configuration is required to
maintain user connectivity with the client. There are mechanisms available to achieve these types
of external network migrations, with some utilising tunnelling protocols [67, 68] or proxy servers,
to route packets destined for the VM to its new location [69, 70]; one other additional method of
achieving this includes the use of packet header manipulation [71], which allows the VM to be
reached even after it has been given a new IP address. However, with the recent advancements in
SDN technology, it has been possible to achieve improved traffic management and manipulation
within cloud environments [72–77]. One main benefit of utilising SDN for migration systems is
that redirection and packet manipulation during migration can be configured using a software
based approach. Keller et al. [78] present LIME (LIve Migration of Ensembles), which is a system
that allows the migration of an entire network along with its hosts. LIME achieves this by cloning
OpenFlow switches along with the VMs, in order to maintain connectivity between the hosts
on their local network. However, it should be noted that additional configuration is required
to enable communication outside of their local network. It can be seen with LIME, how SDN
provides a platform to simplify and improve the management of the network when migrating
network dependent VM resources.
Current migration mechanisms, however, do not consider the scenario of migrating a VM
performing live transcoding. Chapter 5 aims to address this gap in knowledge, with further
discussion of transcoder migration detailed in Section 2.8.
2.3.2.3 Migration Metrics
To quantify the performance of a live transcoder migration, it is important to determine the
metrics associated with this process. One of the main metrics often used is the total time taken for
the migration to occur, this includes all processes during the migration from the initial migration
request to the starting of the VM on the destination machine. This can be influenced by a number
of factors, but is usually the product of the size of the data to be transferred with the network
resources available to transport this information to its new host. Another important metric is the
downtime of the VM where the user is unable to access or utilise the VM; this delay is usually
caused by the suspending of the old VM to allow copying of the last remaining information to
the new VM. To achieve improved performance in standard migration scenarios it is important
to minimise both these metrics [64]. Other factors such as data transfer, network utilisation or
server load can also be used as metrics in certain scenarios.
It should be noted that the downtime metric is crucial for the system in Chapter 5, as reducing
this value provides an improved video quality during switchover; whereas the total migration time
is not significantly influential on the performance of the system, as long as it is maintained at
realistic values. This will, however, be explained further in Section 2.8.
2.4 Network Architecture
The work presented later in the thesis investigates scenarios which involve a number of network
architectures, along with presenting an improved network architecture design in Chapter 6. The
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scenarios investigated involve the application of different architectures, within the context of de-
livering real-time UHD video to multiple users. This can be seen as an important area of research,
due to the recent and estimated adoption of UHD content described in Section 2.1. However,
the current Internet architecture is not designed to allow streaming video services to operate at
the bitrates required for real-time UHD video [1, 2]; this presents a significant content delivery
issue for service providers [79]. Many adaptations to the original design of the Internet have
been successful at allowing a multitude of media types to be transmitted [80]; this is a significant
extension of the original basic text delivery, that was intended with the introduction of packet
switched networks such as ARPANET [81]. However, even with current advances in switching
hardware and link capacity within the Internet, traffic produced by UHD video consumes signif-
icantly more capacity than previously seen, requiring a more extensive redesign of the network
architecture. Unfortunately, upgrading large areas of the Internet infrastructure is not a feasible
endeavour, especially for an end-service provider delivering real-time UHD content. The distinc-
tion between an end-service provider and a network service provider needs to be clarified, as an
end-service provider only provides a service that utilises the network (e.g. email, video, etc..),
whereas a network service provider specifically only provides the network connection and Internet
connection services; this is important due to the ambiguous term of service provider, sometimes
being used to describe a provider that provides both these services. The inability to update large
sections of the existing Internet architecture presents an issue that has several approaches. One
such approach is the use of improved architecture design and network technologies, with the aim
to reduce network utilisation when transmitting UHD content; this may include technology such
as application layer multicasting or content delivery architectures, such as P2P and CDN, but
could also be a combination of these to further improve their efficiency.
Another possible approach is the use of a single operator network managed by the content
service providers to deliver content to their clients; this is one of the scenarios assumed in a
number of the presented chapters, as it provides the best solution to the scenario of transmitting
real-time UHD video to multiple users. Using a single operator network allows complete control
of the network for traffic optimisation, as well as allowing technology such as OpenFlow to be
implemented throughout the network; this level of control would not be possible when using the
Internet as a delivery platform. A single operator network would perform best when configured
over dedicated light paths through private networks; however, it would be possible to use tunnelling
through the Internet to achieve a limited version of this type of network. Using the public Internet
even with tunnelling is not an ideal solution, as it would have the latency and congestion issues
you would expect with a shared resource infrastructure, with little or no QoS control. This is why
it is important to use an architecture implemented using dedicated links, to ensure both latency
and link capacity constraints are minimised. The network architectures for delivering real-time
UHD content that are presented later, are not designed to replace the current Internet; they are
designed to be deployed alongside current technologies, as an aid for specific applications [1,2]. A
single operator network is a realistic assumption in this case, as a single provider often delivers
video service to its customers either through unique services (e.g. BT Vision [82]), or through a
closely linked CDN architecture (e.g. Akamai [83], YouView [84], etc..); CDN architectures of this
type are defined later in Section 2.4.2.
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The following subsections will give an overview of some of the network architectures currently
utilised for content distribution; it should be highlighted that only the distribution of either stored
or live video content was considered with these architectures, other types of content distribution
is not discussed.
2.4.1 Standard Client-Server Architecture
Before the introduction of large scale rich media content on the Internet, many services on the
Internet were hosted from a single source server which handled all client requests [85]. This
presented scalability issues when confronted with the introduction of high bitrate content such as
video. The only solution using this type of architecture is to increase the resources available to the
server, in order to continue reliably serving clients; this may include increasing Random Access
Memory (RAM), adding additional network interfaces, adding faster storage medium or improving
the compute power of the CPU. However, this is not a scalable model in today’s media rich
environment, with video traffic being one of the main contributors to network traffic [3–5]. There
is no feasible way to support the reliable delivery of HD video content to tens of thousands of users
from a single server, as it would surely exceed either its computational resources or its network
capacity. This is the basis behind the design and application of other network architectures such
as CDN and P2P networks, which aim to overcome these issues using multiple servers to distribute
the load.
2.4.2 CDN
Moving on from standard client-server architecture, CDN architectures use a collection of servers
with replicated content to load balance user requests; this allows demand for content to be scaled
far beyond what would be possible when using a single server. CDN systems have been an
invaluable tool for content delivery within the current Internet [80, 86], providing both website
content as well as media content such as video. Along with the capability of balancing user load
across servers, CDNs are also capable of providing geographically close server locations for clients
in order to reduce latency; these geographically close servers can provide faster response times
when content is requested, as well as reducing traffic within the network as a whole, due to the
reduced distance the content has to travel through the network. Another aspect of CDN systems
that make them an ideal solution for content delivery, is their fault tolerance, which allows one
or more servers to fail, while still being able to distribute content from the remaining servers;
it should be noted, however, that depending on the system configuration and the specific DNS
redirection process being used, this may not always be the case.
To distribute requests and direct clients to their closest server, Domain Name System (DNS)
redirection is used to provide the client with the optimum server closest to them [87]. DNS redi-
rection is explained in more detail in Section 6.6, where an alternate implementation is presented.
This is only a brief summary of CDN technology and a more detailed analysis of the area
is provided in Chapter 3; additionally, for extensive information on CDN and P2P systems for
content-centric delivery, it should be noted that Passarella [80] presents a very in-depth and
detailed survey in this area.
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2.4.3 P2P
Similar to CDN systems, P2P networks distribute content on multiple machines, which can then
serve clients when they request specific content. However, in contrast to a CDN system, the
servers that cache the content are not all owned by the service provider and actually include the
clients consuming the content; this important distinction is one of the most significant differences
between P2P and CDN. A simplified example of how P2P networks operate is as follows: as
a client consumes content from a service provider through P2P protocols, they are effectively
building a local cache of the content on their own system, this, in turn, can then be accessed by
other clients requesting the same content. The caching system has been a significant research area
within the P2P field [88,89], due to the storage constraints at clients, which forces the optimisation
of cached content; further information on P2P caching can be found in Section 3.3.2.
While the scalability of P2P networks might seem attractive to content or network providers
since it seems to require little financial cost, P2P networks do present a number of issues. The first
major problem is reliability, as at any given time nodes can leave the pool of peers; this transient
behaviour of the nodes makes content delivery unpredictable, creating issues with reliable delivery
of content. The extent of this issue, of course, depends on many other factors, as if a node leaves
the P2P network unexpectedly, there would most likely be other nodes to take its place and
meet the demand; however, there is always the possibility that there would not be another node
with the full content cached, or that the remaining node did not have the resources to provide
the content within an acceptable time frame. The second major problem with P2P networks is
that content sources, the major studios, do not allow unmanaged caching, particularly on users
machines, due to risks of piracy [90, 91]. Additional issues associated with P2P technology as a
content distribution method are discussed by Rodriguez et al. [92], who focus on the feasibility of
commercial content delivery through the use of P2P technology.
An important aspect of P2P technology is the content and peer discovery mechanisms involved,
these are briefly described in Section 3.1.1. This is only a brief summary of P2P technology, as a
more detailed analysis on P2P networks is provided in Chapter 3 where it is more relevant.
2.5 Switching and Control Systems
Network control systems are fundamental in transporting content across both private networks
and the public Internet, as they set up paths through the network for content transmissions, as
well as determining the routes that traffic traverses. Current implementations for setting up large
content streams along private single operator networks, require future knowledge of a content
stream; this allows the network path to be configured ahead of transmission time. This manual
pre-stream configuration is in contrast to the dynamic routing and path setup that are provisioned
within the Internet. To achieve dynamic path setup and routing, a number of layer 2 and layer 3
protocols are used; these protocols allow the setup and calculation of routes through the network,
as well as the automatic routing of traffic as it traverses network devices. It should be noted,
however, that layer 2 paths are often engineered to follow layer 3 routes through the network.
These control systems can be broadly separated into two main categories; ones that set up the
virtual paths for transmission and those that determine the routes for traffic along those paths.
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2.5.1 Path Setup Control Systems (Layer 2)
Layer 2 path setup is one of the crucial elements to any network, as it provides the ability to
establish routes across interconnected physical mediums. The layer 2 paths are configured at
the networking devices to route traffic from one port to another, based on protocol dependent
parameters. Paths through the network can be configured on demand for specific scenarios, or the
can be configured dynamically using certain protocols; these protocols can work at varying degrees
of granularity, such as using the source and destination Media Access Control (MAC) addresses in
the Ethernet protocol headers for a fine granularity approach, or using a coarser granularity such
as the incoming port on the network device. There are a number of layer 2 protocols currently
in use within the Internet and some private networks, some of these include: Multi-protocol label
switching (MPLS) [93, 94], Carrier class Ethernet [95] and legacy systems such as Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) [96] and Frame Relay [97]; it is important to highlight that some of these
can also be classed as being between layer 2 and 3, due to them not conforming to a standard
definition of one of the OSI layers [98].
2.5.2 Routing Control Systems (Layer 3)
Layer 3 control systems determine the location of the destination for any given traffic, which
is then used to select the optimum route from the source; this is performed using a number
of mechanisms, including algorithms such as Dijkstra [99], as well as rules set by Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) or security restrictions. This functionality can be further expanded by allowing
the destination discovery to be influenced, allowing the selection of an optimum destination server
in order to load balance across multiple servers. The routing functionality performed at networking
devices is achieved with the use of layer 3 routing protocols, which perform calculations to route
traffic to their destinations; some examples of these protocols include: Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) [100], Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [101], Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol (EIGRP) [102] and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [103,104].
2.5.3 Assumed Switching Architecture
The main area that this thesis will investigate, is the possibility of using the OpenFlow platform
to develop and deploy sophisticated control software for controlling specific content streams. The
software will use custom algorithms and flow rules to redirect traffic to optimum destinations and
transcoders where required, as well as optimising the use of other network resources such as link
capacity. This will improve the content delivery time and reduce bottlenecks that are present in
the network. The systems presented are designed to be used on a fully OpenFlow enabled single
operator network, not for the current Internet infrastructure; this assumed architecture provides a
system where layer 3 routing protocols are not required, as the OpenFlow controller will manage
all traffic routing functionality. For this reason, further details on layer 3 protocols will not be
discussed, as they are not within the research area of the presented work. It should be noted,
however, that OpenFlow does provide a system where these protocols can function without issue,
so layer 3 protocols could be utilised for unrelated traffic passing through the network, without
being affected by the OpenFlow rule tables.
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2.6 SDN
Software Defined Networking (SDN) has become an increasingly popular technology for research
and application, both in academia and industry; this is especially true with regard to cloud based
environments, where the network architecture needs to be rapidly modified to meet new require-
ments [105–107]. The increase in popularity has brought significant innovation into the SDN
field of research, as a requirement for fast application driven networking becomes a desirable
characteristic. SDN in its broadest sense, is a separation of forwarding and control within net-
working hardware [108, 109], but it also includes a large subset of features. The basic premise of
SDN, is the configuration of network resources using a software implementation, which presents
a programmable network where a centralised controller can influence the paths of packets in a
network [108]. Moreover, SDN presents a basic three layer design, in which multiple applications
can influence the control of the network through the controller layer; which can also be described
as the network OS layer. The control dictated by the controller application then filters down
to the forwarding layer, where flow rules are set on network hardware; a simplified view of this
three layer design can be seen in Figure 2.3. It should be noted that a large group of network
operators and vendors have founded the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [110], with the
aim to promote and develop SDN technology in industry. This collaboration of organisations has
provided additional support to the development and standardisation of SDN technologies such as
OpenFlow [111], which is detailed in Section 2.6.1.
Before the introduction of SDN, network administrators had to configure complex network
scenarios using basic configuration commands using a diverse collection of Command Line Inter-
faces (CLIs); this presents many opportunities for configuration errors, along with many restric-
tions on what could be achieved. These restrictions on the functionality are mainly due to the
limited configuration commands available within standard networking equipment, which often re-
quired network policies to be designed around command options available within specific network
hardware [107]. These restrictions have made SDN a desirable technology to investigate, given its
ability to bypass standard networking protocol functionality and provision traffic as defined within
a given policy. This configurable design has also allowed networks to be optimised beyond what
would be possible with networking hardware using standard L2/3 control protocols [112]; SDNs
has allowed improved control over network traffic, improving the optimisation of network traffic
and minimising delay. It is also shown by Agarwal et al. [112], how that even partial implemen-
tations of SDN within a network, can produce benefits in optimisation. These optimisations are
also partly due to the centralised control provided by SDN, which enables an improved overview
of the network topology when performing optimisation calculations. One example of a large in-
dustry taking advantage of SDN for its configurable design and optimisation characteristics is
Google [113], who have implemented SDN technology between their data centres [114].
Initial implementations of SDN technology introduced questions on scalability, due to the use
of a software based centralised control model. These were mainly focussed on the performance
of controllers, with initial implementations having limits on how many flow initiations they could
process [115]. However, these initial concerns have been mitigated through improved design and
testing of more modern controller applications [116, 117], showing that the scalability of SDN
should not be considered any worse than a standard networking scenario.
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Figure 2.3: SDN platform design.
It should be noted that further subsections will reference and detail elements in relation to
OpenFlow rather than SDN, this is due to the use of OpenFlow within the presented research;
however, it is important to note that OpenFlow itself is a part of SDN and not a parallel or
separate entity.
2.6.1 OpenFlow
OpenFlow is a standard that allows the application of SDN principles, with the data path and
the control mechanism separated [105,118]. The OpenFlow standard also includes the OpenFlow
protocol, which handles communication between the controller application and the networking
hardware. The controller application can be thought of as the network operating system, providing
switching decisions to multiple OpenFlow enabled switches from a centralised location. However,
it should be noted that this method of control does not significantly impede the performance of
the network devices capabilities or efficiency, which would usually be a concern with a centralised
control paradigm; it achieves this by configuring flow rules in the network devices both reactively
and proactively. In this way, the controller can assign rules before traffic arrives at the switches
to improve initial performance, as well as assigning new rules when unrecognised traffic arrives.
It is important to highlight that unrecognised traffic can be defined as traffic that does not
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match any rule currently in the switches flow table. It should also be noted that only the first
instance of unrecognised traffic causes the controller to be queried; once the flow rule has been
configured in the switch for that given traffic, it no longer requires additional communication with
the controller, as long as further traffic matches the criteria of the configured flow rule. This
method of traffic and flow management provides a very efficient mechanism, whereby after the
initial insertion of the flow rule for a given traffic flow is configured, switching is performed by
the network hardware without software intervention; this mechanism allows line rate performance
that would usually be expected in a standard L2 switch [118]. There have been several studies
on the performance of OpenFlow switches with pre-configured flow rules [119, 120], which all
present similar conclusions agreeing that OpenFlow is able to maintain a performance similar to
or better than standard routing mechanisms. OpenFlow can also achieve similar performance to
standard switching hardware when its flow tables are pre-configured; however, it is noted that
when OpenFlow flow tables become excessively large, performance does suffer when compared to
standard switching mechanisms [120].
It should be noted that there are circumstances that would significantly affect the performance
of this separation of control and forwarding; this is discussed by Curtis et al. [121], who provide an
example scenario based on high performance networks, where fine grained control is being utilised;
in this example scenario described by Curtis, a high volume of rapidly changing unique flows can
be expected, requiring higher than usual controller input. The high volume of new flows can cause
issues where the switch and controller communication is not able to accommodate the high rate
of unrecognised traffic; this, however, is explained to be caused mainly by the combination of the
limited CPU on the OpenFlow switch and the connecting network capacity. Curtis et al. [121]
describe being able to process 275 flow configurations per second, however, it should be noted that
OpenFlow has improved significantly since this experimentation was performed and other research
states figures far beyond this value [119, 122]. Further issues relating to controller scalability are
detailed in Section 2.6.3, along with current research focussing on addressing those issues. Apart
from the limitations that controller communication may cause, it can be seen that using proactive
flow insertion can provide an OpenFlow configured network with improved scalability [122], while
providing the centralised control to enable a truly flexible network configuration.
Another benefit of the centralised control of OpenFlow, is the reduction of overhead that would
previously be caused by routing protocol communication; however, whether the traffic produced by
the OpenFlow controller communication would equal that of the routing protocols, would depend
heavily on the network scenario. Curtis et al. [121] describe in detail the overheads associated
with the controller and switch communication in an effective manner, while also discussing the
scalability of OpenFlow in a high-performance network environment. Furthermore, Phemius et
al. [123] follow on from the assertion that the communication between the switch and controller
is a bottleneck, by showing that the latency between the controller and switch can significantly
influence the performance of the OpenFlow control system. They also go on to show how the
connection method also affects performance, due to the handshake associated with Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) causing delays in flow insertion; however, it is also shown that UDP has
its own issues relating to flow control and lost packets. Two specifically developed OpenFlow
performance tools that need to be mentioned are OFLOPS [124, 125] and Cbench [126], which
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are utilised in various research material to analyse the performance of both the switch and the
controller respectively; these, however, are not utilised within the presented work, as the perfor-
mance assessment of OpenFlow has already been well documented. Following on from this, it’s
important to highlight the use of proactive insertion of flow rules within the system presented in
Chapter 5, as this method makes controller performance less of an issue. However, this is not
the case for the system presented in Chapter 6, as it relies on a controller to actively insert flow
rules on demand in specific scenarios. Although the performance analysis of the OpenFlow control
mechanism in Chapter 6 is not investigated as part of the presented work, it is left as an area of
future work and will be discussed further in Section 8.6.
From a research and development view, another main benefit of OpenFlow is the ability to run
alongside production traffic, using standard protocols on the same network device; this largely
depends on the implementation of OpenFlow within each network device, but the way in which
OpenFlow was designed does intend to allow this type of parallel operation [118]. This parallel
operation is invaluable for research purposes, as it provides testing platforms at a scale that would
otherwise be a costly endeavour. For example, by utilising the dual operation of OpenFlow,
researchers can utilise a production network infrastructure, without the risk of influencing normal
traffic operation.
2.6.1.1 OpenFlow Standard
The ONF has produced a well defined outline for the OpenFlow protocol, with the current stable
implementation of the OpenFlow protocol being version 1.5.1 [111]. OpenFlow was the first stan-
dard designed to specifically provide SDN capabilities to network devices [105]. The specification
and detail of OpenFlow is too large for inclusion in this discussion, so only a small description of
relevant material will be listed, as further information is not relevant to the research carried out.
Originally, switch manufacturers needed to follow strict OpenFlow standards to allow their
devices to conform to the “Type 0” OpenFlow switch configuration [118]. A “Type 0” OpenFlow
switch provides a set of instructions for the minimal functionality required to be defined as an
OpenFlow enabled switch; one of the main specifications states the specific header fields that
should be available to be matched, along with the ability to perform an output action on traffic
that meets matched criteria. The header fields required for matching in a “Type 0” OpenFlow
switch can be seen in Table 2.3.
In Port VLAN ID
Ethernet IP TCP
SA DA Type SA DA Proto Src Dst
Table 2.3: OpenFlow match fields [118]
It should be noted, however, that the development of the OpenFlow standard has advanced far
beyond this initial design, allowing a larger set of capabilities and matchable fields. These include
the inclusion of IPv6 header fields, as well as packet header field manipulation, allowing header
fields to be modified as they traverse the switch. This header manipulation feature is crucial for
the system presented in Chapter 5, so it should be highlighted that OpenFlow version 1.2 and
above is required for its successful operation [127].
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Other requirements for a “Type 0” OpenFlow switch include the ability to perform 4 basic
actions to packets arriving at a given port, these are:
1. Forwarding the packet or flow to a specific port/ports, usually at line rate.
2. Encapsulating and forwarding the flow’s packets to a controller; this is usually only done for
the first packet in a flow for switching decisions.
3. Dropping a flow’s packets for security or other reasons.
4. Forwarding the flow’s packets through the switches normal processing pipeline; however,
this can also be performed using VLANs. This ensures separation of the OpenFlow traffic
from production traffic.
By adhering to these basic standards, manufacturers can allow OpenFlow to run on their
switching hardware, without disruption to production traffic. As detailed before, this is a great
advantage to researchers, as it allows them to test out new protocols and routing techniques on a
larger scale, without having to use a dedicated custom built test bed.
Another important characteristic of the OpenFlow standard is the storage of flow rules, which
are held within the flow tables of a switch; these also hold statistics for each flow, which can
be queried using a number of methods. Originally, OpenFlow switches maintained only a single
flow table, however, additional flow tables can now be maintained to extend the capabilities
of flow management; these additional tables were introduced in version 1.1 of the OpenFlow
standard [128]. Additionally, only ingress flow tables were originally supported, but egress tables
are now supported starting from version 1.5 [111].
Further information on the advancement of OpenFlow features across its revisions can be
found in its specification documents [111], but are not directly relevant to the presented work.
2.6.2 Hardware
As previously described in Section 2.6.1, it is possible to implement SDN technology such as
OpenFlow on standard networking hardware, as long as manufacturers adhere to certain design
principles. There are however two types of OpenFlow compliant switches that are available,
dedicated OpenFlow switches (also known as OpenFlow-only) and OpenFlow-hybrid switches
[111]. Dedicated OpenFlow switches, as the name implies, may only function with the use of
a controller application and OpenFlow control, requiring all traffic traversing the switch to be
managed by the flow rules put in place by the controller; these devices are considered ‘dumb
datapath elements’ [118], which have very limited functionality without a controller. In some
cases, the only functionality without a controller is the inclusion of a default catch-all flow rule,
that simply floods packets out of every interface. In contrast to this, hybrid devices enable
both flow table based decisions and standard network protocols to manage and direct packets
on the switch; these types of devices were briefly discussed in Section 2.6.1.1, with the concept
of keeping production and OpenFlow traffic separated. Their hybrid architecture allows network
manufacturers to adapt their existing devices, without having to lose existing functionality and
without having to drastically modify their design. Although the different traffic can be completely
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decoupled from one another, it is also possible to pass OpenFlow flow table routed traffic to the
standard L2 switching processes [111].
Another additional function that dedicated hardware switches must include, is the ability to
establish a secure channel using the OpenFlow protocol, usually operating on an out-of-band
connection; the out-of-band secure channel allows control of the switch to bypass the rules put
in place by the controller, as otherwise inserted rules may break the connection to the controller
without the capability to regain control.
Pica8-3290 OpenFlow switches were utilised throughout the presented work, as they provided
the performance required to handle UHD traffic with header manipulation, as well as the latest
in OpenFlow functionality; further information is detailed in Section 5.3.3, where they are first
used as part of the proposed migration system.
2.6.3 Controllers
Controllers are an integral aspect to the OpenFlow platform, as they provide decisions on traffic
forwarding for OpenFlow enabled switches; as previously discussed, without controllers, OpenFlow
network devices have little functionality other than flooding packets out of all ports. It should
also be reiterated that controllers usually communicate with multiple network switches using an
out-of-band channel using the OpenFlow protocol; this out-of-band communication removes the
risk of a flow rule from disconnecting the controller, which would need to be rectified manually.
There are a number of controllers currently available, most of which are still in active development
with new features being implemented as the OpenFlow standard continues to mature.
One of the oldest controllers that has existed since the first development of OpenFlow, is
the NOX OpenFlow controller developed by Nicira Networks [129, 130]; NOX was built with
performance in mind, using C++ to efficiently perform time critical operations [130]. However,
Nicira Networks released the source code for NOX in 2008, which has allowed it to advance further
in development with the help of the open source community [129,131]. During this time, a Python
based version of NOX, named POX [129], has been developed; POX, however, will not be discussed
further, due to its similarity with NOX. Although NOX is one of the oldest controllers, it is still in
active development while being utilised by both the academic community and industry [115,132].
A more recent controller is the Floodlight controller [133] developed by BigSwitch Networks,
which was built on a fork of another controller called Beacon [134]; Beacon was developed by
Stanford University, but will not be discussed due to Floodlight effectively being an enterprise
replacement [131]. Floodlight is built on Java, which allows easy deployment and mobility between
machines; this is in contrast to NOX, which requires compilation based on different architectures.
The simple deployment Floodlight offers can be attributed to its ability to run from a simple Java
Jar file, providing fast deployment on a large majority of platforms.
OpenDaylight [135] is one of the newest controllers currently in development; however, Open-
Daylight actually describes itself as a controller infrastructure containing a collection of applica-
tions, tools and services that enable SDN deployment in a large scale network. It is implemented
in Java and provides the same mobility benefits as Floodlight; this is important to mention
as OpenDaylight was also developed using inspiration from Beacon [136], similar to Floodlight.
Unexpectedly, Khattak et al. [126] show that OpenDaylight performed significantly worse than
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Floodlight in their testing; however, they mention this may be due to a memory leak issue within
OpenDaylight. This performance issue is a major problem most likely caused by the complexity
of the infrastructure within OpenDaylight, but these issues will hopefully be improved in future
revisions.
As detailed earlier, scalability is an important issue when discussing a central control paradigm,
which in regard to OpenFlow largely depends on aspects related to the controller. OpenFlow’s
scalability assessment mainly focuses on the capability of a switch to send flow decision requests
to the controller in a timely manner, along with the latency involved in reaching the controller.
In addition to these switch to controller communication issues, another important metric with
regard to scalability is the performance of the controller application in providing flow decisions
to a large group of switches. Although controllers can be located on high performance machines
to maintain efficiency during peak load, there is still a requirement to ensure controllers are
able to perform at increasingly higher loads; this is especially true as OpenFlow has started to
be developed for use on high performance networks. A good performance study of the newer
controllers OpenDaylight and Floodlight is presented by Khattak et al. [126], where as previously
stated, Floodlight performed significantly better than OpenDaylight. Floodlight is able to serve
1335 flow responses per second to each of the 32 switches, whereas OpenDaylight only manages 15;
this significantly low value does question the reliability of this testing approach, as it does not seem
feasible for there to be such a significant difference in performance based on their similar initial
designs. However, the values associated with Floodlight are confirmed to be similar to previously
conducted studies, such as the work presented by Fernandez [122]. Fernandez [122] also provides
an additional comparison with NOX and POX, showing how NOX achieves improved performance
over Floodlight, which is to be expected based on the use of C++ in NOX; POX, on the other
hand, performs worse than both NOX and Floodlight. Furthermore, Tootoonchian et al. [137]
present an improved multi threaded version of NOX that improves its performance by more than
30 times; these advancements in performance provide an insight into how some of the scalability
issues related to OpenFlow are due to implementation in the software, rather than limitations
with the standard. An additional study of controller applications is presented by Shah et al. [138],
who provide a performance comparison of a number of controllers; Shah et al. also include a
detailed description of the architecture, technologies and strategies utilised by each controller.
Although controllers can be improved in their implementation, there have been several other
approaches to improving the scalability of controller applications, such as using infrastructure
improvements like a distributed design. This is not a new area of study, with systems such as
HyperFlow [139] and BalanceFlow [140] being detailed in 2010. It is also noted that there are a
number of other more recent research articles discussing improvements to distributed controller
design [141,142].
This section has only provided information on a small subset of available controllers, but these
are considered some of the most used in academic research; Nunes et al. [108] present a more
detailed list of controllers, including in-depth descriptions of their individual characteristics.
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2.6.4 FlowVisor
For OpenFlow resources to be provided in a shared environment, such as within the GENI in-
frastructure [143–145], a mechanism for dividing the OpenFlow resources into multiple isolated
elements is required; this is why the FlowVisor system was developed, allowing each “slice” of the
network resources to run independently with its own separate guest OpenFlow controller [146–148].
This provides a system that allows a complete virtualisation infrastructure, that can provide
VMs with physical OpenFlow resources rather than software implementations such as Open
vSwitch (OVS) [149,150]. Previously, users would have to be given control of the entire OpenFlow
switch, allowing them to influence other users traffic in certain instances.
The FlowVisor can be compared to a hypervisor, which performs a similar function with
computer resources as detailed in Section 2.3.1. The FlowVisor enables efficient use of network
resources in the same way that a hypervisor uses VMs to provide efficient use of computer hard-
ware; this efficient utilisation of resources can reduce costs for both the operator and consumer
by minimising running costs associated with network resources [151].
The basic design of the FlowVisor is that it operates as an intermediary between the OpenFlow
switches and the guest OpenFlow controllers. This means all messages from the guest controllers
need to be examined to ensure they are only observing and controlling their associated switches.
Using this method, the OpenFlow switches are considered divided into virtual switches, where
traffic is separated between each “slice”.
It should be noted that the operation of the FlowVisor can be closely duplicated by using
either OVS, or Pica8 switches which are also based on OVS. By utilising OVS, it is possible to
divide physical network ports into several virtual switches, which are able to be assigned their
own controllers. Although using OVS in this way could separate the traffic, in a virtualised
infrastructure this may not be suitable, as there is the possibility that certain virtual switches
would require traffic to be sent from the same network port.
2.6.5 Traffic Monitoring
There are multiple technologies available to monitor OpenFlow enabled switches and their traffic,
some of which include standard packet monitoring tools such as Wireshark [152]. However, other
technologies are also available where statistics and sampling of traffic can be directly gathered
from the switches. Two of the main technologies available which work in this way, are sFlow
[153] and NetFlow [154], which allow collector/analyser software located remotely to be sent
the traffic and statistics information. Both sFlow and NetFlow are available within a number
of virtualisation platforms, which enables simple and efficient cloud based monitoring; one such
network virtualisation tool that includes both tools is OVS [155], which is utilised in Chapter 5.
SFlow is an industry standard for monitoring network traffic [153]. It uses packet sampling
techniques to produce statistics on high speed networks, without impacting network or switch
performance. Due to the use of packet sampling, SFlow is a very scalable technology, as it can be
optimised for certain statistics on a wide variety of networks [156]. These monitoring capabilities
would allow it to determine when a transcoder migration would be beneficial, which would be
useful for the scenarios presented in Chapters 4 and 5. A similar network monitoring system is
presented by Rehman et al. [157], who provide detailed information on how sFlow can be used to
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monitor traffic within an OpenFlow network.
Alternatively, NetFlow [154] also provides statistics gathering in a similar way. It provides
features similar to that of sFlow, with the ability to tailor its sampling mechanism [158] to maintain
scalability in larger networks; however, NetFlow also has the capability to collect all the traffic
passing through a switch, which is not currently possible with sFlow. Unfortunately, this type of
collection can impose scalability issues when there is excessive traffic traversing the switch, not only
because of network limitations for sending the statistics, but also because of CPU limitations on
the switch [159]. CPU limitations are a common problem with running applications on switches, as
they usually have relatively underpowered CPU resources when compared with desktop or server
machines [121]. For this reason, this method of collection is not suitable when using high traffic
applications, such as streaming UHD media. It should be noted, however, that with some network
devices, NetFlow operations are achieved using hardware approaches, which significantly reduces
the load on the CPU [159]. It is also important to highlight that NetFlow specialises mainly in
L3 traffic, whereas sFlow is designed to work with L2 and above [155]. For these reasons, sFlow
is a more suitable candidate for use with the systems presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
2.6.6 OpenFlow CDN
The system presented in Section 6.3 is similar in design to the OpenFlow gateway presented by
Liu and Jin [75], who detail a preliminary design of a system aimed at improving VM migration
between data centres using OpenFlow. They briefly describe using an OpenFlow switch to perform
Network Address Translation (NAT) of packets, in order to minimise routing issues associated
with VM migration. However, because the system is heavily focused on providing improved
VM migration, it does not consider any other applications or scenarios, such as streaming video
services. Liu and Jin also fail to discuss anything more than a preliminary design idea; they
neglect to mention any scalability issues relating to the system and leaves a lot of questions in
relation to its complete design, as no testing or analysis was performed. The system presented
in Chapter 6, however, provides a detailed description of the complete OpenFlow CDN and NAT
system. This includes the description of capabilities and features far beyond the system described
by Liu and Jin [75], especially in relation to optimising the delivery of video content. Additionally,
analysis of aspects such as packet header rewriting is performed later in Chapter 6 within Section
6.7; the analysis of packet header manipulation is presented in order to provide insights into the
scalability of the proposed system, which is something that Liu and Jin [75] fail to achieve.
After completing initial research and testing towards the system proposed in Chapter 6, a
similar concept to the system presented in Section 6.6 was found to be presented by Wichtlhuber et
al. [160] in a recent publication. Wichtlhuber et al. use a redirection centre local to ISPs to receive
content requests, these redirection centres then initiate content distribution from the selected CDN
surrogate (cache) to the requesting client. This is similar in concept to the mechanism presented
in Section 6.6, however, there is a significant difference in that the system proposed in Section 6.6
does not require a redirection centre. The proposed system does use a centralised controller, but
redirection is handled directly at the switches using packet header manipulation, without each
user having to contact the redirection server. The removal of the dependence on the controller
for each request should improve the scalability of the system, especially in comparison to the
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system presented by Wichtlhuber et al. [160]. However, this is based on the assumption of not
using individual redirections per client request in the proposed system, which is a reasonable
assumption based on the use case of delivering video content.
2.7 Application Layer Multicasting
Application Layer Multicasting (ALM) was developed to implement the capabilities of IP multicast
technology [161,162] at the application layer, rather than within the network; this is desirable due
to the absence of good multicast support in IP networks [163–166]. Furthermore, ALM presents
an ideal solution to the complications seen with deploying IP multicast within the internet, as
it does not require infrastructure support; ALM can operate without specialised network infras-
tructure, as it is deployed on end host machines rather than within network devices. One of the
issues associated with IP multicast deployment, is the scalability constraints caused by routers
having to keep state information for each IP multicast group; unfortunately, scalability is further
reduced, as these multicast groups can not easily be aggregated, unlike unicast addresses [164].
However, with ALM working at the application layer, it does not suffer from these issues. Other
issues associated with traditional IP multicasting include address allocation, group management,
security, authorisation and Quality of Service (QoS) [163].
ALM is used to reduce replicated content being sent through the network, which is achieved by
distributing streams to multiple clients at a position closer to the users than the original sender.
This permits a single stream to be sent through the network to the multicast enabling node, which
then sends the required multiple streams the remaining distance to the receiving clients [164]. This
can provide a significant reduction in the overall traffic load placed on the network, especially when
considering high bitrate applications such as UHD content.
One example of an ALM technology that has been proposed for deployment within the Internet
is End System Multicast (ESM) [167], which involves each user who subscribed to a feed providing
the content to another user; it should be noted that this works similar to that of P2P systems.
Although this system is able to overcome the issues associated with IP multicast, it does suffer
from reduced network optimisation and longer delays when compared to IP multicast [163, 167].
There are numerous ALM protocols that have been developed, each with their own specific use
cases and benefits; Hosseini et al. [163] provide a detailed survey of a number of available protocols,
along with additional information on ALM specifics.
It is important to discuss how ALM can be used in parallel with transcoders, to further
reduce link utilisation in the network. However, it is important to highlight the importance that
transcoding functions should be performed before reaching multicast enabling nodes, in order
to provide effective traffic reduction. Furthermore, software based transcoder applications such
as FFmpeg, are able to distribute multiple streams from a single network input stream; this
functionality allows FFmpeg to perform the task of an application layer multicasting alongside its
transcoding processing. The concept of utilising FFmpeg for these tasks is used within Chapter
5, which presents a system to distribute an UHD stream to multiple clients at varying resolutions.
Additionally, it should be highlighted that the idea of performing multicasting using SDN
technology is discussed in Chapter 6, which although is similar to IP multicast technology, is also
controlled by an application, making it related to ALM.
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2.8 Transcoder Migration
Although there are numerous publications on the specifics of migrating generic VMs, most do not
focus on the concept of transcoding and the ones that do only briefly mention it. The proliferation
and dominance of streaming video on the current Internet [3–5], seems to highlight a large area of
research relating to transcoder placement optimisation and live migration mechanisms that needs
to be investigated; the presented work intends to fill this obvious gap in research, to optimise
and improve video delivery systems capable of transmitting UHD video. It should be noted that
although video traffic is a main contributor to the traffic on the current Internet, this traffic is
usually generated from stored or cached content, served from a system such as a CDN [4, 5].
However, with the rise of live streaming applications, there will be an increased requirement for
dynamic transcoding resources and improved live streaming architectures.
Twitch [168] for example, has seen a large rise in demand from gamers that want to live
stream their gaming sessions [169], in order to interact with their users. This interaction was
not previously possible, with methods involving uploading pre-recorded content to online video
hosts such as YouTube [170] for later playback. Mobile based live broadcasting applications
have also recently become available on modern smartphones, which enable users to stream live
content direct from their phone to large online audiences. Periscope [171], Meerkat [172], Kamcord
[173] and Mirrativ [174] are examples of these applications, which have recently shown increased
demand [175]. These types of live streaming applications operate using limited processing power
and a restricted network connection, especially in regard to the mobile platforms; this provides a
problem for scalable live streaming, which is why many of these applications use systems such as
HLS [30] or MPEG-DASH, which are described in Section 2.1.3.1. However, due to the caching
involved with HLS and MPEG-DASH based systems, there is a significant delay of around 10-
20 seconds added to the stream [176–179]; this delay can be minimised with configuration of
chunk size and cache setting, but still not to the point that it would be considered true real-time
streaming. Certain scenarios require true real-time streaming with minimal delay, such as live
sporting events where information can appear on social media before the stream has displayed
it. Chapter 5 addresses this issue using transcoder migration techniques, which would be ideal
for the scenario involving live streaming of a sporting event in cinemas. Chapter 6 proposes a
new OpenFlow based CDN architecture to support large volumes of clients for both real-time and
stored streaming applications; the OpenFlow CDN would be ideal to support applications such
as Periscope, Meerkat and Twitch, without the large delay involved with HLS or MPEG-DASH.
More detailed and further information on these concepts and applications can be found in Section
5.2 and Chapter 6.
Further to the information found in Section 2.3.2, the concepts and mechanisms of VM migra-
tion can be adapted and extended to the migration of a live transcoder processing real-time video
content. The specific research in this area is crucial for the development of the system presented
in Chapter 5, which implements a system that can overcome the issues associated with migrating
a transcoder that is processing a real-time live video stream. This is something that is absent from
current research, as without recent advancements in OpenFlow, achieving a seamless switchover
is not possible.
The system presented in Chapter 5 assumes the use of cloud technology, with information
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relating to this found in Section 2.3, alongside standard VM migration methods. Furthermore,
the scenarios showing reasons for migration in Section 2.3.2, still remain partially relevant in
the migration scenario; however, these do not consider the scenario of a real-time transcoder
machine currently providing content to clients. This scenario presents additional factors that
should be considered, both in determining when and where to migrate, as well as the mechanisms
for achieving effective migration without interruption in the video. Further information regarding
migration decisions can be found in Section 2.8.1.
Along with focussing on the migration of the transcoder machine, a further area of interest is
to migrate the traffic that the transcoder is currently receiving and processing. Network virtualisa-
tion is at the core of this area of research, with its adoption in cloud environments being beneficial
to aid in efficient resource use, traffic separation and rapid resource redeployment [150, 180]. It
is important to note that many existing systems utilise SDN to achieve this network virtualisa-
tion [76, 150, 180, 181]; additional standard and SDN based approaches to network migration are
discussed further in Section 2.3.2. However, there are a large number of other alternate SDN
based approaches that were omitted, due to their similarities with the other described systems in
Section 2.3.2 [72–77].
It is important to highlight how the usual metrics for measuring migration performance, do not
all apply in the case of live transcoder migration. This is due to the main goal for the migration,
being the improvement of the client viewing experience during migration. The performance of the
system is therefore influenced by the downtime experienced by the transcoder VM, as this will
interrupt the video being transmitted to the client. The downtime in the given live streaming
scenario is considered the period in which the VM is not network accessible, which prevents its
ability to process the network stream traffic; this differs from standard VM migration metrics,
which measure only the actual VMs operating downtime, which is not a sufficient measurement of
performance in this case. The network based downtime metric is suitable for any application with
its main function being the processing of network data, or applications that are network reliant;
these types of applications require network functionality to operate, so this needs to be taken into
consideration when looking at migration performance metrics. Liu et al. [75] also highlight this
as an issue with current performance analysis research, as they also focus on a similar idea of
improving migration times for network reliant VMs; however, they do not investigate the scenario
of live transcoder migration, which requires a significantly reduced migration time.
Migration statistics such as total migration time do not directly affect the viewing quality of
the client, but are still important to consider in relation to the cost and performance to the service
provider; this is a consideration that is not investigated extensively with the presented work, as
service provider costing caused by migration time would be minimal due to the fast and efficient
migration type being utilised in Chapter 5. The migration type used in the completed system of
Chapter 5, does not require the transfer of the VM data; the mechanism only requires the transfer
of the configuration data to a standard Linux template VM, assuming that the template has the
correct tools pre-installed. This migration mechanism was further detailed in Section 2.3.2, where
it can be seen that it requires considerably less time to migrate than other migration mechanisms.
The short migration time can be attributed to the relatively small amount of data to transfer,
which also has the added benefit of minimising traffic during migration. The configuration to
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be transmitted in the case of a basic transcoder scenario, could be as simple as the network
configuration along with the current transcoding settings; this small amount of information would
be enough to start a cloned machine capable of continuing the work of the original transcoder. It
should be noted that the tools used in Chapter 5 are often bundled with Linux distributions, so
the assumption that a suitable template would be available at each data centre is valid.
Additionally, it should be noted that the concept of distributed transcoding described in this
section is not a new area of study, as early works in this area suggested the inclusion of transcoding
resources in the network layer forwarding components [182]. However, most of these early works
violated the end-to-end principle that underpins the pragmatic deployment decisions of modern IP
based computer networks [183]. With the more recent deployment of cloud systems and CDNs, the
“end-system” has become a more widely distributed notion that can draw upon other distributed
resources to carry out storage or processing. Thus, we can enable this distributed transcoding
paradigm without violating the end-to-end principle of contemporary IP networks. Through the
use of cloud architectures and SDN, transcoding becomes a flexible, relocatable, resource that is
available to the application layer, rather than an addition to network layer processing that is less
flexible in nature.
2.8.1 Optimising Transcoder Placement
As detailed in Section 2.3.2, there are a number of reasons as to why it is beneficial to migrate
VMs to different locations, be that geographical locations or just to another local server. One of
these advantages include efficient use of hardware, by moving resources closer to clients to reduce
delay or network load; this principle can also be used to move VMs to areas where the cost of
running is cheaper [184]. This presents the basis of an optimisation problem, which focuses on
placing a finite amount of resources in optimal positions throughout a given network; this is the
concept explored in Chapter 4.
This optimisation problem is a directly related research area to the migration of VMs, as the
optimisation would require migration of resources once optimisation had determined locations for
the resources. It is assumed as before that the transcoding resources are thought of as VMs,
running transcoding software such as FFmpeg. The optimisation of resource placement is not a
new area of study, with multiple research articles detailing different approaches; however, most of
these relate to the placement of stored content [37,39,40,42,185] or VM load balancing mechanisms
[63], without the consideration of real-time video streams and transcoding resources. There are
also other related placement strategies relating to CDN proxy placement [86, 186], but they are
not relevant due to their stored content use cases. Shevchuk [187] gives a brief look at the
different structures of transcoder locations, but he seems to lack any results relating to performance
against a set of demands; Shevchuk only gives an overview of the available transcoder positioning
structures and doesn’t in any way attempt to model or test them. Further to this, Colle et al. [3]
present an argument that placement of transcoding resources need to be optimised jointly with
the distribution method, which is an important point to consider.
As stated earlier, the lack of research into transcoder resource placement presents a clear gap
in knowledge, which would be beneficial for the advancement of UHD streaming. This is an
important research area considering the dominance of video traffic in the network, coupled with
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the rise of consumer focused streaming applications. However, it is important to highlight that the
optimisation of transcoder placement differs substantially from the optimisation of stored video
content. For example, stored content would usually be replicated at a large number of locations,
given the abundance and low cost of storage available at modern data centres; this is in contrast
to the high computational cost of transcoding [3], which makes saturating the network with
transcoders a financial burden. This mandates provisioning a finite number of transcoders to be
placed for streaming applications, which makes optimisation a more complex task. An additional
point to consider is the delay tolerant nature of stored content due to buffering at the client; this
is especially true once streaming has begun, as the goal is then to maintain continuous playback
at the required quality while minimising jitter. Due to this delay tolerant characteristic, it is
possible to have improved flexibility in resource placement when compared to delivering real-time
content.
The optimisation of transcoder placement would not only reduce the number of streams be-
tween the transcoder and publisher, but also place the transcoders in locations which would
conserve capacity in the network; this reduction in traffic would reduce blocking in the network,
allowing additional demands to be fulfilled. Chapter 4 presents an algorithm that aims to optimise
the stated transcoding resource placement problem, showing that it does successfully reduce both
blocking and network load; the scenario used for the optimisation analysis, is the delivery of real-
time UHD content to a dispersed group of clients, with transcoders also performing application
layer multicasting.
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Before investigating possible improvements with new and existing video delivery systems, it is im-
portant to discuss P2P and CDN architectures. They are both capable of providing large numbers
of clients with video content while providing many benefits over single server configurations.
P2P has always allowed great scalability and resilience due to its non-centralised and dispersed
node architecture, but the things that make it scalable and resilient also impose some inherent
weaknesses [80, 188]. The main weakness of P2P technology is the reliance on unpredictable
transient nodes, which are not controlled by any central authority or automated means [189,190].
Peer nodes in P2P networks are unreliable in nature and can become unavailable without warning,
causing issues with a data stream [191].
In contrast to P2P, CDNs have a constant set of servers, providing content and services
to requesting clients. These high availability servers are fixed and only go oﬄine in very rare
circumstances, such as node or route failures. This provides a very reliable service to clients,
but CDNs are expensive to operate [189, 190] and create bottlenecks if a large quantity of clients
request content at the same instance. Additionally, even though server downtime is rare, if an
unplanned outage occurs, standard CDNs do not incorporate built in recovery mechanisms unlike
P2P networks [192]. Another potential disadvantage of CDN based systems, is that they can be
very inefficient if there are large groups of requesting clients geographically distant from the source
CDN servers; this inefficiency is caused by the wasted link capacity consumed by identical content
streams being transmitted between the CDN server and the clients. Even though the traffic is
identical, the current incarnation of a CDN based server provides each client individually, with no
regard for geographical location [193,194]; it is important to note that the geographical awareness
statement relates to the content delivery from a single selected server in the CDN, after any DNS
redirection has been used to redirect the user to the optimal server. The replication of content
is wasteful of network resources, especially considering architectures such as P2P allow clients to
cache content for distribution to other clients close to them [80,188]. This can provide a significant
reduction in the traffic traversing the network, as well as providing resilience to network and server
failure. There are existing systems that can be implemented in parallel with CDN systems, such as
application layer multicasting, which aims to reduce the replicated network streams; however, the
deployment of application layer multicasting type systems do not have the flexibility or resilience
that can be obtained from using a P2P based caching approach.
With both P2P and CDN featuring desirable and non-desirable characteristics, it becomes
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clear that developing a system that incorporates the advantageous characteristics of each system
together would be a worthwhile area of research. This chapter details the capabilities of both P2P
and CDN technology in the context of video delivery, as well as investigating current architectures
that aim to combine them in fusion architectures. Furthermore, analysis of the performance of
each individual architecture is presented, along with a discussion of possible techniques to improve
their performance; this also includes analysis and discussion of observed behaviour, that was used
to improve the real-time content delivery systems presented in the later chapters.
3.1 Comparison of Technologies
In addition to the obvious differences between P2P and CDN previously described, there are a
number of other variations that make each architecture unique. These variations can be generalised
as the components that the fusion architectures aim to utilise, combining the beneficial components
of each system to minimise the issues and weaknesses associated with them.
CDN P2P
QoS Yes No
Cost High Cost Low Cost
Client Management Managed Not Managed
Scalability High Cost Low Cost
Server Capacity High Utilisation Low Utilisation
Content Control Controllable Not Controllable
Table 3.1: Comparison of CDN and P2P Technology [192]
Table 3.1 gives a brief overview of some of the basic characteristics of each system. It can be
observed from this that P2P has issues with content control, including authorisation and control
over its clients. This is due to the lack of management with P2P nodes, which cache the content
locally and distribute it without restriction to any requesting client; the only way to restrict this
would be to impose additional security on top of the P2P system, such as content encryption
or a separate authentication mechanism. Content control is not essential for all applications, as
certain types of content can be freely distributed, but for content which requires licensing and/or
subscription, P2P is not a feasible option [90–92]. In contrast to P2P, CDN provides considerable
control over its content, as it is managed from a central location, with the option of authentication
taking place on the content servers [192].
One major advantage of using P2P technology for content delivery is its low cost, as it requires
minimal content hosting and management resources. In principle, only a single server is required
to initially begin dissemination of the content, after which, all connecting P2P participants be-
come active content providers themselves. This presents a huge saving in cost when compared
with a CDN based approach [88,166,192–195], as only a single server is initially required; further-
more, after the content has been downloaded by a significant amount of P2P clients, the initial
content server can be removed, since other P2P members can continue the delivery of the content.
However, P2P can experience performance issues in relation to this reduced cost, especially when
initially providing the content; as without additional P2P nodes to load balance the delivery of
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the content, the initial server can become oversubscribed until additional nodes are available. In
contrast to this, CDN architectures have a relatively high cost, but have improved performance
with the capability to provide varying QoS to different content and/or clients [194]. P2P also has
several other performance related issues, including as previously mentioned, that all P2P nodes
are transient nodes which can become unavailable at any time; this could interrupt transmissions
of content, producing delays while the content is retrieved from another source.
3.1.1 Content Delivery
The mechanism in which clients request and retrieve their content vary between P2P and CDN, and
it is important to highlight these differences for analysis of the combined P2P-CDN architectures.
The content delivery approach for CDN based architectures utilises DNS redirection to route
resource requests from clients to appropriate servers. Servers may be selected on a number of
factors, some of which can include content type, server utilisation or distance from the client.
Once the request is received at the relevant server, the content is then sent to the client directly.
P2P has more than one mechanism for performing peer discovery to identify hosts of requested
content. One such method is Distributed Hash Table (DHT), which operates to discover content
using a key to address hash matching system. The DHT system works on an overlay network,
with one of the largest being Mainline DHT [196], which is used for trackers in the BitTorrent
system. There are several notable designs of DHT, many of which are analysed by Kelaskar et
al. [197]; Kelaskar et al. provide a detailed comparison of a large number of DHT systems, with
the focus on providing an in-depth study of the research area. Further details of peer discovery
mechanisms are not discussed, however, Lua et al. [198] presents a thorough and in-depth survey
of a large number of P2P discovery mechanisms.
3.2 Methodologies
There are several existing approaches to combining the characteristics of P2P and CDNs, all
of which aim to achieve a system that performs better than standard CDN or P2P in certain
scenarios. One of the consequences of combining aspects of the two technologies is a conflict of
design principals, which in some cases can introduce new complications not previously encountered
in the individual architectures. To minimise the risk of this occurring, it is important to maintain a
clear objective for the new architecture, instead of just merging all aspects of the two technologies
together. Some of these existing combined systems will be briefly detailed and examined in this
chapter, but some have been omitted due to their similarities.
One method for combining the two technologies is to use P2P technology as the central
backbone at the core of the network; using P2P as the core network provides a highly dis-
tributed system, which is able to distribute the content efficiently and provide load balancing
services [190, 192, 199]. An example of this architecture is shown in Figure 3.1(a). The P2P en-
abled core also provides improved resilience to node and network failure, allowing other core nodes
to replace any which may have become unavailable. With the content replicated and distributed
throughout the core in this way, only a major network or machine outage would affect the delivery
of content. The described P2P core is also combined with a set of machines which are selected
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based on performance, capacity and availability; these selected servers act as a type of CDN server,
providing content to devices that can not operate alongside the P2P architecture. Typical devices
that would be served by the CDN servers would be low powered devices such as mobile phones,
which have limited resources and a relatively small power source. Although it would theoretically
be possible for these low powered devices to operate with the P2P network, the compute power
required would greatly diminish their power supply in comparison to a standard CDN approach.
The described P2P core architecture provides a very scalable system, while also ensuring compat-
ibility with older or less powerful devices, such as mobile phones or tablets. Unfortunately, the
system relies heavily on the availability of the selected CDN servers, which although chosen due to
their high availability, could leave the network at any point without warning since in principle they
are considered standard P2P nodes. If a selected CDN server does suddenly become unavailable,
it can place increased demand on the remainder of the network while a replacement is discovered
and configured; the overflow of demand could cause performance issues, as well as delays for clients
trying to access content. It should be noted that if individual CDN servers occasionally fail or
disappear, the system will be able to continue operation without much disruption; however, if
more than one CDN server starts becoming unstable or unavailable at regular intervals, it will
degrade the performance of the network, as other servers are overwhelmed by the influx of clients
from the unavailable nodes.
In contrast to the previous fusion method, it is also possible to use CDN servers as the central
core of the network. The CDN core approach would then allow groups of clients to converge and
form their own individual P2P networks; every client in each of the formed groups would then act as
a P2P node, performing media caching to enable them to serve content to other requesting clients
in their group [88, 89, 191, 193–195, 200]. An overview of this architecture can be seen in Figure
3.1(b), which shows the formation of the P2P groups. One benefit of this system is that the P2P
groups reduce the load of the central CDN servers, as well as conserving network capacity which
would be wasted repeatedly sending identical content to individual geographically close clients;
it is important to highlight the similarities of this mechanism to application layer multicasting,
which performs a similar function to reduce this type of repeated content streams. The CDN core
architecture also makes use of the high availability CDN servers to make a robust core system
that is unlikely to fail, due to the redundant links and multiple servers. The separate groups
of P2P clients can be grouped using several mechanisms, including geographical location, media
content, subscriber permissions, as well as many other characteristics that may suit the specific
application. The scalability of this architecture is an important issue, but it can be observed
that depending on the grouping parameters, the system has the possibility to scale exceptionally
well. The excellent scalability can be attributed to the fact that each client entering a P2P group
contributes to the delivery of content once it has been cached, which in effect reduces the load
placed on the core CDN servers.
The methodologies discussed above have mainly been designed for providing content to mul-
tiple subscribers, other methodologies exist for other use cases, but they are not relevant to the
presented work so have not been discussed.
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Figure 3.1: P2P-CDN fusion architectures.
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3.3 Existing Fusion Methods
There are several existing methods that have been previously examined by researchers, in this
section a brief overview of a subset of these will be examined.
3.3.1 Network Architecture
Several P2P-CDN architectures have previously been developed, most of which follow closely to
one of the architecture types mentioned earlier in Section 3.2; the two architecture types can be
reviewed in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b).
Both architectures are scalable, allowing a significant number of clients to connect while main-
taining performance. Each of the architectures attempts to include different aspects of the parent
architectures, unfortunately, not all benefits can be successfully merged and some unwanted dis-
advantages are introduced. For example, both architectures suffer from a reduction in the content
control usually found in CDN systems. This is due to the introduction of P2P processes, which
disseminates the content to clients in an unrestricted manner; thus, once the content is part of the
P2P system, it becomes hard to manage as there is no direct control over each of the client nodes.
The CDN core based architecture in Figure 3.1(b) maintains reliable service and scalability by
delegating content delivery to its P2P groups, whereas the P2P core based architecture in Fig-
ure 3.1(a) can improve its scalability by delegating P2P nodes as additional CDN servers. Both
architectures reduce the cost of content delivery when compared to a standard CDN only archi-
tecture, as with the introduction of P2P, the system is able to function with a reduced quantity
of dedicated CDN or originating content servers.
3.3.2 Caching Mechanism
An important factor in P2P and CDN architectures is the caching mechanism, which determines
what content to store at any given node; this is especially true in regard to P2P nodes, as they
usually have limited resources and are unable to store and provide a large amount of content.
Although CDN servers usually have significant resources available, these resources are not unlim-
ited, making it necessary to manage stored content using some sort of caching mechanism. This
section will mainly focus on P2P based caching found within the P2P groups in Figure 3.1(b),
but these caching techniques could also be adopted by CDN based nodes. It is also important
when designing the caching process in P2P architectures to factor in the transient nature of P2P
nodes, as this can heavily affect the content caching performance. This makes caching media a
more complex task, as you have to factor in the current clients accessible on the network at any
given moment, to determine what content to cache on specific clients.
By grouping P2P clients together, such as in the architecture presented in Figure 3.1(b), it
reduces the complexity of placing optimal cache placements due to the reduced node numbers;
this makes the implementation of the grouping mechanism for the clients an important factor
in the CDN core architecture. Possible grouping mechanisms that can be used include using
geographical location or media content for determining group designation. Grouping the clients
based on geographical location has the benefit of reducing network traffic by minimising the hops
between serving clients and requesting clients. However, due to the transient nature of P2P nodes,
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grouping clients using geographical context can present a significant issue, as the group could be
rendered ineffective if most of the clients in a given area go oﬄine for a long period, such as during
the night.
There have been several attempts to optimise caching at nodes [37,40,88,193], each with their
own merits; they range from random implementations, to advanced heuristic algorithm based
methods directed towards specific scenarios. One popular approach for calculating optimal cache
placement for video is to use the popularity of the content at that specific time, along with the
current presence of other caches of the content within the P2P group [88]. This method ensures
client storage and link capacity are only utilised on peers that will provide the greatest benefit to
the system. Dan et al. [88] present an algorithm that utilises these factors to determine whether a
segment of video should be cached at a given client; the algorithm decides when to remove ageing
segments that are no longer popular, as they have a high probability of not being accessed again.
The algorithm presented by Dan et al. [88] generates a “use value” Vi, which is used to
determine if the segments of content are to be cached, as well as when older segments are to be
replaced; this is given by:
Vi =
Vp
Vs
(3.1)
where Vp is the video popularity rating and Vs being the number of segments of the video already
cached within the P2P group.
Using this algorithm, video which is currently in high demand is cached more often throughout
the P2P group, providing an improved service for this content to requesting clients. Older videos
which are less popular would still be cached in part at certain nodes, however, there is a possibility
that clients requesting this content might receive poorer quality of service than that of random
cache placements.
3.3.3 Non-P2P Client Video Delivery
In Figure 3.1(a), it can be seen that P2P based content is served directly to low powered or
less featured devices that are unable to join the P2P pool. These devices, most likely to be
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, are served the content from delegated P2P nodes
acting as CDN servers. Although modern smartphones and tablets usually have the compute
and storage resources required to operate in a P2P environment, power constraints restrict them
from actively being used in this way; for this reason, standard content delivery is still preferred
in these situations. Research into this issue is presented by Wuyao et al. [190], who express a
number of methods for efficiently serving power restricted devices. One of these analysed methods
proposes the serving of media directly from designated CDN servers, where the selection of the
particular CDN server is controlled by a load balancing server; this method of CDN server selection
distributes the load across all the CDN servers, minimising the probability that a server could
become oversubscribed.
Using the described load balancing server selection process, the system can provide a very
efficient streaming system. The system combines the highly scalable P2P system used to serve
the majority of clients, with the distribution of content through CDN servers to any clients not
eligible for P2P based delivery. This enables both P2P and non-P2P based clients to receive a
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high quality of service while also delivering the content in an efficient and cost effective manner.
3.4 Comparison Results
The results were collected from a model implemented in the R language, with the goal of analysing
the performance of the different architectures. The performance analysis focused on each architec-
ture’s ability to reduce congestion within the network, as well as assessing the scalability of each
architecture by observing any demands that were unable to be met due to link congestion. The
R language was utilised in this case due to its built-in support for network graphs and excellent
statistical analysis capabilities; this enabled rapid development and simplified the processing of
collected results.
Server capacity in this simple model was assumed to be infinite, as the aim was to investigate
network utilisation and not server load balancing solutions. It is important to note that with
the high adoption of cloud technologies, servers located in a cloud environment such as Amazon
EC2 can be scaled up to meet extremely high load, with the only restrictive characteristic being
financial cost; therefore, nodes possessing near infinite capacity were considered a reasonable
assumption.
The model used randomly generated synthetic network topologies of varying size, which had
restrictions to ensure they were fully connected graphs. The topologies were created with a node
degree following a Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0.42, conforming to the results of
a survey of ISP router level topologies [201]. Additional parameters were configured for certain
scenarios, in order to analyse specific characteristic effects; this added configuration of network
parameters allowed the collection of a more diverse and reliable result set. Some of these charac-
teristics included: the number of CDN servers, the number of unique video content available, the
number of clients requesting a specific unique video and also network link capacity. The exact
values of these parameters will be stated in the relevant sections. Video content was modelled
using a set of unique video file names, which were then requested by groups of randomly selected
clients in the network, with each group requesting a different unique video.
The implemented model calculated the total load in the network, using arbitrary units so that
the network capacity improvements of each technology could be analysed. Total network load can
be described as follows: ∑
d∈D
ds,t|E(ds,t)| (3.2)
where D is the set of all demands, ds,t is the bitrate of the video demand d between source s and
destination t, and E(ds,t) is the set of edges within the path taken by d.
Although network load can be seen as a combination of bitrate and edges traversed, they are
provided with arbitrary values as it has no direct correlation to real content values. These values
along with the values for link capacities were chosen solely to achieve correct dimensioning of the
network, but it should be noted that video content load values are proportionally dimensioned
to correctly mimic different video qualities such as HD and 4K content. The reason for using
arbitrary values is because, at this stage, it is only the load on the network as a whole that
is being examined and not the accurate representation of video content. The focus for initial
modelling is on traffic reduction in the network, so all the links in the network were modelled
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as being relatively high capacity links in comparison to the demand sizes; this enabled a clear
view on how traffic is placed in the network, without the consideration of blocking, as there were
no obvious bottlenecks related to the network architecture. However, blocking is investigated
later in this chapter, so it is important to maintain the possibility of blocking when demands are
sufficiently increased. Furthermore, it is still possible for certain links to become congested given
enough traffic, so dropped streams are expected in certain scenarios. One such scenario is the
standard client-server architecture, which is used as a comparison technology to the CDN and
P2P architectures.
It is important to highlight that the majority of the model results presented in this section
are run on blocking networks, and while although the links are of high capacity, they do have
a set limited capacity; this allows a clear view of the benefits of P2P and CDN architectures in
relation to scalability, with details of demands that were not able to be met. However, results were
also gathered from a non-blocking environment to illustrate the advantages of each architecture
without capacity constraints, as there are additional traffic reduction improvements provided with
P2P and CDN that need to be shown.
Results were collected over 40 runs of each scenario to ensure accurate results; this also reduced
the probability of rogue results affecting average calculations. In some cases, the number of repeats
was further increased to gain a clearer view of trends appearing in the results.
3.4.1 Results
In this section, details of specific testing scenarios for the R model will be described; results will
then be presented, followed by a discussion of any observations. The CDN and P2P architectures
are tested alongside a standard client-server architecture, whereby a single server provided content
to all requesting clients. It should be highlighted that this is only for comparison, the performance
of a single server system is not being analysed, since it is well known that this architecture type
is not inherently scalable.
3.4.1.1 Network Size Variation
To test the scalability and performance of the different architectures, they were modelled using
multiple network sizes; this provides a clear view on how the different architectures perform as
both demands and network nodes increase in size. To make this a fair testing environment, model
characteristics such as the number of CDN servers and client numbers were also scaled alongside
the network size. Initial CDN server numbers started at 2, with the initial network size set at
20 nodes. Network size was then increased in steps of 20 up to 200 nodes, with the number of
CDN servers increasing proportionally from 2 to 11 as the network was scaled up to 200 nodes,
i.e. 1 extra CDN server for each 20 network nodes added. The link capacity was maintained at
the arbitrary value of 1000 throughout all the model scenarios. The video demands were given
arbitrary values from 5 to 25, in steps of 5, across 5 unique videos; with the number of clients
requesting each of these unique videos scaling from 4 to 40, in steps of 4, in parallel to the steps in
network size. Other client and video values were also tested in larger combinations, however, the
results produced similar conclusions when using larger link capacities; a representative example of
these results is shown in Figure 3.3. The model used for the congested network results shown in
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Figure 3.3 used a similar design as the standard network described, with only two characteristics
being modified from the previous scenario. One of these characteristics was the client numbers
scaling, which were set to use values from 5 to 50, in steps of 5; while the other change was an
increase of the video demands to values scaling proportionately from 15 to 75, in steps of 15,
across the 5 unique video demands. It should be clarified that results presented in this section use
“position dodging” to better display results in close proximity to one another. “Position dodging”
is a feature within plotting software that allows similar results from variable result sets to be
displayed clearly on the same plot in close proximity. This may appear as if different x-axis values
were used, but this is not the case as closely grouped results relate to the closest x-axis marker.
To further clarify this, x-axis values for all results are integer values ranging from 20-200 in steps
of 20. Additionally, all results use error bars to show 95% confidence intervals, however, in some
cases the intervals are too small to see.
It can be seen in Figure 3.2 that both P2P and CDN architectures provide a significant im-
provement over standard client-server architectures, especially when the scale of the system is
increased beyond 60 nodes in size. P2P technology appears to provide the most significant reduc-
tion in network traffic; it is noted that adding additional CDN servers would improve the results
of the CDN architecture, but this would be costly in a real life scenario. This is an important
point to highlight, as it provides an example where the cost of the system would directly influence
its performance; such that the more servers that were assigned to the architecture, the greater
the improvement in performance. However, adding servers does not guarantee an improvement in
performance, as factors such as server placement will heavily influence the architectures perfor-
mance [42]. Additionally, there is also a limit at which adding more servers offers no significant
improvement to the system, as the network would eventually become saturated with content
servers. This presents an important balance between performance and financial cost, which could
only be optimised by knowing specific requirements for the different applications of the system.
It should be reiterated that the results presented in Figure 3.2 are using a scaled network
characteristic system, that scales factors such as demands and CDN servers as the size of the
network increases. This ensures the network is provided with a significant volume of demands,
to allow the network to be tested under a moderate load. The scaling of CDN servers is also
important, as it is expected that to serve a network of a larger size, additional CDN servers
would be required to efficiently serve the additional regions of the network; however, as previously
discussed, the specific quantity of CDN servers would need to be determined based on specific
applications and analysis of their usage. The specific implications of CDN server numbers are
detailed in Section 3.4.1.2.
Figure 3.2(a) provides an insight into the reduction in network load that can be achieved by
utilising P2P or CDN technology. This reduction in network traffic is likely to reduce the prob-
ability of blocking, leaving additional link capacity available for further demands to be fulfilled.
P2P and CDN architectures also distribute the load from demands across all available resources,
which is an improvement over the limited resources that are available for a standard client/server
system; the added distributed resources available to P2P and CDN architectures allows efficient
resource usage, providing the ability for additional demands to be met.
The scalability improvements can also be seen more clearly in Figure 3.2(b), which provides an
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Figure 3.2: Architecture performance comparison for uncongested networks of varying size.
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insight into the blocking characteristics of the network architectures. It is clear from the plot that
both P2P and CDN scale very well, as they are able to serve all demands without issue. However,
the standard client-server architecture suffers as the network scales in size, showing an increase in
dropped streams when the network scales beyond 60 nodes in size. This presents a clear problem
with standard client/server architectures, which is why most video content providers use other
systems such as CDNs or ALM to distribute their content to clients.
The results shown in Figure 3.3 were gathered using a model with characteristics that ensured
a heavily congested network; this caused both CDN and the highly scalable P2P architecture
to drop traffic in some instances. The same conclusions can be gathered from these results as
those previously found in Figure 3.2, with CDN producing higher network load than P2P. This
increased network load contributed to the CDN architecture dropping slightly more streams than
P2P. The standard client-server architecture produces significantly different results than shown
before in Figure 3.2(a), this is due to the increased size of the demands causing congested links
more rapidly than before. There is a visible plateau in the network load for the client-server
architecture, that points to this value being a limit on the demands possible to be distributed
from a single server, based on an average number of connected links; this can be confirmed by
looking at Figure 3.3(b), which shows a rapidly increasing number of dropped streams when using
client-server architecture.
An interesting point that needs to be highlighted in the results shown in Figure 3.3(b), is that
the highly scalable P2P is shown to be dropping streams in certain instances; this is interesting
because of the highly distributed design of P2P, which should overcome normal congestion issues.
However, there are a number of reasons why this distributed design might still allow a small
number of streams to be dropped. One such reason would be if there was significant congestion
in the network preventing the requesting client from establishing a path to any of the current
nodes with the cached content. Another possible reason for this dropped traffic, could be due to
the demands being added sequentially to the model, as within the model each individual demand
is applied to the network one after another until all demands have been processed; this design
was implemented to help model a real world scenario where clients would join a P2P network
and request content over a period of time. Unfortunately, this design can mean that the first
request for a specific unique video can fail to find an available path to the initial source of the
content, if previous requests for other unique videos have caused congestion for required links.
An alternative model design could utilise optimisation of the order of demand insertion; however,
this would not relate correctly to a real-time video network where demands would not be known
ahead of time. Similar to this explanation regarding an initial request for content with only the
initial source, it can be expanded to also include the scenario of if a requesting client is located in
a position where previous demands have utilised all of its connected links; this would mean any
video requests regardless of cache placement would be dropped, as they would be unable to reach
the client.
3.4.1.2 CDN Server Variation
The performance of CDN architectures relies heavily on the replication of the content across a
number of servers, as this allows for load balancing client requests. Further to this, it should be
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Figure 3.3: Architecture performance comparison for congested networks of varying size.
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clear that the number of servers has an important role in provisioning for a reliable and scalable
CDN system. By varying the number of CDN servers, we can gain an insight into how this number
affects the performance of the system.
While varying the CDN servers, other model characteristics were maintained unlike in the
previous scaled examples. Two scenarios were modelled, one with a 200 node network and the
other with 400 nodes; other factors between these two scenarios were maintained to allow di-
rect comparison. Expected results were also observed when modelling other network sizes, with
network characteristics being scaled accordingly. Client numbers were fixed at 50 requests per
unique video, with there being 5 unique videos with the same arbitrary values as the standard
model detailed in Section 3.4.1.1. Link capacity was also kept at the arbitrary value of 1000 as
before.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 present results collected from running tests on a CDN architecture, in-
cluding results from the respective P2P and standard client-server architectures for comparison.
Although the client-server and P2P architectures can be seen to show slightly varied results for
different CDN server number values, they are not affected by this value and are only shown in this
way to display the equivalent experimental conditions found during that specific scenario. From
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.5(a), it can be confirmed that the previously mentioned correlation stating
that an increase in the number of CDN servers reduces network load remains true. Figures 3.4(b)
and 3.5(b) also present evidence to further confirm this, showing that as the number of CDN
servers is increased, the number of dropped streams is reduced. These results provide a clear
observation of how CDN architecture has to maintain a balance between the cost of additional
servers and serving its clients efficiently. It is important to highlight that if we were to increase the
number of servers further, it would start to closely duplicate the performance of the P2P archi-
tecture; however, adding additional servers would require significant financial cost with minimal
improvement in client viewing experience, as past the point of eliminating dropped streams, only
a minimal improvement in latency would be visible to the clients.
It is evident from the results in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 that P2P provides improved scalability
over the CDN architecture, reducing network load as well as serving all client requests. However,
it is important to note that this is a very simple P2P network model and does not factor in
possibilities of clients leaving the pool of peers. Furthermore, it is also important to highlight that
this model does not provide results for real-time delivery of content, as it only models content
delivery without a time restraint; this implies that results collected could only be reliably used
to describe systems which delivered non time critical content. With the system not being a time
based model, it was decided this would be an appropriate mechanism to demonstrate the full
potential of P2P systems once the content had been fully dispersed through the network. It also
should be noted that the model used a complete content caching mechanism at the P2P nodes,
meaning each video a client accessed was fully downloaded and cached ready for distribution to
other clients; this is not a representation of all P2P based delivery systems, as some only cache
partial content for each video.
It is also important to highlight the misleading network load values presented in Figures 3.4(a)
and 3.5(a) for the standard client-server architecture, which although are lower than that of CDN,
are due to the significant amount of dropped streams and not a reduction in traffic; this can be seen
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Figure 3.4: CDN performance while varying server numbers in a 200 Node network.
clearly in Figures 3.4(b) and 3.5(b), with dropped streams far above that of the other architecture
types.
The comparison between the 200 node and 400 node scenarios displays the characteristics that
one would expect, with increased load shown in Figure 3.5(a) for the 400 node network being
caused by the additional links that traffic in the network has to traverse.
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Figure 3.5: CDN performance while varying server numbers in a 400 Node network.
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Figure 3.6 provides an alternate comparison of the different architectures, with their perfor-
mance being observed in a non-blocking network environment; this is in contrast to the other
presented results, which focus on measuring performance based on the number of demands suc-
cessfully met. The results collected for Figure 3.6 are from a 200 node network, with links set to
have infinite capacity. Client numbers were fixed at 50 requests per unique video, with there being
10 unique videos with the same arbitrary values as the model detailed in Section 3.4.1.1. From the
results shown we can see that both P2P and CDN architectures provide a significant improvement
in reducing network load when compared with the standard client-server architecture. P2P, as
expected, provides the best performance with regards to this, as it has the largest distribution
of cached content throughout the network, further reducing the distance of a cached copy to any
given client. CDN also shows expected results, with network load being reduced as the number
of CDN servers are increased.
3.5 Summary
From the research and results presented in this chapter, it can be seen that both CDN and P2P
architectures present several beneficial qualities for providing content delivery. The number of
caches in either technology is the dominant characteristic that determines the performance of the
system, due to the locality of the content to users. The implementation of caching within a set
number of CDN servers is ideal for stored content applications; however, for real-time stream-
ing scenarios the concept of using transcoders and application layer multicasting is a reasonable
equivalent. Efficient network placement of resources is also important in CDN architectures, as
it helps to maximise the benefits of the limited resources available [42]; this can also be seen
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Figure 3.6: CDN performance while varying server numbers in a 400 Node non-blocking scenario.
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to be important for placing transcoding resources in a real-time streaming scenario, as desirable
characteristics such as locality to clients and limited resource utilisation are similar to those found
in CDNs. This presents an optimisation problem that focuses on positioning a finite number of
transcoding resources within a given network. The aim of this optimisation problem is to reduce
both network traffic and blocking, with the scenario of streaming real-time content to a large
number of clients, while using transcoders as application layer multicasting nodes; this optimisa-
tion problem is explored within the next chapter, where an algorithm is presented to provide a
solution to the described problem.
Chapter 4
Optimising Transcoder Location
Advancements in multimedia technology have brought UHD content (e.g. 4K) services to a larger
audience [202], which has had a significant impact on the traffic utilisation of some network paths,
especially those based on transoceanic cables. Available capacity on these links will inherently be-
come increasingly constrained, as people begin to stream real-time UHD content more frequently;
because of this, it is desirable to develop systems that can minimise the additional traffic. Fol-
lowing on from Section 2.8.1, this chapter describes an approach that aims to reduce the traffic
generated by real-time video delivery services. The specific approach that is presented, involves
the use of a novel heuristic algorithm that provides a solution for efficient transcoder placement
within the network; this algorithm is designed to reduce network load, thereby also reducing
the probability of blocking. Although the presented heuristic solution is focused on providing
real-time UHD content due to its high bitrate requirements, it is also relevant for other lower
bitrate live streaming scenarios; detailed information on UHD content bitrates and the issues
associated with its transmission can be found in Section 2.1. The presented heuristic algorithm
could be utilised in a static placement system, however, its intended use case involves utilising it
with the dynamic placement system presented in Chapter 5. The combination of the placement
optimisation with the migration system, would provide a system that could dynamically migrate
transcoding resources to optimised locations during normal system operation. It should be noted
that the work described in this chapter, including some of the presented results, are taken from
previously published work [203].
Existing systems currently in operation attempt to reduce the capacity requirements for the
video content, as well as minimising any repeated traffic within the network. Two main mecha-
nisms for achieving this, are transcoders [12] and application layer multicasting [163]. Transcoders
can convert the media stream in various ways, such as by reducing bitrates, adjusting resolution
and changing video format. These techniques can be used to reduce the link capacity consumed
by the content stream, usually by sacrificing the visual quality of the content. However, this is not
always the case, as lossless compression techniques can also be utilised [13]; additional information
relevant to transcoders and compression techniques can be found in Section 2.1.
In the absence of good multicast support in IP networks, application layer multicasting can
be used to reduce repeated content being sent through the network [163]. Application layer
multicasting achieves this reduction by distributing streams to multiple clients, at positions closer
to users than the original sender. This permits a single stream to be sent through the network to
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the multicast enabling node, which then transmits the required multiple streams the remaining
distance to the receiving clients. Branching the stream in this way can provide a significant
reduction in the overall traffic load placed on the network, especially when streaming high bitrate
UHD content; it should be clarified that ALM can work in parallel or individually with transcoders,
to further reduce traffic requirements. Without application layer multicasting, it is doubtful
that a large scale real-time UHD streaming system would be able to efficiently function, due
to the bottleneck caused be the single source of the video content. Transcoding software such
as FFmpeg [15] can act as an ALM node, as it has the capability to distribute multiple output
streams to different destinations when receiving a single input stream; therefore, it can be assumed
that any described transcoder node can also function as an application layer multicasting node.
Further details on application layer multicasting can be found in Section 2.7.
Advancements in cloud technologies as described in Section 2.3, as well as the proliferation of
cloud resources around the world, have provided the ability to easily create globally distributed
systems. Cloud based services have also had a positive effect on the design of software services,
including the introduction of using virtual machines (VMs) as transcoding resources. This concept
has many benefits over previous systems, such as CDN based systems, which require the setup
and use of dedicated machines and links placed throughout the network to perform transcoding
services. A pool of dedicated transcoders may be an inefficient use of resources, as it is unlikely
that all transcoding machines would be fully utilised at all times. Another issue is that certain
machines could be oversubscribed under heavy loads, as they may not have been configured since
they were first configured. VMs however, which can be easily and quickly created, destroyed and
migrated within multiple cloud data centres [184], have the ability to scale according to the load
they are currently experiencing. This feature makes them a cost effective solution to providing
transcoded content to geographically diverse clients. The ability to scale with current demand has
also facilitated scalability at a level that was previously not financially viable for most applications.
The proposition described in this chapter, is to use transcoders that are dynamically placed,
according to need, using a cloud based computational resource. This basic proposition, while
attractive, nonetheless has two inherent problems. However, both are addressed by the methods
described in this thesis. The first problem relates to the issue of where the transcoders should be
best placed for efficient network utilisation, which is solved using the heuristic algorithm presented
in this chapter. The second problem that needs to be overcome, is how to effectively allow traffic to
be seamlessly switched between transcoders when the transcoder resources are moved; the system
presented in Chapter 5 aims to address this issue. The transcoder placement problem needs to take
into account that the general number of clients can move location over time, overloading networks
in some areas and underutilising them in others. One solution to this would be to over-provision
the network so that it is saturated with transcoders, with these also providing application layer
multicasting services. However, this is an inefficient use of resources, which would be costly to
implement and maintain.
The balance between the number of transcoders being provisioned throughout the network and
the performance of the system, is an important factor due to the costs involved. As previously
stated, the ideal solution to providing the best service to clients, would be to saturate the network
with transcoding resources; this, however, would incur a large financial cost and would most likely
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be unsustainable as a business. One goal to overcome the issue of the performance/cost balance,
would be to identify the point at which adding additional transcoders adds no further improvement
in service. Finding the point at which this occurs would rely on statistical analysis of previous
usage data, in order to identify the number of transcoders required to meet all demands. Using
collected data in this way, would allow a relatively easy way to provision the correct amount of
transcoders for a given content transmission; however, if additional transcoders were found to
be required during streaming, the system presented in Chapter 5 would allow the deployment of
these additional transcoders in the live system, without disruption to clients viewing experience.
The described placement problem is addressed in this chapter using a presented novel de-
terministic heuristic algorithm; this algorithm optimises the placement of a given quantity of
transcoders, with the aim to reduce the total network load. The optimisation process focuses
on maximising the benefits of application layer multicasting and transcoding, by aiming to move
transcoders closer to large groups of clients. The presented algorithm is specifically designed for
use in conjunction with the new migration system presented in Chapter 5. The combination of
the two solutions will enable a UHD streaming system that can be optimised during a continuous
transmission, with minimal disruption to viewers.
Using a modified version of the network model described in Chapter 3, the developed heuristic
was tested against a generic solver that was developed. This generic solver was in the form of
a genetic algorithm, which used evolutionary techniques to provide improved solutions over a
number of generations. Additional information on resource placement optimisation and algorithm
types can be found in Section 2.2, with further details on work relating to transcoder placement
being presented in Section 2.8.1.
4.1 Placement Problem Statement
The problem of optimising positions for a set number of transcoders in a network graph will now
be described. The placement of these transcoders can influence whether they provide a positive
or negative effect on the total network load; so the focus of the presented heuristic is to ensure
the transcoder positions have been optimised to minimise the total traffic in the network.
The placement of transcoders will be described over a graph G(E, V ), of edges E describing
physical links in the network and nodes V representing attachment points for clients, servers and
transcoders. The set of source nodes providing content will be denoted S ⊆ V ; T ⊆ V is the set
of destinations for the content; and, A ⊂ V is the set of compute resources in the network that
are candidates for transcoder placement. In practice each node may host a number of clients, a
smaller number of nodes will host sources and transcoders. This scenario assumes that candidate
transcoder nodes, a ∈ A, are hosted in an elastic cloud computing technology such as Amazon
EC2 giving the possibility to scale up resources as needed, with only cost being the restricting
factor. However, each link, e ∈ E, in the network has a limited transmission capacity u(e).
The traffic travelling through the network from s to t is defined as R(s, t, bq) where bq is the
bitrate for codec q, and where bq ∈ B {codec bitrate : HD, 4K, ...}. These traffic requirements can
be stated as a set of demands, D = {ds,t | s ∈ S, t ∈ T, ds,t = bq, bq ∈ B}. In practice it may not
be possible to accommodate all the demands due to link capacity constraints, thus the successful
demands are defined as D′ ⊆ D. The problem then becomes to choose a set of paths for the
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demands, denoted P (D), to meet the objective
max |D′| (4.1)
subject to: ∑
p∈P (D)
x(ep) ≤ u(e) ∀e ∈ E (4.2)
x(pd) ≥ ds,t ∀d ∈ D (4.3)
where: x(ep) is the traffic on edge e associated by a demand path p ∈ P (D′), the set of all paths
for the solution; and, x(pd) is the traffic on a path fulfilling demand d.
The process described here is stage one of the problem to be solved, as it allows for optimisation
of transcoder placements in the network; however, if this process is to be used with a dynamic
system with optimisation throughout content transmission, it is required to move transcoders while
streaming the content. Without dynamic migration of transcoders, the optimisation could only
be made before the streaming takes place; this may be an improvement over random placement or
statistical analysis based placement, but it is not enough to maintain efficiency when dealing with
varying client demands during transmission. A solution to the problem of dynamic migration of
transcoders is presented in Chapter 5.
4.2 Algorithmic Solution
The problem described in Section 4.1 is known to be NP-complete [204] and thus, there is no known
polynomial-time optimal solution; this is due to the fact that testing every single combination
of the variables requires a time exponential in one or more of the factors that can be varied.
Consequently, this chapter presents a heuristic algorithm to provide a good solution in a reasonable
time. The heuristic is compared to a genetic algorithm (GA) which can find good solutions
although in a much longer period of time. The metric chosen for comparison is run time under
the condition that the solution quality between the two algorithms is the same (or very close).
A GA was chosen for comparison as it provides a solution that has a high probability to be
very close to the optimal solution, as long as suitable parameters are chosen [205]. Although
a GA is relatively slow compared to a heuristic approach, it is considerably quicker at finding
good solutions (sometimes optimal) than testing every conceivable solution and can generally get
closer to the optimal solution than a heuristic algorithm [206]. Because of the long run time of
a GA, it is generally reserved for oﬄine route calculation. However, adequate solutions can be
achieved in shorter time by reducing certain solver variables such as the number of generations or
chromosomes.
Using a combination of the GA results and analysis of the problem, it was possible to construct
a heuristic algorithm that could be used in place of a GA in an online system. This is the main
purpose of this chapters work and will be considered after briefly describing the design of the GA.
In both cases, the algorithms were constructed in R to make sure that the results were comparable
in terms of run time.
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4.3 Genetic Algorithm Design
The GA was implemented to perform both chromosome crossover as well as mutation functions.
The combination of these functions provided a reasonable solution when applying them over
multiple generations. The number of generations used during testing, was optimised to give both
a good solution and running time that was as short as possible. The value for the optimal number
of generations was determined by producing results for varying generation counts; these results
were then analysed to determine the point at which adding further generations did not provide a
significant improvement to the solution.
To produce the best solution without significantly sacrificing the speed of computation, the
ideal values for the GA were found to be: 10 Generations, Population of 50, crossing and mutating
50% of the chromosomes at random each generation. Although 50% is a high level of mutation,
it was found to be close to the optimal value based on analysis of solution quality and run time
of a large number of tested scenarios. To simplify the GA functionality, it was decided to remove
chromosomes with errors after crossing or mutation, rather than apply a repair function; it is
important to note that this was implemented to reduce the delays in computation that would be
caused if a large number of chromosomes needed to be altered. A chromosome was considered
in error if it contained more than the required transcoders. The fitness function used within the
GA, uses a combination of hop count obtained through Dijkstra’s Shortest path algorithm and
the content bitrate; the fitness function is based on the group scoring mechanism also found in
the heuristic, where the hop count to the closest available source is used.
4.4 Heuristic Algorithm Design
The heuristic was developed through the use of both a mathematical approach as well as trial
and error testing techniques; these methods provided a heuristic which performs almost as well
and sometimes better than the GA, but produces a solution in considerably less time. This is
necessary for the algorithm to be considered when looking for online traffic routing scenarios.
The heuristic looks at the available locations for transcoders and scores them using a fitness
function, the best location is then picked as a starting location. The fitness function uses a
combination of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the load and codec used for the demands and
also the number of connected links available to the transcoder location. The locations of the
other transcoders are then chosen by selecting locations that are a certain separation from current
transcoders, then running a group scoring function to determine the next best location. Reducing
the number of suitable transcoder locations in this way provides relaxed selection conditions for
the algorithm, which accelerates the selection process.
This approach is much faster than a brute force approach of scoring every combination, but
it still provides an acceptable solution for the given problem. By keeping the locations of the
transcoders separated as much as possible, it provides a high probability that there will be a
transcoder at an acceptable distance from each client. Furthermore, separating the transcoder as
much as possible also reduces the possibility of a transcoder being overwhelmed by clients while
other transcoders remain unused; this is true for networks with a reasonably uniform distribution
of clients.
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The basic design of the heuristic is shown as Algorithm 4.1, which details most of the opti-
misation process. It should be noted that the Dijkstra function shown in the algorithm uses
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to return the hop distance from the given nodes in graph G,
while λ represents the separation constant that is used to optimise the algorithm for speed or
accuracy; this separation constant is explained in more detail in Section 4.5. Additionally, the
degree function used in Algorithm 4.1 returns the number of active links available on the given
attachment point. The group scoring function (Score) performs similar actions to the scoring
mechanism shown from lines 4-14 in Algorithm 4.1, but instead of using all the possible transcoder
locations, the closest transcoder to each client from the given group is used for the scoring func-
tion; this is performed across all the client requests, with their scores being added together to
generate the final group score. The findClosestTranscoder function used in Score uses
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find the closest transcoder to the client, then returns the
location of this transcoder. The process of the heuristic is also presented as a flow diagram in Fig-
ure 4.1, to further provide clarity in its operation. It can be seen in Figure 4.1, how as previously
described, the separation constant reduces the number of locations required to be scored during
its calculation process. The reduction in possible transcoder locations improves the speed of the
scoring process, while still maintaining a good solution quality. Detailed information on how the
separation parameter effects solution quality, can be found in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.1: Heuristic flow diagram.
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Algorithm 4.1 Transcoder placement for up to N transcoders, with separation constant λ
1: minScore←∞
2: transcoder ← null . a transcoder location
3: transcoders← null . a list
4: for a ∈ A do
5: score← 0
6: for t ∈ T do . for all destinations T
7: dist← Dijkstra(G, a, t)
8: score+ = (dist× ds,t)
9: end forscore← score/degree(a)
10: if score < minScore then
11: minScore← score
12: transcoder ← a
13: end if
14: end for
15: transcoders← append(transcoders, transcoder)
16: if N > 1 then
17: sepDist← λ× |V |
18: for 1 . . . (N − 1) do
19: suitLoc← null . list of suitable locations
20: while suitLoc == null do
21: for a ∈ A do
22: for k ∈ transcoders do
23: if sepDist < Dijkstra(G, a, k) then
24: suitLoc← append(suitLoc, a)
25: end if
26: end for
27: end for
28: sepDist− 1
29: end while
30: grpScores←∞ . list, initially length 1
31: bestLoc← null
32: for all j ∈ suitLoc do
33: testGroup← append(transcoders, j)
34: gScore← Score(testGroup)
35: if gScore < min(grpScores) then
36: bestLoc← j
37: end if
38: grpScores← append(grpScores, gScore)
39: end for
40: transcoders← append(transcoders, bestLoc)
41: end for
42: end if
43: return transcoders
44: procedure Score(locations)
45: groupScore← 0
46: for t ∈ T do
47: trans = findClosestTranscoder(t)
48: dist← Dijkstra(G, trans, t)
49: groupScore+ = (dist× ds,t)
50: end for
51: return groupScore
52: end procedure
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4.5 Methodology
Results were obtained using a modified version of the R model presented in Chapter 3, with the
scenario of delivering real-time UHD content from a single server; the described scenario would
utilise transcoders placed within the network to adapt the content to client requirements, such
as downscaling a 4K stream to a HD format. As described previously in Chapter 3, the model
used randomly generated synthetic network topologies of varying size, which had restrictions to
ensure they were fully connected graphs. The topologies were created with a node degree following
a Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0.42, conforming to the results of a survey of ISP
router level topologies [201]. Additionally, the model was also configured to utilise application layer
multicasting at the transcoders, except for certain scenarios where stated, in order to investigate
its benefits when delivering real-time content. The ALM functionality was utilised in combination
with the transcoders being used to reduce the bitrate of forwarded traffic, based on the video
quality being requested. With this combination of application layer multicasting and transcoding,
only one original quality stream was required to be transmitted to the transcoder for each unique
video; additional content requests would then be fulfilled directly from the transcoder, without
placing additional load on the streaming server.
There are three parameters that the model focuses on collecting: the run time of the heuristic
compared to the GA; the comparison of the solution quality, which is the value of the objective
function (Equation 4.1); and also the solution quality relating to the reduction in network load that
is accomplished in certain scenarios, especially when concerning non-blocking environments. To
allow a fair comparison between the GA and heuristic algorithm, the GA run time was measured
as either: the time to achieve the same or better score in the fitness function than the heuristic;
or, when the stop condition is reached. The latter is to allow for the fact that sometimes (rarely)
the GA does not reach as good a solution as the heuristic. To further test the quality of the
heuristic compared to the GA, the GA was run for a longer period after it matched the heuristic
objective function result, in order to see if it could improve on this value.
The performance optimisation of the GA was briefly described in Section 4.3, as is standard
procedure for determining GA operating parameters. The heuristic algorithm required more
detailed specific parameterisation, which is described here. The algorithm has been designed
such that it only requires one parameter to be adjusted: specifically the separation parameter
introduced in Section 4.4. It was observed that this parameter affects both the run time and
quality of the algorithm.
The separation value can be set to a range of values that theoretically fall between 0 and 1;
however, selecting a value over 0.1 was found to provide in almost all cases the same solution
quality. This presents a practical range of values between 0 and 0.1. However, through testing
and analysis across numerous scenarios, the effective lower bound of the separation parameter was
found to be 0.01; beyond 0.01, no improvement in solution would be achieved, just a significant
increase in run time. This places the effective range for the separation parameter between 0.01
and 0.1. The exact use of the separation constant can be seen in Algorithm 4.1, which shows
how it is used along with the number of network nodes in the network to produce a separation
distance; this ensures performance is maintained as the network increases in size. Transcoders
that are at least the separation distance away in hop count from current transcoder locations are
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selected for scoring. From this, we can ascertain that a smaller separation distance (i.e. a smaller
separation constant) will generally produce a larger selection of transcoders that meet the distance
requirement, with a larger distance (i.e. larger separation constant) producing the opposite effect.
Consequently, we can assume that although the larger pool of suitable transcoder locations will
take longer to score than the smaller group, the larger group will have a greater probability of
finding a better quality transcoder location than the smaller group. Using this information it
is clear that we can configure the algorithm using the separation value for either a fast solution
output, with a higher separation value, or a better quality solution, with a smaller separation
value.
There are a number of characteristics within a given scenario that can affect the performance
of resource optimisation algorithms. One of the most important of these is the ability for the
algorithm to scale with the size of the network; therefore, we would expect that their performance
should not drastically diminish as the number of nodes increases. Other network factors that
could also influence the algorithm performance include the proliferation of data centres that a
transcoder could be migrated to, as well as the number of transcoders that will be up and running
in different geographical locations at any given time. In the presented work, the scalability of
each algorithm is examined by increasing the network size, along with other factors which are
described in Section 4.6.
It is also important to note that the number of clients and distinct videos will be a large
determining factor to the algorithm performance. Having a low number of clients, or a high number
of distinct videos, can reduce the effectiveness of application layer multicasting at the transcoders.
The reduction in performance can be attributed to the observation that for application layer
multicasting to provide benefits, a distinct video will need to be streamed to more than one client
from a single transcoder. To investigate this further, the number of clients within the network
was also altered for certain scenarios.
Results were collected over 20 repetitions of each scenario to ensure accurate results; however,
in some cases, the number of repetitions was further increased to gain a clearer view of trends
appearing in the results. The use of a high number of repeat sets reduced the effects of any
spurious results, which may have been the result of abnormal random networks, or non-standard
distributions of random resource and demand placements.
4.6 Optimisation Results
For scenarios where the separation value was altered, it is expected that different solution qualities
and run times will be observed with the heuristic. Furthermore, due to the GA run time being
quantified by reaching the same result (or better) than the heuristic, the GA run time will also
depend upon the separation value of the heuristic. Therefore, the GA is denoted with a separation
value on the relevant plots, so it can be correctly paired with the appropriate heuristic utilising a
given separation value; however, it needs to be made clear that the GA does not explicitly use the
separation parameter during its calculation. It should be further clarified that results presented
in this section use “position dodging” to better display results in close proximity to one another.
“Position dodging” is a feature within plotting software that allows similar results from variable
result sets to be displayed clearly on the same plot in close proximity. This may appear as if
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different x-axis values were used, but this is not the case, as closely grouped results relate to
the closest x-axis marker. To further clarify this, x-axis values for all results are integer values
ranging from 100-600 in steps of 100. Additionally, all presented results use error bars to show
95% confidence intervals, however, in some cases the intervals are too small to see.
Model parameters were scaled as the network increased in size, in order to maintain a mod-
erately congested network that produced small amounts of dropped traffic during the blocking
scenarios. Possible transcoder locations were set randomly around the network, with the number
of locations equal to 10% of the network size; these locations represent the data centres available
for the transcoder VMs to be migrated to. There were 5 unique videos available to stream, with
arbitrary bitrate values of 30, 60, 90, 120 and 150, respectively; these videos are considered to be
the same quality and bitrate, but of different lengths in duration. Each of these unique videos
had clients associated with them, with some clients requesting different qualities of the content;
following on from this concept, it needs to be highlighted how only a single full quality stream is
sent to the transcoder for each unique video. Once the transcoder has received the content for a
specific unique video, it then converts the content to the required formats/bitrates and distributes
them to the relevant clients. The number of clients requesting each unique video was set at 20% of
the network size, except where otherwise stated. For each group of clients requesting an individual
unique video, the quality of the requested content was varied within the client group. 95% of the
clients in each group requested a HD stream, with the required bitrate being reduced to 25% of
the original 4K bitrate. The remaining 5% of clients were sent the full 4K stream at its original
bitrate.
Apart from the results shown in Figure 4.4, all results were gathered in a non-blocking envi-
ronment with network links set to have infinite capacity; in contrast to this, the described blocking
based network scenario had its network links set with a capacity of 1000 arbitrary units. For the
cases where it is non-blocking, in terms of comparing network quality, the objective function in
Equation 4.1 is instead expressed as the total traffic admitted to the network, termed network
load ; the objective, in this case, is for the network load parameter to be as low as possible in order
to allow further demands to be met. This reduction in traffic translates to being able to fulfil a
larger number of demands, due to the increased available capacity within the network. Formally,
we define network load L as:
L =
∑
d∈D
ds,t|E(ds,t)| (4.4)
where ds,t is the bitrate of the video demand d, defined earlier, and E(ds,t) is the set of edges
within the path taken by d.
It is also important to note that apart from Figure 4.2, the GA was given the stopping criteria
of reaching a result similar to that of the heuristic, so that the time analysis would be a fair
comparison. But even without the stopping criteria, it is shown in Figure 4.2 that the GA does
not provide a significantly improved solution even when given the large amount of time required
to finish its calculation; this was reasoned as an acceptable result based on this fact.
It is important to mention the importance of using transcoders to both transcode content to
other formats, as well as using them to perform application layer multicasting. Figure 4.3 shows the
effects of utilising transcoders and application layer multicasting in a non-blocking environment. It
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Figure 4.2: Network load for the heuristic and GA with no stopping criteria.
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Figure 4.3: Network load for each scenario, within a non-blocking environment.
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is clear from these results that using transcoders as application layer multicasting nodes provides
an advantage in reducing overall traffic load in the network. If these results were collected in a
constrained network which allowed blocking, it would be expected that an increased amount of
blocking would occur for scenarios that did not use transcoders as application layer multicasting
nodes. “Standard C/S with Transcoders” presents results for a scenario where transcoders are
utilised without the aid of application layer multicasting, forcing each client request to be provided
by the original server while still having to pass through a transcoder. It needs to be highlighted that
the larger degree of variability that can be observed with the “Standard C/S with Transcoders”
scenario, is due to the random placement of the transcoders. The transcoder placement heavily
influences the length of the paths taken by demands, as transcoders placed far from both the server
and clients can drastically increase the path length; this produces the increase in network load
shown in Figure 4.3, which can be confirmed using Equation 4.4. A similar variability can also be
observed with the “No transcoders” scenario, which is a standard client server architecture; for
this scenario, the random placement of the server and clients again causes slight variation in the
length of the paths travelled by the demands. “App Multicast With transcode” provides a similar
scenario to that of “Standard C/S with Transcoders”, with random placement of transcoders;
however, it is configured to utilise application layer multicasting at the transcoders, which as seen
in 4.3, provides a significant reduction in network load.
Figure 4.4 presents the results given from the objective function (Equation 4.1), while using
the best case scenario of the heuristic with 0.01 as the separation value. The results in Figure
4.4 show that the heuristic improves on the GA solution, while remaining significantly faster at
achieving the result. The random placement is included for comparison purposes only, with its
run time in Figure 4.4(b) being omitted due to the negligible time factor. It should be noted
that for networks above 700 nodes, the performance of the heuristic does begin to diminish in
quality, although not to the point that brings it below that of random placement. The number
of nodes reflects switching and attachment points for devices, which includes servers, transcoders
and clients. Thus, a network size of 600 is already large and may support a very large number
of client devices. The variation in results that can be observed in Figure 4.4(a), is a result of the
highly unpredictable nature of the large collection of factors within the network scenarios, which
are not affected directly by the transcoder placement algorithms; these include network topology,
client placement and server placement, which all heavily influence the number of demands that
are able to be met regardless of transcoder placement. It is possible that the variation in these
results could be minimised by including additional repeat results.
Figure 4.5 shows how the separation parameter can affect the outcome of the solution quality,
as well as the run time of the heuristic algorithm. Note that the results in Figure 4.5 for the
comparable GA are denoted with the separation value for identification purposes only, the GA
does not use this value in its calculations. The smaller separation value is observed to provide a
better solution, however, it takes longer to achieve this. In contrast to this, the larger separation
value provides a slightly worse solution in a shorter period of time. However, there is only a
marginal difference in solution quality, and certain scenarios would find this more than adequate
for the improvement in run time. It should be noted that separation values other than 0.01 and
0.1 were used during testing, but the two values presented in Figure 4.5 were chosen to give a
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Figure 4.4: Algorithm solution performance across varied network sizes.
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Figure 4.5: Algorithm solution performance for varied separation values.
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clear example of the how the balance between solution quality and run time can be influenced.
Separation values between those presented in Figure 4.5 produced results that would be expected,
lying between the results of 0.01 and 0.1. As discussed in Section 4.5, using values above 0.1 does
not introduce an improvement in solution quality or run time, so values above this were omitted.
From Figure 4.6 we can determine that the solution quality of the heuristic is maintained
throughout the variation in client numbers; along with the run time being consistently lower than
that of the GA when client numbers begin to rise. The 1% and 35% results shown, indicate the
percentage of total network nodes being utilised as clients. Furthermore, it should be noted that
client values between 1% and 35% were also tested, but they were omitted from Figure 4.6 for
clarity; however, it is important to highlight that the results collected between these values show
an expected gradual increase as client numbers rise, in line with the presented results.
It should be noted that the variability of the run time with regard to the GA shown in Figures
4.4(b), 4.5(b) and 4.6(b), is because of the unpredictable behaviour of the GA; this is due to it
being based on the random process of selecting what it believes to be best candidates for creating
solutions, until it reaches a solution considered similar enough to the heuristic. This type of
algorithm is expected to behave in this way, so the variation is considered to be within reasonable
levels.
From the results shown in Figures 4.2, 4.5 and 4.6, it can be seen that the heuristic algorithm
performed as well, or better, than the GA. Additionally, with respect to network load, the heuristic
also on occasion produced a better solution than the GA. Even when utilising the less efficient
separation value of 0.1, the heuristic still obtained a result that was within 11% of the GA network
load value. More importantly than this, the heuristic is significantly faster at providing a solution
than the GA, which means it could be utilised in an online system for optimising live traffic in
a network. This is an important factor, based on the intended scenario of using this system to
dynamically migrate transcoders based on active client demands.
4.7 Summary
It is clear that the heuristic produces solutions rivalling and in some cases improving on those from
the GA; furthermore, it is shown that the heuristic provides its solution in a considerably shorter
period of time. Given that the heuristic algorithm can efficiently place transcoding resources in a
network based on current user demand, it becomes desirable to utilise this with a system capable
of moving transcoders throughout the network. This is already possible with the use of virtual
machines; however, there is not currently a system available that allows seamless migration of these
transcoders while they are currently processing real-time streams. With a system such as the one
described, the presented heuristic algorithm could be used to maintain efficient resource placement
during continuous system operation, without interruption to the clients viewing experience; a
system to achieve this is presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.6: Algorithm solution performance for varied client numbers.
Chapter 5
Transcoder Migration Using
OpenFlow
This chapter will detail a proposed and tested system, whereby a transcoder can be migrated from
one geographical location to another; the aim of the proposed system is to improve on existing
migration systems, by introducing minimal to no interruption in the video stream it is currently
processing. Achieving this presents the opportunity to move transcoding resources closer to a
dense area of receiving clients, with the objective being to reduce traffic load within the network
as a whole, as well as optimising network usage on constrained links.
The presented system provides a solution for optimising the distribution of real-time live
video content, which is unable to be cached in CDN based systems due to its requirement for
instant viewing in parallel to recording. A feasible use case for the presented system, would be a
sporting event being held in the USA, where some clients were requesting the feed from the UK.
A transcoder would already be in use within the USA to adapt the content to specific client needs,
while also performing application layer multicasting closer to dense client areas to reduce traffic;
however, the currently placed transcoding resources would most likely become inefficient if the
client user base migrated, or if additional clients requested the stream in areas such as the UK. This
inefficiency is due to the static characteristic of the transcoder resources, which would have been
set up and positioned optimally before the initial content stream was initialised based on predicted
client demand. It is already possible for new transcoders to be set up during transmission for any
new clients that connect; however, migrating existing clients to these would disrupt their viewing
experience. The mechanisms for using previous statistics and other predictive reasoning to place
transcoders throughout the network, can lead to over-provisioning the network with transcoding
resources, which would be costly; alternatively, under-provisioning is also possible, this would cause
bottlenecks in the network which can lead to reduced performance, as well as diminished quality
for clients. For instance, if there was no indication that clients from the UK would be viewing
the content stream, a significant amount of link capacity would be consumed on constrained
transatlantic links if the client numbers in the UK were to increase. The additional traffic on the
transatlantic link could cause issues in providing reliable streams, as well as congesting the link
for other traffic. The system presented in this chapter aims to solve these issues, as well as adding
further benefits beyond reducing the traffic on constrained links.
The presented system will be built on top of the functionality of an OpenFlow controlled
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platform, which allows for the migration of traffic to occur in a seamless operation. This is achieved
using OpenFlow’s ability to redirect client media streams to the newly positioned transcoder, using
direct manipulation of flow rules in switches. The system was tested and demonstrated using video
content up to 4K resolution, which was required to be transcoded into smaller resolutions, such
as HD in certain scenarios.
It is assumed that the proposed system would be deployed on a L2 based single operator
network, with OpenFlow enabled switches being used throughout the infrastructure. It is possible
for the system to function over a standard L3 network, as long as OpenFlow enabled switches are
used to bridge the connection; however, this would require additional mechanisms to be configured
using OpenFlow’s packet header manipulation, in order to effectively tunnel the L2 traffic over
the standard L3 network.
Figure 5.1 shows the basic concept of the system presented, as well as the overall architecture
design. Figure 5.1 presents a clear example of how moving a transcoder can conserve significant
capacity along a connecting link. It can be observed that when the same video content is requested
by multiple clients in the same or different resolutions, a reduction in repeated content can be
achieved, by transmitting a single 4K stream to the second switch and transcoder. The link joining
the two switches in Figure 5.1 is intended to represent a constrained link, such as a transatlantic
cable between the USA and the UK; in the presented scenario, the migration decision is determined
by the sizes of the client population on either side of the transatlantic link. This scenario is also
represented in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that this is a very simplified example for use with
the basic test setup in Figure 5.1. A more advanced approach to solving the migration decision
problem was described using the heuristic algorithm presented in Chapter 4.
It may be considered that a simpler solution to the example shown in Figure 5.1 would be to
keep both transcoders running, instead of migrating the initial transcoder; however, this would
not mitigate the issue of migrating the streams of the clients currently streaming from the initial
transcoder. The seamless migration of the streams from one transcoder to another is what the
presented system aims to achieve, whether the initial transcoder is migrated or an additional
transcoder is instantiated. In a more complex example, it may be required to leave the existing
transcoder serving a group of clients that are in close proximity, while also migrating other streams
from a group of geographically distant clients to another transcoder closer to the group.
5.1 Scalable Video Coding
It should be highlighted that the system presented in this chapter could also be applied to not only
transcoder migration applications, but also for migrating standard application layer multicasting
nodes. Migrating these nodes becomes desirable when using a scalable video coding system, which
would have already encoded the content with multiple resolutions at its source. This scalable video
scenario would not require transcoding close to the clients, but would still require application layer
multicasting to be applied, in order to relay the stream closer to the clients. This scenario would
work in a similar effect to the transcoding scenario, as it would work to reduce both network and
server load, while also reducing traffic on constrained links. It should be noted that FFmpeg,
which is used for the proposed system, can perform this application layer multicasting task: it
can listen for input on a given network port and then use its video copy attribute to relay the
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Figure 5.2: Basic migration process.
content to multiple output streams; these multiple output streams would be configured to deliver
the content to the multiple requesting clients. Although this scenario is not detailed further, it is
important to mention that the migration mechanism presented would function in the same way
as described, even when only using application layer multicasting for a scalable video stream.
5.2 System Applications
The system presented in this chapter would support a number of scenarios not previously possible.
Most of these scenarios relate to the recent popularity of home streaming applications, which were
not previously available.
One such application for the presented system, is the delivery of a real-time UHD video stream
of a live sporting event or other performance; these types of live events require the live stream
to be sent to a large number of geographically diverse clients. These clients would most likely
consist of large venues such as cinemas, which already provide live performance showing at their
venues to large audiences [207–209]. The proposed system would involve an initial server that
would be close or directly connected to the recording source. This would then use transcoders
placed throughout the network at cloud data centres to serve a large number of clients. These
transcoders would be initially placed using the heuristic algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The
initial number of transcoders would be based on expected load, however, this is not crucial, as
using the proposed migration system the number of transcoders could easily be adapted during
streaming. Therefore, if a large group of clients starts to appear in a location that is a significant
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distance from the nearest transcoder, a migration could be initiated to either move a transcoder
to a more efficient position or create an additional transcoder if required.
The described system configuration can be mirrored with other scenarios, such as the home
user streaming examples described in Section 2.8. Applications such as Twitch [168] have recently
become more dominant among gamers, who want to stream their gaming session live [169]. Pre-
viously, gamers had to rely on recording their session and then uploading it to a video content
provider such as YouTube [170] for later viewing. Unfortunately for gamers, this process separated
them from their audience and lacked the interaction that a live broadcast provides. This require-
ment for improved user interaction is why live streaming is now seeing a large rise in popularity,
as gamers can chat with the gamers during their broadcast and influence their game play based
on popular demand.
Live broadcasting applications have also arrived on mobile platforms such as smartphones,
which allows users to stream content straight from their camera to a large dispersed audience.
Some examples of these types of applications include Periscope [171] and Meerkat [172], which both
have similar functionality. These applications have the same issues as game streaming applications,
in that they are using a limited network connection combined with limited processing power; this is
especially true with regard to the mobile platforms. Due to these restrictions, current streaming
services are implemented using technologies such as HLS [30] and MPEG-DASH, which utilise
caching and the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol to enable content distribution to
a large user base. Unfortunately, technologies such as these, provide a significant delay between
recording and viewing the stream; with delays in the order of 10-20 seconds [176–179]. This long
delay is acceptable in certain situations, however, for true real-time streaming, other options such
as the system presented in this chapter would need to be utilised. The proposed true real-time
streaming system would be beneficial to live sporting events, especially with the wide availability
of social media, where details might be revealed before they were viewed. Other scenarios requiring
as close to real-time as possible would include any scenario where user interaction was required,
such as control over remote systems (robotic arms and machinery) or communication between
multiple people; these mandate that the video being viewed was as close to real-time as possible,
in order to ensure efficient control and interaction.
It should be highlighted that the large scale user base of some of the described applications,
would be best served using a combination of the system presented in this chapter, combined with
the OpenFlow CDN described later in Chapter 6. Additional information on large scale streaming
applications can be found in Chapter 6, where these applications are discussed further in relation
to the proposed OpenFlow CDN system.
5.3 Test Bed Design
Relevant technologies utilised within the proposed migration system will now be briefly discussed;
however, more in depth description of OpenFlow and its controller applications can be found in
Chapter 2.
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5.3.1 OpenFlow Implementation
Further to the information provided on OpenFlow within Chapter 2, it is important to highlight
the features being relied on for the operation of the proposed migration system. Only a small
subset of features available within OpenFlow are utilised, with one of the main features being
flexible flow rule insertion, which allow redirection of packets beyond what standard networking
systems can easily achieve. Another feature of OpenFlow that is utilised, is the ability to modify
packet header information; this allows packet header information of the receiving device to be
modified as it traverses the switch. Packet header manipulation is integral to the system, as it
allows a second transcoder machine to receive traffic destined for the first transcoder, without any
modification to the machine’s networking processes. Additionally, the centralised control aspect
is also utilised in the proposed system, to maintain control of the two switches throughout the
migration process.
The described features converge on the higher level concept of OpenFlow, which is to allow
non-standard switching processes to occur regardless of the protocol used. This main concept of
OpenFlow allows technologies to be created that were previously not easily possible; without this
advancement, it is doubtful that the presented system would be feasible at its current performance.
5.3.2 Open vSwitch (OVS)
One of the tools that is heavily utilised throughout the prototype systems detailed in Section 5.4
and Appendix A, is Open vSwitch (OVS) [149, 150], which is a software based OpenFlow switch
implementation. OVS allows a single machine to virtualise OpenFlow switching functionality
without the cost of dedicated switching resources. The OVS platform is far into its development
with a large array of features; because of this, it has been adopted in many well used software plat-
forms [181,210]. Recent versions of OVS far surpass the capabilities of hardware based OpenFlow
switches produced by manufacturers, mainly due to their fast adoptions of OpenFlow revisions.
OVS is able to achieve its rapid advancement based on its purely software design, which is not
restricted by any hardware requirements; however, this software based design does limit its per-
formance when compared to a dedicated hardware switch [124].
One main advantage of using OVS over physical hardware, is the ability to rapidly create a
large OpenFlow based network with little financial cost. This is due to an OVS instance being able
to create multiple virtual bridges (switches) on a single machine, while also allowing connection of
both external ports and virtual bridge ports to the virtual bridges. Therefore, OVS provides an
ideal system for testing scenarios, as it would not be feasible to obtain expensive OpenFlow hard-
ware without knowing the feasibility of the research idea. OVS is also an open source application
allowing free usage, but more importantly, it has an active development community that is able to
maintain a stable and well tested design; this large community also contributes to the previously
mentioned high rate of development, which allows OVS to introduce features long before switch
manufacturers.
For these reasons, OVS was used within the prototype stages until OpenFlow hardware with
similar capabilities was available; it should be noted that the limitations with OVS detailed later in
Section 5.4, were due to the network and compute resource constraints, not a lack of performance
associated with the OVS software.
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5.3.3 Pica8 OpenFlow Switches
After initial testing using OVS installed on a standard desktop machine, it became necessary to
move development to OpenFlow switching hardware with improved performance. However, it
was important that all the features previously utilised within OVS were maintained, such as the
OpenFlow version compatibility; this was important to allow the current implementation of the
system to be ported across to the new hardware, without significant modifications. However, it
should be noted that once the system is developed as an extension to an OpenFlow controller,
the system will be able to function with any OpenFlow enabled switch; it is only the current im-
plementation of the custom migration control application that limits the current device selection.
After research into possible options, the OpenFlow switches available from Pica8 [211] seemed
to provide the exact feature set required, as well as allowing previously developed control mech-
anisms to be maintained; this significantly improved the speed and simplicity of converting the
migration system to use physical switching hardware. The specific model that was utilised was
the Pica8 P-3290 switch [212], which provided the performance and functionality required for the
4K transcoder migration scenario.
One of the main advantages of using Pica8 switch hardware is the fact that they use a modi-
fied version of OVS as their OpenFlow implementation. This provides the same accessible control
interface and feature set that was being used previously in the testing stages, but with the added
benefit of improved performance which was able to handle 4K traffic. It is important to note,
that although the Pica8 switch is based on a software implementation of OpenFlow, it achieves
increased performance by oﬄoading certain switching tasks into hardware; utilising specific hard-
ware elements during the packet matching process allows it to achieve performance not possible
with purely software based implementations. A further benefit of the Pica8 switch over OVS
running on standard machines, is the additional ports available on the Pica8 switch; on a stan-
dard machine you are limited by the small number of network interfaces available to link with
OVS, whereas the Pica8 switch has 48 1Gbit/s ports available, with the option of extending these
with 4 10Gbit/s interface modules. The large number of ports provides a large improvement in
performance, as you are no longer required to route all traffic through a limited number of ports
using virtual interfaces to separate traffic. Further to this, it should be highlighted that separating
traffic using VLANs on virtual interfaces or using other tunnelling protocols, it can introduce large
overheads that affect the throughput of the system.
5.3.4 Floodlight Controller
For all implementations of the migration system, including initial testing phases, Floodlight [133]
was used as the OpenFlow controller. However, it is important to highlight that flow rules added
manually into the flow tables are able to override the default rules put in place by the Floodlight
controller. This override behaviour is controlled using a priority system that can be configured
when inserting flow rules into the flow tables. Floodlight was only utilised to provide normal
source MAC learning functionality for the OpenFlow switches, whereby the switch associates
incoming packet source MAC addresses with an interface, in order to allow simple forwarding of
packets without flooding all interfaces. Without a controller application to provide this simple
functionality, the OpenFlow hardware has little to no functionality; however, most OpenFlow
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implementations include a default low priority flow, which floods traffic out all ports when a
packet is received to emulate a standard layer 2 hub. The Floodlight controller was configured to
communicate with the switch hardware using out-of-band communication, as it allows it to bypass
any OpenFlow rules which may disconnect the controller from the switch; this is standard practice
for OpenFlow controller communication, as well as a lot of other network control systems.
Although Floodlight was used to maintain normal switching functionality, it was not utilised
to insert the custom flow rules required during the migration process; this is mainly due to time
constraints in developing and integrating the control system into a Floodlight module. The method
that was used for inserting these custom flow rules is detailed in Section 5.3.4.1. Additionally, as
previously stated, more in-depth information on the Floodlight controller can be found in Chapter
2, along with available alternatives.
5.3.4.1 Flow Rule Insertion
For the current implementations of the migration system presented in this chapter, the flow rules
are inserted directly into the switches using direct system calls through Secure Shell (SSH) connec-
tions; these SSH based system calls were initially performed using batch scripts with password-less
SSH access, but later versions utilised a custom Java application developed to orchestrate migra-
tion system. Both these implementations bypass the Floodlight controller, which is mainly for
simplicity during development; however, an additional benefit of bypassing Floodlight was that it
minimised any issues that could be attributed to the communication between the controller and
switch, including any delay issues that it might have caused. The separation of the migration
control from the Floodlight controller enabled rapid resolution of any issues, with the confidence
that the controller was not the cause.
In the future, it may become necessary to implement the current system to work with the
controller application directly; this may be due to lack of SSH access to the switching resources,
or the use of OpenFlow devices which do not utilise OVS. There are various ways to implement
this idea, but they are left as future work due to time constraints; however, a brief discussion of
how this could be achieved is presented in Section 8.6.3.
5.3.5 Traffic Flow Monitoring
As previously discussed, for the system to become fully automated and to decide an optimum
switching time, it would be required to either use the heuristic algorithm developed in Chapter
4 and/or a custom traffic monitoring system. For traffic statistics on a flow rule based granular-
ity, it is possible to query switches for detailed information stored within their flow tables; this
includes information such as the number of bytes and packets that have matched a given rule.
However, using flow rule based statistics is only accurate when there are flow rules configured to
identify the exact traffic you intend on monitoring. To overcome this issue, it is possible to insert
fine granularity flow rules that match a coarser granularity rule, in order to separate the packet
statistics within the flow tables. Unfortunately, creating a large number of fine granularity rules
would only be an effective solution in certain situations, as unnecessarily increasing the size of
flow tables will cause unwanted load on the switch. Using the information gathered from the flow
tables as described would allow the calculation of bitrates of client video streams, as well as the
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number of clients; this would then provide the information required to determine if a migration
would be beneficial.
As an alternative to flow rule based monitoring, there are other monitoring systems that
could be utilised; two possible candidates include NetFlow [154] and sFlow [153], which can be
included within the OpenFlow infrastructure and allow remote monitoring of multiple systems.
They are both similar in design, in that both require switches to be configured to send packet
statistic information at set intervals to a remote machine through standard IP communication.
The information can then be viewed and processed at the remote computer, which would allow a
centralised overview of traffic utilisation across the network. Further details including a detailed
comparison of the two monitoring solutions can be found in Section 2.6.5. It should be noted that
for some of the prototype stages, sFlow was utilised to monitor traffic flow for both diagnostic
and performance information; however, it will not be discussed further, as it was not essential to
the proposed system and was only used for the described monitoring during the prototype stages.
In order to automate the process of migration when utilising the heuristic presented in Chapter
4, one of the described traffic monitoring solutions would need to be integrated with the migration
control system. Combining these together would provide the traffic data required to determine
whether a migration should be initiated, as well as the mechanism to perform the migration if
required.
5.4 Prototype Development
This section describes and discusses the issues discovered and overcome during the various stages
of prototype development. These provide a rationale for many of the design decisions found within
the final approach, which is presented later in Section 5.5. This discussion includes various naive
implementations, as well as details of some of the less successful techniques which were deemed
unsuitable for the final UHD migration system. Detailed implementation details of prototype
stages can be found in Appendix A, with prototypes ranging from using simple user generated
packet relay migration to VM based migration of live HD transcoding. The final prototype
implementation can be found in Section 5.4.2, which describes the final challenges and issues
encountered before the final UHD migration system in Section 5.5 was developed.
5.4.1 Observations of Early Prototype Systems
During initial implementations of prototype systems, such as the system described in Appendix
A.1, it became clear that OpenFlow was able to significantly improve the performance of migrating
network dependent resources. The improvement in performance is specific to network orientated
resources, as the system only attempts to reduce the switchover of the streams from the perspective
of the client receiving the stream. This is in contrast to a lot of performance metrics used by other
migration optimisation techniques, as they often only analyse the downtime in the resource that
was migrated or the speed of the movement for the resource; the fact that they do not look at the
effect on clients receiving service from the resources is a clear area of interest when dealing with
real-time transcoding. This concept is further discussed in Section 2.3.2.3 and Section 2.8.
Initial prototypes used VLC player as both the initial server and client application, while FFm-
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peg [15] was used as the transcoder software running on the VMs that were migrated. However,
using VLC player as the initial streaming server became unsuitable when handling video content
above SD resolution. For prototype systems beyond the SD based system shown in Appendix
A.2, FFmpeg replaced VLC player as the initial streaming application. The switch to FFmpeg
allowed quality to be maintained throughout transmission while also allowing improved control
on video bitrate and image quality. Further discussion on the reasons for the switch can be found
in Appendices A.2 and A.3.
Throughout the prototype stages described in Appendix A, one reoccurring issue that was
encountered, was the restrictions caused by the large processing overhead of transcoding live
video content. This often meant prototype systems were unable to reliably stream HD content at
a reasonable quality in real-time, as both transcoder and network resources were constrained. At
each stage in development, the processing resources being utilised were increased, moving from a
single host machine running all VM and OVS instances, to multiple servers hosting the VMs and
OVS instances. The increase in processing resources at each stage did enable improved quality
video to be streamed, however, HD content was not successfully able to be transmitted until
the prototype described in Section 5.4.2 was developed. Although the processing resources were
a significant factor in the restriction of video streaming, the protocol used to connect VMs to
the OVS switch was also a large contributing factor in some instances. For most systems it was
possible to connect the resources with direct virtual connections, as the OVS instance was on the
same machine as the other resources; however, the prototype system described in Appendix A.3
required tunnelling protocols to achieve the connection with the OVS instance, which was located
on a different machine. This was a significant restriction in the performance of the system, with
a lot of research into the possible solutions being performed. Discussion of suitable tunnelling
protocols and the issues associated can be found in Appendix A.3; it should be noted however
that tunnelling was not required for the final UHD system presented in Section 5.5, as a dedicated
OpenFlow switch was used with direct L2 connections.
It was important when designing the prototype systems that the migrated transcoder would
begin transcoding the content stream as soon as possible, in order to reduce the disruption to the
client. During the development and testing of the system presented in Appendix A.2, it was dis-
covered that although FFmpeg can be tuned to initiate transcoding rapidly on receiving a stream,
the reduction in the “probesize” parameter caused instability in content detection reliability. The
result of this would cause streams to be incorrectly identified, halting the transcoding process and
disrupting the stream to the client. To overcome the issue of instability while also achieving rapid
switchover at the client, certain actions within the migration process had to be performed at spe-
cific stages during the migration. This concept is first discussed as an idea within the prototype
system in Appendix A.3, where it introduces the concept of allowing both the initial transcoder
and the copy of itself to function in parallel; this allows FFmpeg on the newly copied transcoder
to analyse the stream correctly before the switchover occurs. Details of this initial idea and its
results can be found in Appendix A.3, however, a more advanced version of this is presented later
in Section 5.5.
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5.4.2 Final Prototype Discussion
The final stage of prototype development involved using dedicated machines in place of the VMs for
the roles of client, server, OVS and transcoders. The setup utilised relatively high powered servers,
custom built to provide 4K playback, so they should have been adequate resources available for
the system to be successful. The servers provided considerable improvement in computational
resources, as the aim was to overcome the shortcomings of the previous prototype systems and
deliver improved image quality and experience during migration. Using the 4K viewing system
as a client also provides an ideal situation for analysing the viewer experience, as the stream can
be easily monitored at all stages throughout the video stream; additionally, since 4K projectors
were utilised, the displayed video could be more closely inspected for artefacts and quality during
the stream. It should be noted that although 4K viewing equipment was being used here, only
full HD content was being streamed and tested; the reasons for this will be discussed later in this
section.
Unfortunately, a hardware OpenFlow enabled switch was not currently available for use, so
a physical machine was used to run OVS. This presented improved performance over the VM
based scenario since it had a dedicated network port assigned only to itself and not other VMs;
additionally, using a dedicated machine for the OVS instance provided increased compute re-
sources, which is required for the increased traffic that HD content generates. The basic overview
of the described implementation is shown in Figure 5.3, where it can be seen that 5 machines
are required for its operation: 1 for OVS and Floodlight, 2 for the transcoder software, 1 for
the client which would be connected to the 4K projector and 1 for the server to send the initial
video content to the client via the transcoder machines. Additionally, Figure 5.3 also shows how
each of the utilised machines used a single network interface within the system; however, another
interface on each machine was also required for the control network, which is not shown in Figure
5.3. Similar to the previously developed system described in Appendix A.3, each machine was
connected to OVS using GRETAP interfaces to tunnel the traffic over the standard networking
infrastructure. A Black Diamond 12804 Extreme switch was used to physically connect each of
the machines together using 1 Gbit/s connections, which was hoped to be sufficient for the HD
content experimentation; the use of this high performance switch aimed at minimising any under-
lying network issues that might have restricted the migration system. However, as discussed later,
the 1 Gbit/s link to the machine hosting OVS presents a severe bottleneck for network traffic.
Figure 5.3 provides a clear overview of this issue during migration between the two transcoders,
as during this time both transcoders are transmitting content between the OVS switch; it can
be seen that during this stage there are 6 HD streams traversing the single link connected to the
machine hosting OVS; the combination of all the machines traffic overloads the link, causing both
congestion and dropped packets for the video stream. This is one of the main bottlenecks that
restricted the testing to HD content, rather than the desired 4K content.
After initial testing, it became clear that finding suitable FFmpeg settings would be difficult.
This is, in part, due to the fact that it is a complex task to discover a configuration that enables
real-time transcoding while not degrading the image quality of the video beyond a point that
would significantly impact the clients viewing experience. The configuration was also constrained
by the previously explained capacity restrictions, which were caused by the OVS machine with a
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the bottleneck caused by the single link to the OVS machine.
single network interface; this limited the bitrate that could be used for the content. A related issue
was the significant overhead caused by the processing of Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)
packets on the machines; this processing overhead placed a further restriction on the bitrate of
the video that could be used, since machines were not able to perform the GRE encapsulation
and decapsulation process fast enough for high bitrate content. If the bitrate was configured too
high, packets started to be queued for GRE processing at machines, which caused artefacts and
stuttering video to appear at the client machine.
It is important to note that lost packets in the network can cause an extensive reduction in
image quality, as well as playback stability, especially when using UDP with MPEG-TS. Addi-
tionally, although the packets in the current system do not travel a significant distance and only
travel through a single (more than adequate) switch, packets arriving out of sequence is also a
problem, as UDP does not have a re-ordering mechanism built in. Lost packets in these situations
can be caused by a combination of issues, such as the transcoding machines not being able to
receive and process the video content in time for real-time retransmission to the client. This is
due to the significant steps that are required when the video content is received at the transcoders
network interface. Firstly, the video packets need to be decapsulated to extract the packets from
the GRE tunnelling headers; the video packets can then be processed using FFmpeg using the
desired configuration. Finally, before re-transmission, the packets also need to be encapsulated
with GRE tunnelling information again. The described delay in packet processing can cause UDP
buffers in the machine to become congested, causing packets to be dropped when queue space is
unavailable. A symptom of lost, or out of order packets, can include a corrupted video stream,
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which can be further corrupted with the use of transcoding along its path. As previously discussed,
this additional transcoding task can introduce further delays during streaming, especially if the
bitrate overflows the UDP buffers; this can further reduce video quality, as well as amplifying
any distortion artefacts already present in the video. Unfortunately, there is a significantly high
probability of stream corruption, since UDP does not provide any delivery guarantees. There are
several solutions that can be used to remedy this, including reducing the bitrate of the video to
stop machines becoming overloaded; this will work to some extent, but will usually come at the
cost of degrading the image quality of the content. This is not a desirable scenario, as a reduction
of video quality opposes one of the main aims of the system, which is to provide an improved
viewing experience to the client. There are alternative codecs available that can both reduce bi-
trate and improve resiliency to packet loss, while also still maintaining video quality. Their ability
to achieve this relies on leveraging improved video compression techniques and including error
correction mechanisms; this can achieve a reduction in artefacts and corruption when packets are
lost. Although these codecs can provide some resilience to a small amount of packet loss, the
impact of large numbers of lost packets will still produce a significant reduction in the quality
experienced by the client. Furthermore, these more advanced codecs generally require increased
processing time during both encoding or decoding to achieve the additional features, which would
not be suitable for this real-time streaming system. There are codecs that have the ability to
leverage certain hardware to increase encoding performance, but these are not investigated in
further, as the focus is on software based transcoders that are able to be migrated.
Rather than attempt to remedy the packet loss issues at the application layer as discussed,
it would be beneficial to target the issue at a lower level in the networking stack. In this case
the use of the transport layer protocol User Datagram Protocol (UDP) can be seen as a possible
improvement area, since by default, UDP does not feature a method of ensuring packet delivery;
this provides a specific area that can be focussed on when attempting to address packet loss issues.
Alternatives to UDP are numerous, but very little of these would be suitable for use in the proposed
scenario. TCP is an obvious alternative to UDP with its reliable data transmission features, as
it includes retransmission of lost packets; additionally, TCP also provided almost flawless video
transmission between the server and client when tested. However, it remains unsuitable for the
proposed scenario for multiple reasons. One such reason is that TCP requires establishing a
connection with the destination machine before streaming, which does not allow the switching
of transcoders in a feasible way, due to the break in connection. Additionally, with the current
software platforms being used, TCP would make delivery of the content difficult to clients joining
the video stream after it had begun. Similar to these reasons, just the use of a transcoder between
the client and server creates a far more complex system than that of the UDP based version.
TCP was known to be unsuitable before initial testing due to these reasons, but it was used to
diagnose other video corruption issues that were being experienced during FFmpeg configuration.
From research into streaming specific protocols, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [213] is a
possible candidate to replace pure UDP. RTP was designed to transport real-time video, audio
and simulation data across networks and provides certain characteristics that allow for more
efficient data streaming. RTP is most commonly run on top of the UDP protocol to augment its
streaming capabilities, but it can be run on TCP if desired. An important feature of RTP that
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should be highlighted is the inclusion of a sequence number in the RTP header, which allows for
easy ordering at the receiving client [213].
It is, however, important to bring attention to the fact that RTP is still based on UDP unless
configured otherwise, which means although it builds on top of the UDPs feature set, it does not
solve all its issues. One of these issues that unfortunately still causes problems even when using
RTP, is that the transcoders are still unable to receive, transcode and send out data fast enough to
meet the streams demand. Furthermore, RTP adds to these delays with the inclusion of the extra
processing required to handle the RTP header processing and the reordering of packets. Similar
to that of using TCP, RTP does allow a direct stream from the server to the client to function
without issue, but a stream being intercepted by the transcoder and forwarded on to the client
would perform worse than when using standard UDP. The main reason for this is the reordering
of packets being a lengthy process, which causes the network card buffers to overflow similar to
the issues associated with standard UDP.
From analysis and testing the different configurations and protocols, it became apparent that
the best solution for the current scenario would be a combination of UDP and RTP; with a UDP
stream being sent from the initial server to the transcoder and then using RTP for the transmission
between the transcoder and the client. Initial results from analysing the viewing experience and
video quality at the client allowed this conclusion to be drawn. Furthermore, this combination
allowed an increase in bitrate for the video without causing further lost packets, which resulted
in a significantly increased video quality. This combination was also implemented due to the
feasibility of its use with the migration system, which requires that the stream be diverted during
transmission. The described system allows this to occur without any additional work, unlike if a
connection based protocol was used. It is evident that the variation of protocols and methods of
combining them, presents a significant number of combinations that could be attempted in order
to provide marginally improved results; however, the UDP and RTP combination was deemed
sufficient at this stage of development. Determining precise optimum codecs or designing others,
are beyond the scope of this research, as it is the migration system that is being focused on and
developed. It is possible to assume that the RTP client on the transcoder could be re-engineered
to improve its performance within this specific system, allowing it to be used without the issues
associated with processing packets at the transcoders; however, this concept is left for investigation
as a possible area for future work, with further discussion found in Section 8.6.3.
5.5 Final System Design
The completed system design was constructed and tested using two separate testbeds; both utilised
the Pica8 P-3290 OpenFlow switches detailed in Section 5.3.3 and both were configured to stream
4K content during the migration scenario. The first testbed involved the use of NetEm [214] to
mimic WAN link characteristics on an Ethernet LAN link. The testbed was established during a
collaboration project with the Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center (PSNC) in Poland
[215] and the International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR) at Northwestern
University in Chicago [216]. The original plan for this collaboration project was to utilise the
1Gbit/s L2 WAN connection established between PSNC and the Starlight facility in Chicago (part
of iCAIR at Northwestern University) to test the presented migration system. Unfortunately, after
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some brief initial testing, the transatlantic undersea cable carrying the lightpath for the WAN link
was damaged and remained non-operational throughout the assigned project time frame. This
necessitated the use of WAN emulation for the testbed. However, emulation provided the benefit
of investigation into the effects of varying WAN link latency on the migration process, including
results for < 1ms, 125ms and 250ms round trip latency values; further details for the reasoning
behind these values can be found in Section 5.5.3. Additionally, using network emulation also
provided an insight into the issues associated with using non-OpenFlow interconnecting devices
within the system; these issues will be described later in Section 5.5.4. After the successful
operation of the migration system using the emulated WAN link, it was determined that it would
still be desirable to test the migration system using a real transatlantic WAN link. Further
collaboration with iCAIR resulted in the establishment of a 1Gbit/s L2 transatlantic WAN link
between Essex University and the Starlight facility in Chicago. This enabled the second testbed
to be constructed, which allowed the successful testing of the migration system over a real world
transatlantic WAN connection while streaming 4K content.
NetEm is a network emulation software which allows several characteristics of WAN network
links to be introduced to a standard Ethernet link; this includes factors such as delay, packet
loss and jitter. This is essential for testing performance on a system that will be used over WAN
links, which is often difficult to achieve because of WAN availability issues. During testing, the
only parameter varied using NetEm was packet delay, which was configured to mimic the latency
found on WAN links such as the transatlantic link within HPDMnet [1]; this was assumed to be
a similar environment to the architecture that would be found within a single operator network.
The system architecture implemented for both test systems, use a single client receiving 4K
video content from a server. This is a simplified example of the proposed scenario, which is
presented as a system to provide content to multiple clients at varying resolutions and bitrates.
This simplified example was used due to restrictions with available resources, as well as time
restrictions in completing the work. Initial results, however, have shown that the system functions
successfully with multiple clients requesting the same content at different resolutions. In a multi-
client scenario, the transcoder receives a single stream at the highest requested resolution; the
transcoder then processes the content and uses application layer multicasting to distribute the
content at multiple resolutions to the respective clients.
It should be noted that in both systems, compressed 4K content was streamed at a very high
quality, with any visual loss of quality being minimal when compared to uncompressed versions.
The compressed version was required due to restriction in both the hardware processing power
and the network infrastructure, which is only capable of transporting content at up to 1Gbit/s;
this is far below the required 9.6Gb/s required for uncompressed 4K content that has a reasonable
frame rate and colour depth. The bitrate for the 4K content used during testing was measured
at the client and was found to vary between 3 MB/s (24 Mbps) and 12 MB/s (96 Mbps), with an
average rate of around 6.7 MB/s (53.6 Mbps); this bitrate is similar to some of the 4K content
streams found on YouTube.
UDP streaming was utilised in both streaming systems for all transmissions, due to RTP
causing issues with the streaming of 4K content. Some of the issues with RTP were found to be
caused by the limitation of the network cards and the transcoding machines; these limitations
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relate to the speed at which they were able to encapsulate the RTP streams, as they were not able
to successfully process the large number of packets from the real-time 4K content stream. One
of the RTP based issues observed during the use of the UDP and RTP combination mentioned
in Section 5.4.2, was that packets arrived out of order and delayed; these delays caused a large
number of playback issues at the client due to the reordering process, including video artefacts
and stuttering occurring during playback. However, the previous issues with UDP packet loss
in Section 5.4.2 were able to be overcome, which enabled its use at all stages in the system. A
large improvement in UDP packet loss and packet ordering issues was achieved through the use
of the Pica8 physical switch, rather than using OVS on a single machine; this was already known
as an issue, but it was beneficial to see the large and direct improvement that could be achieved
with this single change. Another additional improvement to the system was the use of improved
transcoder machines; these were able to process the increased bitrates of 4K content in real-time,
in the same way the previous machines were able to with HD content.
It should be noted that VLC player was configured to use up to a 200ms network cache, which
helped to maintain playback during the switchover time. This is important as VLC by default
will use a 1 second network cache, which would allow unwanted delays in the real-time playback
scenarios that the system is designed for. However, during testing with the emulated WAN link
with 250ms latency, VLC’s network cache was required to be increased to 400ms to maintain
smooth playback; this seems to be more an issue with the variation of packet delay rather than
issues with the switchover process, since gathered results showed similar switchover times.
5.5.1 Migration Process
The migration process has many steps to ensure a near instant switchover of streams, which is
required to reduce the interruption in the playback of the stream at the client. Although playback
systems can handle some interruption/delay in the stream, if it extends more than the previously
mentioned network cache, the stream will halt and require a longer time to be re-established. The
longer re-establishment period is due to the fact that after a set time, playback systems tend to
treat the delayed stream as a new transmission which requires content analysis to ensure correct
playback.
The basic premise behind the final OpenFlow migration system is that it both replicates the
stream at the switches, while also redirecting and rewriting packet headers to enable the two
transcoders to process the stream in parallel; however, during this time of parallel processing,
only a single stream from the initial transcoder reaches the client. The parallel design is essential
to allow for the server to establish the new transcoders MAC address in its Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) cache table, without affecting the content stream to the original transcoder cur-
rently serving the client. Once the new MAC is established in the server ARP cache, the old
transcoder can be disabled while simultaneously enabling the stream from the new transcoder;
this process enables a near seamless switchover of the streams at the client.
Figure 5.4 gives a simplified overview of the system operation at multiple stages of the mi-
gration process. However, there are many sub-stages involved between these stages, which aid
the near seamless migration. Both the described testbed systems operate in this configuration,
however, the difference between them is related to the WAN link between the two switches. The
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Figure 5.4: Traffic flow for the migration process.
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difference relates to the WAN connection being either the emulated version in Section 5.5.3 or
the transatlantic link version in Section 5.5.4. It should be noted, however, that the transatlantic
based system differs very slightly in relation to the duplicate streaming, with this difference being
detailed in Section 5.5.4. Figure 5.4 provides a clear view how the ARP entry in the server is
replaced with the new transcoder MAC, even before the switchover takes place; this important
aspect enables a much faster migration and also prevents any packet header modification being
required after the migration event. Figure 5.4 also shows that during migration, the streams are
duplicated and sent for processing at both transcoders. It is important to highlight that only
the initial transcoder stream reaches the client during this time, as this enables the previously
mentioned ARP entries to be updated; this period of both transcoders running, provides the time
required for the transcoding software to analyse the content stream before it can begin transcod-
ing. These are important steps in the system that allow the switchover to occur within a very
short period of time; results for the observed migration times are presented in Section 5.6.
Figure 5.5 shows the process of flow rule configuration during the migration process; this occurs
during the stages shown in Figure 5.4. The related flow rules can be found in Appendix C.3.
The wait times presented in Figure 5.5 were chosen as they presented the best performance in
the current system, but they can be adapted as necessary for specific scenarios. These wait-times
are not critical to the overall performance of the system, which is instead influenced by the gap
in transmission at the receiver, which should be as small as possible. The first wait time is less
crucial than the second, since the migration process can actually continue without the port open
at that exact step in the migration process. However, the system reliability and performance
is increased if this wait time is introduced, as it allows the second transcoder to establish its
network connection fully before being sent the data heavy video content. The second wait time is
more crucial to the system, as it allows transcoder 2 to begin its transcoding task, which involves
populating the receiving buffer and analysing any time-dependent factors such as motion vectors.
This buffering period can be adjusted in the transcoder, but if it is set too low, there will be issues
identifying the content and it will fail to process the video stream. For this reason, the buffering
time was left to its default setting in the transcoder and the wait time is used to obscure the start
up delay in the transcoding process. With the current configuration, it is important to highlight
that duplicate traffic will be streamed over the WAN link during the 4 second wait time; this
short period allows both transcoders to operate in parallel at this stage of the migration process.
It should also be noted that the second wait time also provides time for the server ARP table
to be updated with the new transcoder MAC address, as this allows the correct MAC address
to be used by the server at the time of switchover. As previously described, the updated ARP
entry enables a smooth transition to the new transcoder, while also removing any requirement for
packet header modification after the migration process completes.
A description of Figure 5.5 is as follows:
1. Enable both transcoder 2 and the port that it is connected to on Switch 2.
2. Wait a set time, e.g. 2 seconds, for the port to enable.
3. Then in parallel:
• On Switch 1:
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 Duplicate the stream from the server, sending the unedited stream across to the
second switch, while sending another to transcoder 1 but with the MAC destination
field rewritten to the transcoder 1 MAC.
 Send ARP requests for the transcoder IP address to Switch 2.
• On Switch 2:
 Send packets destined for the transcoder 1 MAC to transcoder 2 with its MAC
destination field set to the transcoder 2 MAC.
 Send packets destined for the transcoder 2 MAC to transcoder 2.
 Send ARP requested for the transcoder IP address to transcoder 2.
 Drop any packets received from transcoder 2.
4. Wait a set time for the server to send out an ARP request to the transcoder, which will now
be redirected to transcoder 2.
5. Then in parallel:
• On Switch 1:
 Disable transcoder 1 and the port it was connected to.
 Send packets from the server to switch 2.
 Delete old stream duplication flows that are no longer required.
• On Switch 2:
 Send packets from transcoder 2 to the client.
 Delete old flows that drop packets as they are no longer required.
It is important to reiterate, that after the migration process has finished, there is no packet
header manipulation being performed. This is essential to maintain the scalability of the system,
as packet header manipulation places a considerable load on the switches. Furthermore, the also
means that the integrity of the layer 2 architecture is not diminished, since there are no two
devices with the same MAC on the network, even for a short amount of time. If this was not the
case, duplicate MAC addresses could cause issues during migration, where the machine is cloned
along with the MAC address; this can cause confusion to networking devices which are trying to
identify locations of devices using source MAC learning. Additionally, if the system did rely on
continual packet header manipulation, it would most likely cause issues when handling a large
quantity of real-time parallel streams.
5.5.2 Control Software
The control software being used for these tests interacted directly with the OVS on the Pica8
switches to set up flow rules. In a production system, it would be integrated directly into an
OpenFlow controller, such as the Floodlight controller currently being used to handle normal
switching operation. Further to this, the software was designed in Java to allow easy integration
with the Java based Floodlight at a later date. Once this integration is completed, the transcoder
migration process could then be initiated and controlled directly from Floodlight, with the opti-
misation algorithm presented earlier in Chapter 4 being used to detect a migration condition.
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Figure 5.5: Optimised flow process for the migration using a network emulated link. See Appendix
C.2 for detailed flow descriptions.
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The current implementation of the control software allows concurrent control of multiple
switches, using synchronised threads with direct SSH communication to ensure correct timing
of flow rule insertion. Further information regarding the custom control application can be found
in Appendix C.2.
5.5.3 Local Testing with NetEm
As previously described, this testbed system was implemented while visiting PSNC in Poland,
using NetEm to emulate the latency of a WAN link so that it was possible to test the system
with varying latency levels. All the required machines in the system were run on dedicated high
performance physical machines, which allowed the best performance available, without issues of
resources becoming the restricting factor. The client machine was connected to a 4K display for
assessing the visual quality of the video during normal streaming, as well as studying artefacts
and other video issues during migration. Figure 5.6 shows the configuration of these resources
at the initial stage, before migration takes place. It can also be seen in Figure 5.6 that the link
between the second switch and transcoder is currently disabled; this link is enabled as part of the
migration process, along with the disabling of the original transcoder link at the correct stage.
More detailed machine specifications for the system can be found in Appendix B.1.
The values of latency tested using this configuration were based on a private network in-
frastructure link, such as those used in HPDMnet. The link between PSNC in Poland and the
Starlight facility in Chicago has a round-trip delay of 125ms, which presented a useful metric to
test the system with. A 250ms delay was also tested to provide an insight into the performance
of the system within high latency environments. These values were also compared against a local
LAN link with negligible latency (< 1ms), to show how the system is not adversely affected by the
link delay. This was an important constraint of the system to focus on, since the content being
Pica8 P-3290 OpenFlow Switch
Virtual Switch 1 Virtual Switch 2
4K Viewing System
Transcoder 1 Transcoder 2
4K Streaming Server
NetEm Server
1Gb/s Ethernet Link Disabled 1Gb/s Ethernet Link
Figure 5.6: Initial state of NetEm testbed architecture.
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streamed is envisioned as real-time content which is also heavily influenced by network latency.
5.5.4 Transatlantic Testbed
In this testbed architecture, the previously described Pica8 P-3290 switches were located at the
University of Essex and the Starlight facility in Chicago. They were connected over a transat-
lantic WAN link with 1Gbit/s capacity, which was configured as a light path through HPDMnet;
furthermore, the WAN link was measured and found to have an average measured round trip
latency of 118ms, which is similar to that of the 125ms latency test within the NetEm testbed.
The described WAN link is the focus for the reduction of traffic, as the migration operation intend
to move the transcoder from one side of the link to the other. Figure 5.7 shows the configuration
of these resources at the initial stage, before migration takes place. It can also be seen in Figure
5.7 that the link between the second switch and transcoder is currently disabled; this link is en-
abled as part of the migration process, along with the disabling of the original transcoder link at
the correct stage. More detailed machine specifications for this testbed system can be found in
Appendix B.2.
During initial testing of this system, it became clear that there were issues that had previously
been seen in the network emulated testing. One of the main issues was the confusion of interme-
diary network devices along the path between the two switches; this was due to the packet header
manipulation that occurs during the migration process. From the perspective of non-OpenFlow
networking devices, it appears that there are duplicate IP addresses on the network, as well as the
knowledge that Ethernet packets were being sent along incorrect links according to their MAC
address. Network devices are able to determine this due to their inspection of packet header
information, as well as the use of IP and MAC address caching which is used to improve switching
performance. Unfortunately, this causes non-OpenFlow enabled devices to block the duplicated
Pica8 P-3290 Pica8 P-3290
4K Viewing System
Transcoder 1 Transcoder 2
4K Streaming Server
1Gb/s Ethernet Link
1Gb/s Transatlantic WAN Link
Disabled 1Gb/s Ethernet Link
Figure 5.7: Initial state of transatlantic testbed architecture.
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traffic along the WAN link while the initial transcoder continued transmitting. During the network
emulated testing, it was possible to disable the checking of such aspects for the interconnecting
bridge as direct access was available. However, due to the larger scale of this testing scenario, it
was not possible to pinpoint any specific devices, or adapt any configuration on those that were
known, as access was not available. It should be noted that packets travelling over the WAN
link are encapsulated within VLAN frames, which should allow packets to be forwarded based
on their VLAN tag value without inner packet header information causing problems. However,
some devices can be configured to inspect the inner packet header details of a VLAN frame, which
can cause the issues described. If these network devices forwarded using only the VLAN tag as
intended, this issue would not be observed. It is not known whether this inner packet inspection
is taking place along the link, however, it is more likely in this case that network devices located
before the VLAN tunnelling has occurred are the cause of this issue. With improved control over
both end-points of the WAN link, it is likely this problem could be avoided; however, the system
is designed for use in a single operator OpenFlow enabled network, where the complete use of
OpenFlow devices would remove the problem entirely.
Several attempted solutions were implemented to bypass the intermediary device issue stated
above. The most promising solution seemed to be using OpenFlow to set the destination IP and
MAC addresses of duplicated stream packets to unique values before they entered the transatlantic
link. The original header information was then put back in place when the packets traversed the
OpenFlow switch at the other end of the link. This solution did allow the duplicated stream to
pass through the link, also confirming the hypothesis of why it was initially blocked; however,
due to the added packet manipulation overheads, the video stream had many interruptions and
appeared distorted at the client, making this solution unsuitable for the current scenario.
The solution that was found to allow the system to operate in its current state, was an
increase in the second delay value during the migration process. Through a trial and error testing
process, the optimal wait value was found to be 30 seconds, which significantly extended the
previous wait time of 4 seconds shown in Figure 5.5. Increasing the wait time at this point
in the migration process, allowed the server ARP table to be updated before the switchover
occurred; this was an interesting observation, as it showed how the ARP requests were still able
to traverse the transatlantic link, even when the repeated video stream could not. Although
this does increase the total time taken to fully migrate the streams, this specific delay does not
affect the quality of the switchover for the client. It should be noted that the described solution
did introduce a small increase in the switchover delay when compared to the duplicate stream
methods; however, as described in Section 5.6, this increase was negligible and did not affect the
client viewing experience. With the maintained client switchover performance, this can be seen as
an alternative strategy which does not require duplicated streams. This has the added benefit of
conserving network capacity along the WAN link during migration, with only a minor reduction
in performance.
5.6 Final Results
The reduction in the delay between packets arriving from the old transcoder and the new
transcoder is the main metric that this system aims to improve, as this reduction improved the
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viewing quality for the client during the migration process; therefore, the delay between these two
streams was the focus for the collection and analysis of results. Other factors were also recorded
for analysis, but were not essential for the migration to be deemed as a success; this is discussed
further in Section 2.8.
The results presented for the emulated network scenario were collected over a span of 50
migrations for each migration type and were gathered by collecting packets using tshark [217] at
the client; similar to this, the results from the transatlantic testbed were gathered in the same
way over 25 migrations for both types of migration. Packet captures were analysed using an R
script to determine the packet delay between the last packet from the original transcoder and the
first new packet from the new transcoder. Since both transcoders utilise the same IP, the source
MAC address was used to differentiate between the two transcoders. There were some instances
of overlap between the two transcoder streams, where the packets had most likely been delayed
at some point in the transmission process. However, these overlaps were rare and only consisted
of about 10-20 packets, meaning VLC could handle them without issues during playback.
Table 5.1 provides the mean migration times for the various types of migration recorded. It can
clearly be determined from these results that the OpenFlow aided migrations provide a significant
improvement over standard stop and start migration techniques. Although the use of an ARP
Flush on the server improves the performance of the non-OpenFlow migration, it still does not
show sufficient improvement to match that of the OpenFlow aided migrations.
It is important to note, that the ARP flushed results are shown only to provide an insight
into how the ARP timeout on the server is one of the largest contributing factors to the packet
delay when using the non-OpenFlow aided migrations. This delay is caused by the server not
detecting that the old transcoder is no longer active, meaning that the new transcoder with new
MAC address takes a while to be detected and continue the stream. However, it would not be
feasible to use an ARP flush like this in a real world system, as it would require access to the
video server; whereas the system detailed here is being presented as a transparent system to the
server and client, where apart from the transcoders physical migration, all the migration actions
take place within the network, with no modification to the client or server.
Migration Type Mean Time 95% CI Min Max
125ms OF Aided 0.0743 ±0.0184 0.00001 0.2482
125ms Standard 18.2414 ±2.0579 3.0056 37.7518
250ms OF Aided 0.0463 ±0.0153 0.00001 0.1308
250ms Standard 20.0841 ±5.3761 3.5516 42.9213
ARP Flush OF Aided 0.1231 ±0.0201 0.000002 0.2928
ARP Flush Standard 4.2093 ±0.1311 2.8771 7.1119
OF Aided 0.1058 ±0.0191 0.00001 0.2580
Standard 16.2127 ±2.3677 2.7545 37.3414
Transatlantic WAN OF Aided 0.1710 ±0.0644 0.0340 0.5704
Transatlantic WAN Standard 24.3049 ±4.7377 6.5502 51.9272
Table 5.1: The mean migration times in seconds for each scenario, including with and without
the aid of OpenFlow.
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Figure 5.8 shows the significant difference between the migration scenarios, with the Open-
Flow aided migrations barely registering on the scale due to their sub-second delay times; these
OpenFlow aided migrations can be more clearly seen in Figure 5.9. The non-OpenFlow migrations
prevent a seamless switchover from occurring, with many reaching far beyond what would be con-
sidered acceptable interruption. It is clear from the presented results that the use of OpenFlow
makes the idea of migration feasible, when before it would not have been attempted.
Additionally, from Table 5.1 and Figures 5.8 and 5.9, it can be observed that link delay does not
adversely affect the performance of the system. However, as stated in Section 5.5, VLC required its
network cache to be increased to 400ms during the 250ms scenarios in order to enable a seamless
switchover; although, as previously discussed, this does not seem to be attributed to the migration
process itself, as some artefacts appeared during normal playback when the network cache was
set to 200ms. From looking more closely at the packet captures during the tests, variation in
receiving packets seemed to be a cause of this instability; this variation in packet delay is believed
to most likely be caused by the network emulation software introducing the latency, which may
not always be consistent.
It is important to highlight that the system worked successfully over the transatlantic link,
even with the complications discussed in Section 5.5.4. Although this system provided a slight
increase in the switchover delay, it still achieved switchover on average within 200ms; this still
allowed a seamless switchover to occur when viewing the content using VLC player with its 200ms
network cache. Furthermore, as described in Section 5.5.4, this can be seen as an alternate strategy
for the migration system. This is important to consider, as it simplifies the migration process and
conserves link capacity with only a small increase in switchover delay.
Packet captures were further examined to gain an insight into the effects of migration on the
packet stream as well as packet delay. Although a large number of the packet captures were
analysed, only a subset of these are shown in Figures 5.10,5.11,5.12 and 5.13; this was to provide
clarity in the results, as other packet captures for different latency values produced results similar
to those shown, with no significant differences.
Figure 5.10 presents an insight into how packet delay is affected during the migrations, as
it shows the inter-packet delay during the video transmission. It should be noted that although
some results are displayed with a 0ms value, this does not show a situation with no delay between
packets, it represents when no packets are being received. As can be seen from the results, the
OpenFlow migrations present minimal disruption to the stream; this is in contrast to the non-
OpenFlow migrations which significantly disrupt the stream, with extended periods where no
packets are received.
Figure 5.11 presents a sample view of the packet arrival times at the client during a number
of LAN based migrations, including 2 OpenFlow and 2 non-OpenFlow migrations. It can be seen
that there is a significant improvement when OpenFlow is utilised to aid the migration process,
as there is minimal disruption to the packet arrival times. In contrast, the standard migration
produces significant disruption to the packet stream, with a large delay before the stream is re-
established after the switchover. Similar results can be seen in Figure 5.12, which presents a closer
and more detailed view of packet delivery during a LAN based migration.
Figure 5.13 presents the packet arrival results captured during the transatlantic WAN testing
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scenario. It displays the same characteristics as the LAN based tests shown in Figures 5.11 and
5.12, with the OpenFlow aided migrations not affecting the packet arrival rate and the standard
migration showing significant interruption in the stream.
Further to the presented quantitative results, it is important at this stage to discuss the quali-
tative results that were observed during the streaming and migration operations; this is important
due to one of the main goals of this system being a seamless migration for the viewer. A number
of migrations were observed and a number of factors were assessed to gauge the performance of
the switchover in terms of viewing quality. During non-OpenFlow migrations it became clear
that a seamless migration would not be possible, with interruptions in the video spanning on
average 10-20 seconds; this was perceived as not only a large pause in the video, but it also
produced significant artefacts when the stream was re-established. In contrast, OpenFlow aided
migrations showed only a brief stutter in the video on occasions, although during a number of
migrations this was barely perceptible; this brief stutter in the video on occasion produced some
OpenFlow OpenFlow
non-OpenFlow non-OpenFlow
Figure 5.10: Time delta between packets received at the client, for LAN based scenario.
OpenFlow OpenFlow
non-OpenFlow non-OpenFlow
Figure 5.11: Packet arrival rate at the client, for LAN based scenario.
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Figure 5.12: Detailed packet arrival rate at the client, for LAN based scenario.
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Figure 5.13: Detailed packet arrival rate at the client, for transatlantic based scenario.
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artefacts, however, this was minimal and was significantly less than those found in non-OpenFlow
migrations.
5.7 Summary
It has been shown in this chapter how the use of OpenFlow can aid the migration process of
transcoders when they are streaming live UHD content. Using this type of dynamic transcoding
resources is one possible solution to managing the increase in real-time content delivery; however,
it is important to also investigate other delivery mechanisms that can improve content delivery
further. Further to this, an OpenFlow content delivery network is presented in the next chapter,
designed to work in parallel with the stream migration system, as well as providing other improved
mechanisms for real-time content delivery.
Chapter 6
OpenFlow Smart CDN Architecture
for Video Delivery
CDN architectures are used to distribute multimedia content to large groups of clients, with current
implementations mainly focusing on stored content. However, there are systems that extend to
providing real-time content with P2P, CDN and ALM approaches [166,193,199], but most do not
utilise the increased flexibility and efficiency that SDN can provide. OpenFlow enables networks
to separate themselves from normal routing and switching mechanisms, allowing them to operate
in a way that was previously not possible. This enables research into network control beyond that
which standard IP and MAC routing policies allow. The OpenFlow CDN architecture presented
in this chapter utilises this concept of bypassing standard networking policies, in order to improve
the delivery of both stored and live video content to large numbers of clients.
Using the capabilities of the OpenFlow platform, it is possible to design a system that replaces
several aspects of a standard CDN architecture. This new OpenFlow based CDN will provide
improved resource utilisation, by harnessing OpenFlow’s ability to quickly modify network be-
haviour; this can be used to both allow optimisation of network traffic, as well as routing content
to and from the ideal servers. The proposed system is designed to focus on providing video con-
tent to large numbers of clients, with both stored content and real-time streaming scenarios being
considered; however, the system could also be utilised for other content if slight modifications
were made. The proposed system will also focus on a new user scenario, which differs slightly
from those used in previous chapters; however, the system is designed to be complementary to
the earlier scenarios, with the assumption that they would work in parallel to provide the best
service to a number of different applications. This chapter will present the architecture for the
proposed system, while Chapter 7 presents a novel max-flow algorithm that aims to optimise traffic
placement within the proposed system, with the goal of reducing the probability of blocking.
It is important to reiterate that the architecture presented in this chapter is proposed to
complement and operate concurrently with the already presented migration system in Chapter
5, it is not designed to supersede it. Additionally, it needs to be highlighted that the systems
presented have not been fully implemented and tested together, so further work is still required
to enable a fully functioning system; however, initial research through testing and modelling has
shown each part of the proposed system to be both feasible and working as described.
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6.1 Application Scenarios
As discussed in previous chapters, the recent development of streaming applications being pre-
sented as social media platforms has had a dramatic effect on the way people both produce and
consume video content; these types of applications provide an ideal use case for the proposed sys-
tem. Before the introduction of these live streaming applications, the most efficient and accessible
way to share your personal content such as your gaming sessions, was to record the session and
then upload the video to an online video host such as YouTube [170]. YouTube would then handle
the replication and transcoding tasks for the users content, so that it could be viewed by large
numbers of clients at a later time on multiple platforms; this would be achieved by storing multiple
copies of the video in multiple formats throughout a typical CDN. As stated in Section 5.2, this
method has recently been overshadowed by services such as Twitch [168], which provide people
with the ability to stream their gaming session live straight from their console. Other user broad-
casting applications such as Meerkat [172], Periscope [171], Kamcord [173] and Mirrativ [174],
have also seen a recent rise in popularity [175], allowing users to stream live to a large audience
from their mobile device. These applications are very closely integrated with social networks such
as Twitter and Facebook, allowing users to reach large audiences with their broadcasts. These
applications differ slightly from those such as Twitch, as they utilise a more restrictive device
in terms of both processing power and network connectivity; these restrictions present a large
number of issues that need to be addressed, in order to allow a reliable and consistent stream.
Current methods of achieving this involve using HLS or MPEG-DASH for distributing the stream,
however, this inherently adds a large 10-20 second delay to the live stream. Further description
of these issues and other possible use cases can be found in Sections 2.8 and 5.2, while description
of HLS and MPEG-DASH can be found in Section 2.1.3.1.
A user being able to broadcast to a large audience using their relatively low powered device
through a low capacity link, is a significant advancement from previous streaming systems. This
shift in live broadcasting from the usual large corporations is important to discuss, as live streaming
previously utilised large scale broadcasting equipment to distribute content to large groups of users;
this new type of live streaming presents an important influence on the development of current live
streaming technology. If consumer based live streaming adoption continues to grow, new systems
will need to be developed to handle the increased demand. It is unknown how, or if, this new
type of broadcasting will influence current broadcasting services, but its rapid large scale adoption
seems to indicate that it is most likely going to continue to gain further interest from users.
One of the aims of the system presented in this chapter is to address the lack of real-time
streaming architectures, specifically designed to distribute consumer produced live content; fur-
thermore, the proposed system will be able to achieve this without having introducing the 10-20
seconds of delay that current HLS based systems currently require. Details of the real-time
streaming aspect of the proposed system are presented in Section 6.4.
6.2 OpenFlow Smart CDN Architecture
This section details the proposed CDN architecture, with a focus on its utilisation of the Open-
Flow platform to achieve improved flexibility and performance. The proposed CDN architecture
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is designed primarily for distributing multimedia content, including UHD video; however, it is
feasible that the system can also be utilised for providing other content types. It should be noted
that the term “node” is used in this section to identify an OpenFlow enabled networking device,
located within the CDN system; these network nodes are to be assumed as the attachment points
for the other devices located within the CDN, such as the streaming servers and transcoders.
The flexible control that is gained using an SDN technology such as OpenFlow, allows sys-
tems such as the stream migration mechanism in Chapter 5 to be applied within the network.
Furthermore, by using OpenFlow, the traffic can be routed intelligently through the CDN infras-
tructure towards exit nodes that bridge the privately addressed CDN with the public Internet.
This added control over traffic in the network, provides the flexibility required to control client
requests for content; this enables the redirection of streams in the network to avoid congestion, as
well as providing the ability to redirect client requests to alternate servers to aid load balancing
operations.
The centralised control aspect of OpenFlow is one of the many advantages over existing CDN
architectures; the OpenFlow controller would be at the core of the presented CDN system, as it
would be tasked with managing the entire network aspect of the system. This includes the more
advanced tasks such as redirecting streams away from congested servers. The ability for the con-
troller to redirect content away from congested servers would require various statistics and device
information to be passed to the controller, many of which relating to the network would already
be available using the statistics reporting built into the OpenFlow system. However, additional
statistics such as server load would need to be gathered using an alternate means, such as with a
statistics gathering tools like the previously described sFlow. The combination of network statis-
tics and server resource utilisation would provide an extensive knowledge of the system, enabling
efficient optimisation throughout the systems operation; these optimisations include traffic place-
ment optimisation, server utilisation optimisation and stream replication optimisation, which will
be detailed in Section 6.4. Although it is assumed this optimisation functionality would be built
into a controller such as Floodlight using one or more modules, it is also feasible that these op-
timisation and redirection tasks could be performed by other individual applications; these could
perform the required optimisation calculations and then pass the required control information
to the controller, using an Application Program Interface (API) interface such as the static flow
pusher API found in Floodlight. Regardless of where the specific functionality would reside, it is
important to note that the system would still rely on the OpenFlow controller to configure the
network accordingly.
With any centralised system it is important to discuss scalability concerns, as this can be an
inherent scalability weaknesses usually found in such systems; however, as shown extensively in
Section 2.6.3, OpenFlow controllers are able to scale sufficiently well and there are also several
systems developed to extend this scalability further with the use of a distributed design. Therefore,
scalability issues relating to the OpenFlow controller will not be considered further; however,
scalability relating to other aspects of the system will be detailed where relevant.
Another benefit of using OpenFlow within the system is the fine granular control of traffic
in the network; this precise control is gained through the flexibility of flow rules that can be
configured within the network devices. Using this precise control over traffic it is also possible to
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provide improved security within the system, allowing parts of the network to be masked from
view; this can hide internal network structure and server resources from both internal and external
hosts, which may be using network probing to try and ascertain the architecture for malicious
purposes. The improved security aspect of this system could also be extended further to include
enhanced authentication for users, with the ability to mitigate unauthorised users at the edge
of the network before entering the internal infrastructure; in current systems the unauthorised
traffic would still be able to traverse the internal CDN infrastructure, before being rejected once
it reaches its destination server. This security aspect is discussed further in Appendix D.1, as
although it is relevant, it goes beyond the main focus of developing a system to deliver video
content.
The proposed OpenFlow CDN can be partitioned into two specific scenarios, each with different
requirements that need to be optimised in order to achieve improved performance. The first of
these scenarios investigates the use of the OpenFlow CDN for providing real-time streaming
content, this is detailed in Section 6.4. The second scenario focuses on providing stored video
content, similar to that of many existing CDN systems; this scenario is detailed in Section 6.5.
It should be noted that all aspects of the proposed system presented in this chapter operate
using network traffic manipulation, as it has the added benefit that no software modification is
required on either the servers or client machines; this is an important factor, as it allows the
system to function transparently without issues with software or machine compatibility.
The overview of the system described here can be seen in Figure 6.1, which shows a simplified
view of the architecture design. The displayed WAN links are assumed to be dedicated light
paths between data centre sites, however, the system would also be able to operate with tunnelled
connections through the Internet with an expected loss in performance. With the partial mesh
design, it would be usual to question the connectivity of L2 switching based on a large number of
loops within the network; however, it is important to remember that OpenFlow controllers such
as Floodlight, handle the task of topology management as well as using L3 routing for suitable
traffic. For this reason, loop-free network mechanisms such as Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) are
not required.
The aspects of the proposed system that are presented later in this chapter have been tested
under the assumption of a UDP based streaming system, due to it connectionless design. This
allows easy redirection and migration of traffic, without having to handle TCP based session and
connection issues. Certain aspects of the system would not be affected by these types of issues,
but in order for all the stated features to operate together, it is important to utilise UDP based
transmissions. This is considered a reasonable assumption, given a lot of real-time video protocols
such as RTP utilise UDP as the basis of their design, due to the need for fast transmission instead
of reliability. Further description of the differences between video transmission protocols can be
found in Section 5.4.2.
6.3 OpenFlow based NAT
As mentioned in the previous section, it is possible to utilise the flexibility that OpenFlow pro-
vides to improve several aspects of a CDN system. This section presents an improvement to the
current NAT systems utilised in some CDN architectures [218,219], but can also be used outside
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the proposed OpenFlow CDN architecture.
the context of a CDN system as well. Yeh and Chiu [218] present an interesting approach for
distributing NAT operation between a number of servers, for future work it would be interesting
to compare this with the architecture presented in this section to see how well they compare in
terms of performance.
Within the proposed OpenFlow CDN system, a private IP addressing scheme is used to allow
greater control over traffic engineering and system architecture. For the privately addressed CDN
devices to interact and provide content to clients in the public Internet, the private addresses
need to be converted to those within a public address range; this mechanism is termed Network
Address Translation (NAT), with current systems mostly using the port number and source IP
address to identify connections [220–222]. Within the proposed system, this task is performed at
the exit/entry nodes positioned on the edges of the CDN architecture; these nodes use OpenFlow’s
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packet header manipulation to modify the source and destination IP addresses as they transition
between the public and private networks. From this point, the exit/entry nodes will be referred to
solely as edge nodes and are considered to be any node which maintains connections to both the
internal network and the Internet. In order for these edge nodes to bridge the two networks and
perform the translation, each edge node is assigned both a public IP address accessible to Internet
based clients, as well as a private IP address accessible from within the CDN architecture. With
this system in place, current active network streams can then be tracked and managed inside the
CDN by keeping a record of requesting client’s source port, as well as the specific edge nodes
internal IP address that the request arrived on. Using these identifiers, the system is able to
determine the correct packet header information to write to the packet as it exits the CDN onto
the Internet.
It should be noted that the system presented here is not designed to be an improvement of the
system presented by Liu and Jin [75], detailed in Section 2.6.6, as its design was not in any way
influenced by this. The presented system was designed from its initial foundations specifically for
the purpose of use within the OpenFlow CDN proposed in this chapter, with the goal to improve
the delivery of content to clients.
Aside from the standard NAT services described, the edge nodes will also be required to handle
ARP requests, so that correct MAC addresses can be obtained; this can either be performed using
a similar approach to the translation system proposed below, or using a separate implementation
on the nodes to reply to the ARP request and then convert the MAC address accordingly when the
packets traverse the node. This will not be discussed further, as ARP relay and proxy systems are
already well researched. However, it is realised that further work into selecting the most efficient
mechanism for this specific scenario is still required, in order to ensure the best performance within
the system.
The system is proposed to operate as follows:
• A client sends a request to the IP address gained from a DNS query for a specific content’s
URL.
• The request packet reaches the edge node and is forwarded to the OpenFlow controller, the
controller then performs several actions depending on the content being requested. This
may involve Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) for content identification, depending on the
application being requested.
 The controller inspects the packet to determine what content is being requested.
 It then chooses the correct server for the content, based either on content availability
in the scenario of real-time video content, or the least utilised server when providing
stored content replicated across multiple servers.
 It then stores a record of this connection in a connection database, including the client’s
source port, the edge node that received the request and also the selected server. This
database can then be used to help with packet translation operations, but additionally,
it can also improve optimisation mechanisms since it will have a record of all current
traffic in the network.
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• Flows are then inserted into the edge node providing several instructions:
 For packets arriving from the Internet from the client:
◦ Replace the IP address with the private IP address of the chosen content server.
This is one of the key novel components that allows access to the CDN,
while redirecting the client to the selected server.
◦ Replace the source PORT with a mapped private PORT, which could be the same
if no conflict is detected.
◦ Replace the source IP address with the private IP address of the current edge node.
 For packets arriving from the internal network from the content server to the mapped
private PORT of the client:
◦ Replace the source IP address with the public IP address of the edge node.
◦ Replace the destination PORT with the source PORT of the client.
◦ Replace the destination IP address with the client IP address.
This is a simplified operation scenario and some smaller stages in the process are omitted for
clarity.
Using the described NAT process, the system would be able to keep track of traffic in and
out of the network, as well as performing optimisations both with server selection and traffic
assignment. It should be noted that DPI is not always required for content identification, as
packet header fields such as destination port number could be utilised for this; but it would
depend on the current application of the system, as DPI may be beneficial for other scenarios that
require more detailed request information. Furthermore, although DPI may at first seem like a
bottleneck to the system, it is important to remember that only the first initial request from the
client would be inspected in order to configure the flow rules; after this initial request, no DPI
mechanism would be required for that stream. With regards to any scalability concerns relating
to this part of the system, it is useful to look at the current Internet Service Provider (ISP)
network caching performed for streaming services, such as Netflix [223,224] or YouTube [170,225].
These provide valuable insights into real world systems that track large numbers of video stream
requests, in order to redirect them to local caches; this shows that the proposed system is feasible
if implemented correctly.
The described NAT process is shown more clearly in Figure 6.2, which provides a visual
representation on how the OpenFlow NAT system processes a packet entering the network; for
clarity, certain packet header fields have been omitted or shortened in the diagram. Although the
reverse of the NAT process is not shown, it can be assumed as just the reverse of the incoming
packet.
Depending on the systems being implemented outside of the CDN, the functionality of the
proposed CDN could be further extended in relation to the bridging between networks. Further to
this, with the availability of a number of edge nodes connecting to the Internet in various locations,
it is desirable for content to exit the CDN at the edge node closest to the requesting client. This can
reduce latency and also reduce the risk of congestion issues that could be encountered within the
Internet, as it minimises the distance travelled within the public Internet’s shared infrastructure.
In current systems this can be achieved by routing the client to the closest edge node using
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the OpenFlow NAT system handling an incoming UDP packet.
DNS redirection techniques, however, with the proposed system this can be both extended and
improved. Although the NAT system presented above currently assumes the content is to exit the
CDN using the same edge node that the request entered, this does not have to be the case. Using
OpenFlow redirection techniques, it is possible to manipulate the traffic to exit the CDN from
a different edge node than the one it entered on. This can mean that if a client request arrives
at an edge node that is not their closest node, this can be changed without interaction from the
client. Additionally, current DNS redirection systems are not able to change their configuration
quickly on demand, whereas the proposed system would be able to rapidly modify the exit node
being used in order to bypass any current congestion issues; this, of course, will not aid latency
in any way, but maintaining a stream with increased latency is preferred in many scenarios over
dropping the stream because of congestion.
For the system to function with an exit node different from the entry node, the controller
would need to configure flow rules that differ from those presented on Page 105. The controller
would need to split the flow rules between the entry and exit edge nodes as follows:
• For packets arriving from the Internet from the client on the entry node:
 Replace the IP address with the private IP address of the chosen content server.
 Replace the source PORT with a mapped private PORT, which could be the same if
no conflict is detected.
 Replace the source IP address with the private IP address of the newly selected edge
node.
• For packets arriving from the internal network to the new exit node, from the content server
to the mapped private PORT of the client:
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 Replace the source IP address with the public IP address of the original edge node.
 Replace the destination PORT with the source PORT of the client.
 Replace the destination IP address with the client IP address.
Furthermore, an additional flow rule would be configured on the switch acting as the attachment
point for the content server, whereby it would replace the destination MAC address of any relevant
packet for the current stream with the MAC address of the new exit node. This would then allow
the packet to be forwarded as required to the new exit node without other modifications to normal
L2 switching functionality. It should be noted that although certain headers are configured with
the switch IP address, this is a virtual IP address acting only as an identification for the switch
for routing and translation purposes. It is interesting to note that this form of NAT would be
difficult to achieve using standard router enabled NAT.
Scalability is always a concern when dealing with any large scale content delivery system, so
it is important to discuss apparent issues with each part of the system. This section relies on
the use of the OpenFlow controller, so it is again important to highlight the research discussed
in Section 2.6.3 detailing its ability to scale well. Furthermore, it should be reminded that the
controller is only required for the initial request from the client, after this point the flow rules
are inserted into the relevant switches to oﬄoad all further management for that stream; this
significantly improves the scalability of the system. Further investigation into the most efficient
architecture may necessitate the use of multiple controllers in a hierarchical architecture, rather
than a single high performance controller; however, the concept of the presented system will not
need to be modified as long as they are configured correctly.
Another important aspect related to scalability, is the identifier length which will limit the
number of streams that are able to be tracked and managed. The identifier will be reusable given
a certain timeout value, which will need to be selected based on the specific application that the
CDN is providing. It has been decided in the proposed system to utilise one of the most widely
used identifiers within current NAT systems, this identifier is the application port numbers. These
provide a 16 bit address field to track traffic streams, giving a theoretical 65,536 identifiers that
can be used. Although this theoretical total number is available, most systems choose to restrict
the port numbers to the range that they were originally from. Available ranges include 0-1023
for well-known ports, 1024-49151 for registered ports and 49152-65535 for dynamic/private usage.
This can restrict the scalability of the system, but it is performed for compatibility reasons when
dealing with internal requests. However, these compatibility issues can be overcome by modifying
ports in the event of a conflict [220,221]. The port numbers can also be used alongside an incoming
IP address when used in a situation where the NAT gateway has multiple public IP addresses.
In the case of the presented system, the entry nodes internal IP address is used in conjunction
with the application port numbers as an identifier within the network. The external public IP
address could also have been used in this case, but was considered less flexible than the easily
modified virtual internal IP address. However, it is important to note that if the edge nodes were
configured with multiple public IP addresses, this could then be used to extend the number of
internal identifiers by using one of the public IP addresses of the edge nodes.
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6.4 Real-time Video Delivery using OpenFlow CDN
One of the intended scenarios for the proposed OpenFlow based CDN is a real-time video streaming
architecture; with this scenario, OpenFlow is used within the network to route traffic from an
initial video source server to the relevant edge node. The initial source server is selected when
the first request from the recording client is received, it can then be selected based on either
latency requirements or current server utilisation conditions. The initial server can then receive
the real-time stream direct from the recording video source, where it can distribute the stream to
a large number of clients through the proposed architecture.
When a client on the public Internet requests an active real-time video stream, the request
would be routed using normal IP routing to the closest edge (entry) node for the CDN. Redirection
to the closest edge node would usually be achieved using standard DNS redirection practices, which
provide the client with the appropriate IP address based on the requested content URL. However,
this system could also be augmented if the client was also located on a private OpenFlow enabled
network; this will be discussed further in Section 6.6. The client request would then be directed
to the correct server within the CDN, based on the requested content. DPI techniques may be
required at this stage for content identification; however, the use of DPI will depend heavily on the
current application being served. For example, when using the real-time video streaming scenario,
DPI would not be required, as packet header fields such as destination port number could be used
as content identifiers. Once the packet traverses the CDN edge node, it would be converted to
the private addressing system using the NAT system presented in Section 6.3.
The server providing the stream is then able to begin transmission of the stream to the re-
questing client. If no conversion of the content is required, the content stream can be sent directly
to the respective edge node. If content adaptation is required, the server would then send the
content to be processed at a transcoder within the CDN architecture, which would then forward
the stream to the required edge node. With the use of a transcoder within the OpenFlow network,
the migration processes presented in Chapters 4 and 5 would allow stream migration to optimise
transcoder placement and utilisation.
One of the most important benefits of the presented system in relation to delivering real-time
video content, is the ability to duplicate streams on the network devices themselves. Duplicating
streams at the switches, coupled with the ability to manage traffic from the centralised controller,
enables multicasting at the switch level within the proposed architecture. Utilising switch level
multicasting would not only reduce the overall network load within the architecture, but also
reduce the load on the content servers and transcoders. The reduction in load can be attributed
to the fact that if multiple clients request identical content, the network can replicate a single
stream from the server and/or transcoder and disseminate it to the respective clients. To achieve
the stream replication process, the packet header manipulation features of OpenFlow would need
to be utilised. Specifically, the replication process would involve modifying the destination IP
address and port numbers of packets when traversing a specified switch; these IP addresses and
port numbers would need to be configured to match each request from a specific user, in order for
the duplicated streams to successfully reach their respective clients. The switch level multicast
functionality would rely heavily on the centralised nature of OpenFlow, as it requires the knowledge
of each client request entering the network. Although client request information would already
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available from the NAT system proposed in Section 6.3, the content servers and transcoders would
also need to contribute to the centralised flow database of the controller. The information that
would be required from the servers and transcoders is the specific stream characteristics, such as
codec, resolution, bitrate and some form of content identifier. These stream characteristics ensure
content is only duplicated when all characteristics of a stream are considered identical, which
would make it suitable for switch level multicasting. It is important to note that the proposed
multicasting system would operate most efficiently if it was performed at the edge nodes of the
network. This would minimise the traffic flowing within the CDN infrastructure, ensuring only
unique streams are routed to each edge node. Moving the multicasting process to the edge nodes
would also simplify traffic management, as there would be less content streams to route and
manage within the network. However, due to current limitations on packet header manipulation
performance within switches, it may be necessary to perform the header manipulation on multiple
switches throughout the network, in order to distribute the overheads involved. The overhead
issue described would need to be investigated further, in order to determine the most efficient
configuration, as well as any upper limits of the system; this is one area of future work.
A further benefit of the proposed video delivery architecture being located on a privately
connected network, is the reduction in latency that the system can provide for delivering video
to clients. The reduction in latency is a result of minimising the content streams exposure to
the unpredictable and unreliable public Internet’s shared infrastructure. In order to achieve
this, content is routed through the CDNs private low latency links to the edge node closest
to the requesting client, reducing the number of hops the stream traverses within the Internet.
By reducing the streams exposure to the public Internet, reliability is also improved, as it can
bypass any issues with the Internet’s shared infrastructure; some examples of issues that can
occur within the Internet infrastructure include: routing loops, link failures, congested links and
dropped packets. It is important to note that the presented system also maintains a partial mesh
network, with redundant links available for use in the event of link failure or congestion. The
redundancy within the presented partial mesh network is possible due to the OpenFlow controller
monitoring the network architecture for link issues and congestion, which can then be mitigated
using flow rules to bypass any affected links.
The proposed live streaming system would present an ideal infrastructure for the consumer
live streaming applications discussed earlier, as it would provide the live stream to a large user
base without the current 10-20 second delay found with HLS and MPEG-DASH based systems.
This would be beneficial for applications such as Twitch, Meerkat and Periscope (see Sections 2.8
and 5.2 for more details on these), where live user interaction aims to bring a social aspect to the
broadcast. In order for these types of applications to utilise the proposed CDN system, the user
broadcasting their content would send a single live stream to a selected content server within the
CDN infrastructure through their closest edge node. The selected server would then act as the
initial streaming server within the CDN, handling the delivery of the content using the mechanisms
described above. It should be noted that the proposed system would still add a certain amount
of delay to the transmission, since the stream would still need to be received, processed and
retransmitted to clients; however, with the capability to transcode content in real-time within the
system, the delay would be significantly less than that of HLS based systems. It is estimated the
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delay associated with the proposed system would be in the order of around 1-2 seconds based on
initial testing, which would be more than adequate for the application scenarios mentioned earlier.
For example, game session streaming through services such as Twitch, involve interaction with
viewers through text chat and other text based social media; since this interaction is performed
through an indirect communication, it can accommodate a second or two delay with the video
stream without adversely affecting the viewer experience. However, scenarios that involve live
broadcasts that require instant feedback, such as a remote surgical team operating using robotic
operators, or offering consultation [226, 227], might not be suitable for use with the proposed
system; this is due to the requirement of a latency far lower than other types of broadcasts. The
remote surgical team scenario would most likely benefit from the standalone transcoder system
presented in Chapter 5, as this would provide much lower latency and is designed with performance
as one of its main objectives. Further investigation would need to be performed to gain an insight
into acceptable levels of latency for different types of broadcasts, as well as the levels of latency
possible using the proposed system on a large scale.
6.5 Stored content OpenFlow CDN
A further application of the proposed OpenFlow CDN system would be for delivering stored
video content to a large volume of geographically diverse clients; this would closely mimic the
functionality of standard CDN systems. As with a standard CDN, the stored content is replicated
on multiple servers, so that content requests can be distributed across the infrastructure in order
to provide an increased number of users. CDN systems that operate in this way are able to scale
far beyond what is possible using a single server. In addition to this, CDNs can also be used
to improve latency when serving content, due to the possibility of an available server in close
proximity to the client. However, in the case of the proposed system, this would be influenced
more by the proximity of the client to an edge node of the CDN and not the internal servers.
This architecture would be similar to that of the previous architecture discussed in Section
6.4, but would add the additional optimisation of server selection for each incoming client request.
In contrast, the real-time system only has to optimally select the initial server for the real-time
recorded stream, not for every client, as they are all effectively served from the same initial server.
This server selection optimisation would be dependant on the requirements of the content being
hosted, as it could be configured to prioritise certain characteristics such as latency or server
utilisation.
The proposed system would allow for a high degree of optimisation, as it would be able to adapt
more rapidly to client demand than existing systems; this would be due mainly to OpenFlow being
able to redirect streams on demand, according to the in-depth knowledge it possesses through its
centralised control. In contrast to the real-time scenario, it would not be required to send content
for processing at real-time transcoders during transmission, as the content would be stored in all
the required formats. However, multicasting at the OpenFlow switches as described in Section
6.4, would still be beneficial in some cases to reduce traffic and server utilisation within the
infrastructure. It should be highlighted though, that switch level multicasting would not be as
dominant in the stored content scenario, as requests for content at various intervals would not be
suitable for multicasting; only identical content requests received within a short period of time of
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each other would provide the conditions required for the multicasting to be successful.
6.6 OpenFlow DNS Redirection Alternative
The aspect of the proposed OpenFlow CDN system presented in this section would only be feasible
in specific scenarios; it involves the application of OpenFlow’s centralised control to the problem of
DNS based client redirection. DNS redirection is the process used to route requests to resources
located on a number of servers, when they are addressed using the same URL and hostname
identifiers; this is performed for many reasons, some of which include: load balancing, latency
reduction, geographic specific content provisioning and network capacity conservation [228–231].
As previously stated, the proposed DNS redirection alternative would only be able to function
within specific network environments, which in this case would be a complete OpenFlow enabled
network. The network would need to not only include the content servers, but also the client
attachment nodes e.g. in the broadband remote access servers. It is possible that the system
could function in other scenarios; however, it would not be able to fully utilise the OpenFlow
capabilities and would limit the benefits that could be achieved.
An example of a standard DNS request from a user requesting a resource using its URL
operates as follows:
• User requests a website using a unique memorable URL.
• The URL then begins the process of filtering through the DNS system.
• The client machines configured DNS server is queried for the specified URL.
• The DNS request is then filtered through the complex DNS hierarchy until it finds an
authoritative record that it trusts; this may even be a cached result at the initial DNS
server. If the IP address is not cached at some point in the DNS hierarchy, the authoritative
record would then be obtained from the DNS server responsible for the CDN. The CDNs
DNS server is often capable of querying various characteristics of the CDN, including server
load and latency. Furthermore, it also has the option to perform geolocation of the client’s
DNS request using the source IP address. Using all these characteristics, it is able to return
the IP address of the most appropriate server.
• The returned record will provide a link from the given URL to the IP address of the server
hosting the requested content.
• The client machine then uses the returned IP address to establish a connection with the
server in order to obtain the requested content.
This example is a simplified view of the DNS mechanism and includes the assumption that
the DNS record is not already cached within the client machine. Using a hierarchy of DNS
servers allows clients to be redirected to different IP addresses, by manipulating the records at
specific DNS servers. This is the basic concept of DNS redirection and as mentioned earlier, it
is used to improve factors such as server utilisation and latency. Improving these specific factors
involves distributing client requests across multiple servers, while also optimising content delivery
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performance by assigning servers to clients based on location. This generally involves manipulating
records to redirect clients in a specific geographical area, to a server in close proximity to them.
There are many issues involved with the current method of DNS redirection, most of these
problems originate from the concept of DNS caches providing stale record information, or, in con-
trast to this, short DNS cache times presenting scalability issues [42,228–231]; some of these issues
are addressed with the use of the proposed OpenFlow redirection system. The main objective of
the proposed system is to address the issue of out of date records being held at DNS servers,
especially in relation to load balancing purposes. Stale DNS records can cause a multitude of
issues, including blocked requests and congestion; these can be the result of some servers being
overloaded while others remain unutilised. This can be partly addressed in current systems by
optimising timeout values for DNS entries; however, this can introduce scalability issues when
short timeout values are used. It should be noted, that optimising the timeout values in this way
does not provide the level of improvement that the proposed system provides, as the OpenFlow
DNS system allows both flexible and instant control over content requests.
With the proposed system implemented on an OpenFlow based network, the DNS requests
would retrieve a DNS entry using standard processes, but all records throughout the network
would contain a single IP address. This IP address would be registered with the OpenFlow
controller as an identifier for a specific collection of servers, containing the replicated content
for the URL of the DNS record. Packets destined for this IP address can then be redirected at
any number of switches in the network to an appropriate server. The redirection decisions can
be influenced by the specific requirements of the given network, either optimising by selecting
the least utilised servers, or optimising for reduced latency by selecting a server closest to the
client. The redirection process would be achieved using a system similar to the OpenFlow NAT
system described in Section 6.3, whereby the OpenFlow controller would insert flow rules to
modify packet headers; these flow rules would be inserted into the attachment node switch that
the client was connected to, with the task of converting the IP destination address to the IP
address of the appropriate server. Additionally, the controller would also configure flow rules to
convert the source IP address of the server back to the original value for returning packets. Once
this modification has been made, the packet is able to pass through the network using standard
routing mechanisms to reach the chosen server. The benefit of this system is its ability to change,
on demand, the server that any given client is redirected to; this is in addition to the insertion of
generic rules for servers in a proactive approach. This is unlike standard DNS redirection solutions
that require DNS records to timeout and propagate through the network. The proposed system
can allow additional servers to be introduced and utilised instantly during peak times, without
requiring DNS caches to expire; this also improves the reverse of this scenario, by allowing the
reduction of active servers when demand is low. The described optimisation of server numbers
assumes the use of virtual machines, as described in Section 2.3.1.
For the application of this system within a partial OpenFlow architecture, it would function
as the system described within Section 6.4; allowing standard DNS redirection to be utilised
on the public Internet, with OpenFlow redirections taking place within the OpenFlow enabled
CDN. It is important to note that standard DNS redirection would send client’s requests to their
closest edge node of the CDN system, which as previously described, could then be manipulated
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within the CDN to reach the chosen server based on optimisation requirements. Although this
has already been detailed in Section 6.4, it is important to highlight that this internal redirection
would otherwise be handled by DNS redirection within standard CDN systems.
The proposed DNS system would present a cost effective solution to load balancing, without
having to purchase dedicated load balancing hardware. This fact does rely on the assumption of
a network with existing OpenFlow support, but with large corporate providers such as Google
and Akamai adding SDN to their networks [232, 233], this becomes less of an issue. It should be
noted that the use of this system within the OpenFlow CDN proposed in this chapter, would also
provide a more flexible and efficient solution than existing load balancing techniques. This can be
achieved due to the wealth of knowledge and statistics that the OpenFlow controller has available,
which allows more detailed optimisation calculations to be used. Furthermore, the scalability of
the system relies mainly on the controller managing the large quantity of information from all
the relevant resources, as well as maintaining control of flow information. It should be again
mentioned that the scalability of controllers has been discussed thoroughly in Section 2.6.3, where
it was shown that controllers are able to scale considerably well, especially when designed with a
distributed architecture.
As previously discussed in Section 2.6.6, the proposed DNS redirection system is similar in
concept to the system presented by Wichtlhuber et al. [160]; however, as described in Section
2.6.6, it differs in its implementation, which should improve scalability. This fact, coupled with
its integration with the proposed OpenFlow CDN, extends the presented DNS redirection system
far beyond what Wichtlhuber et al. [160] propose.
6.7 Functional Testing of the Smart CDN System
To show that the smart CDN concept was feasible with current technology, several aspects needed
to be tested; this involved investigating systems utilised in previous chapters, as well as setting
up some small testbed systems in order to validate some of the mechanisms proposed.
Initial results were collected while utilising the same Pica8 P-3290 OpenFlow enabled switch
as used in Chapter 5, as it was important to use a dedicated hardware switch to assess the
performance of certain aspects of the system. It was also important to specifically utilise the
Pica8 switches, as OVS is part of its implementation and was required to support OpenFlow v1.4.
This version of OpenFlow allows a large array of packet header manipulation options, which are
generally not supported on other devices yet. In some cases, OVS was also used on a standard
server machine, but the tests performed using this configuration were not resource intensive and
were not focusing on performance.
Initial testing began with various packet header manipulation testing, these included combina-
tions of source and destination IP and MAC address modifications. Flow rules were implemented
to redirect traffic to alternate machines, with negligible added latency to packets1. This function-
ality is the basis for the systems proposed in the previous sections.
Initial results from this stream redirection can be seen from the results presented in Chapter
5, where the results provide an in-depth look at the performance of both stream redirection
1Latency was determined to be below 1ms, determining latency below this in a software system is not straight-
forward.
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and stream migration. It can be seen from these results that traffic redirection and migration
is not only feasible, but capable during transmissions of live video content without significant
interruption to clients. This allows traffic to not only be engineered at the initial entry to the
CDN, but also allows dynamic stream placement after streams are already active and in place.
Having this functionality means optimisation can occur throughout the operation of the network,
on both new and existing traffic streams. This is in contrast to existing systems which only rely
on optimising the placement of new traffic entering the network. The possibility of performing
optimisation during system operation enables improved and efficient resource utilisation. Another
benefit of dynamic stream migration is the improved resilience against link and transcoder failure;
this allows rapid migration of streams when link failure is detected, as well as redirecting to
alternate servers in the event of a server failure. It is important to note that in situations such as
this, the performance of the migration would not be as fast as those presented in Section 5.6, as
the flow rules would not have been present before the resource failure event.
Stream duplication is another important aspect of the proposed system, with many benefits
relating to the reduction in network and server load. The duplication system was tested by
sending a single real-time UDP video stream to a client through the Pica8 switch, where after
transmission had begun, an additional client was added to the switch. Figure 6.3 presents an
overview of this scenario, along with a comparison of a system without the aid of OpenFlow
duplication. In the non-OpenFlow scenario shown in Figure 6.3(a), it can be seen how two UDP
streams are required to be sent from the server to the respective clients, as would be expected.
However, for the OpenFlow duplication scenario shown in Figure 6.3(b), only a single UDP stream
is required to be sent from the server. This is because the initial UDP stream destined for the IP
address of Client 1 is duplicated at the network switch, in order to serve the Client 2 without the
server providing an additional stream. For the duplication to be successful, the following header
manipulations need to be performed on duplicated packets:
• Replace the IP Destination address with the IP address of the new client.
• Replace the MAC Destination address with the MAC address of the new client.
• Application Destination and Source Ports might also need to be modified if different from
the original client.
The duplication shown in Figure 6.3(b) is only a simplified example of how the proposed
system would function; however, even at this small scale, its benefits can clearly be seen. One of
the main benefits is the reduction in link capacity consumed between the server and the OpenFlow
switch, which is halved in the presented example. This is already a significant improvement, but
with the introduction of additional clients and network links, the reduction of traffic will become
even more pronounced. This achieves a similar effect to that of using IP or application layer
multicasting, which is detailed by Hosseini et al. [163]. Furthermore, the benefits of application
layer multicasting deployment can also be seen in Section 4.6, with Figure 4.3 showing a large
reduction in network load; this shows how placing application layer multicasting nodes even at
random locations, can provide reductions in network load when delivering real-time video content.
A further benefit of stream replication that is not immediately obvious from Figure 6.3(b),
is the reduction in server utilisation that is achieved. This is due to the server effectively only
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Figure 6.3: Streaming scenarios showing the benefits of stream duplication at switches.
serving a single client, which reduces both CPU utilisation, network IO and memory usage. Each
additional client will require a small amount of computing resource at the server and controller,
but this would just be for the initial process of setting up the required flow rules in the switches
and keeping a record of the active streams.
Stream redirection results and analysis can be observed in Chapter 5, where OpenFlow was
utilised to redirect a UDP video stream as well as ARP requests to an alternate transcoder. Stream
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duplication results can also be found within Chapter 5, although it was only used for a limited
time during the migration process. Despite its limited use within the system discussed in Chapter
5, it did function without issue and provided the content to multiple transcoders, providing a
valuable insight into both its performance and capabilities.
Although the proposed systems functionality has been tested and demonstrated to work suc-
cessfully, the scalability of such a system would need to be investigated further to determine the
limits of the system. OpenFlow switch and controller scalability has already been discussed in
Section 2.6.1, but further work is required to investigate the performance in the context of the
proposed scenario to prove reliability. This would mainly involve determining the number of
concurrent streams that could be served using duplication, as well as determining the overheads
involved when manipulating packet headers. A possible limit for UHD packet manipulation can be
seen in Section 5.5.4, where the combination of packet manipulation from the migration process
and the pseudo tunnelling through the transatlantic link, caused disruption to the video stream.
These tasks did involve a lot of header manipulation on the high bitrate stream, so it would be
desirable to investigate this further. However, regardless of limits such as these, they could most
likely be overcome using additional OpenFlow switches within the proposed system to distribute
the packet manipulation tasks. Furthermore, it is likely that packet manipulation performance
will be improved in future OpenFlow switches, since OpenFlow is still a relatively new technology
with ongoing development.
6.8 Summary
This chapter has presented a novel OpenFlow based CDN, which uses the idea of a centralised
controller and OpenFlow packet manipulation to improve on several existing CDN mechanisms.
This idea is then followed with initial results to support the proposed system, including references
to the relevant work performed in previous chapters. Using these novel advancements alongside
the systems presented in previous chapters, allows new types of content delivery mechanisms that
are able to support the increase in both UHD content and real-time streaming applications. As an
extension to the proposed OpenFlow CDN, a novel algorithm to disperse traffic within the CDN
architecture is presented in the next chapter; the algorithm focuses on reducing the probability of
blocking, in order to improve the scalability of the video delivery system.
Chapter 7
Optimising Traffic In A Smart CDN
Architecture
With a large volume of traffic flowing through the proposed CDN architecture presented in Chapter
6, especially during peak times, it is important to manage the flow of traffic within the network.
This presents an NP-complete problem which can not be easily solved [234]. There are many
different approaches to traffic optimisation, based on the demands and requirements for the specific
network. One possible optimisation technique would be to aim to reduce the overall traffic in the
network, as this would reduce overall link utilisation for the network, allowing more content to be
served to additional clients. However, this approach can be further improved, by not reducing the
overall link utilisation, but trying to maximise the free capacity on all links, so that the traffic is
distributed evenly across the network. This chapter presents a variation of a max-flow algorithm,
with the goal to optimise traffic flows within a CDN architecture such as the one presented in
Chapter 6.
By maximising free capacity on links, it provides a good defence against blocking in the
network, as just a single fully saturated link could in effect produce blocking. It is important
to note, however, that this method of optimisation can increase the total overall load in the
network, since traffic can be routed along longer paths to use lower utilised links. To further
explain this, it can be seen that although a network may have a higher overall network load, as
long as each link has free capacity to carry additional traffic, no blocking will occur. This makes
overall network load less important in this optimisation scenario, as it is not a good metric for
determining solution performance. Furthermore, since this is based on a scenario of a private
CDN infrastructure, where the cost of a link is fixed and not based on capacity used, it would also
not affect costs by optimising traffic in this way. The described optimisation method can only be
fully realised in this case, because of the OpenFlow CDN systems ability to influence all the traffic
within the network; whereas if the system only had the ability to route a subset of the traffic, it
could produce worse results by interfering with other routing methods currently being used, such
as shortest path routing.
The proposed network optimisation is targeted at OpenFlow enabled systems, such as the
proposed OpenFlow CDN architecture presented in Chapter 6. This is due to OpenFlow enabled
networks being able to rapidly configure network traffic paths, as well as controller applications
such as Floodlight maintaining a complete network overview. This overview is required to enable
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the optimisation algorithm to obtain topology information used in its calculations. Within the
proposed OpenFlow CDN architecture in Chapter 6, the algorithm solution would be configured
within the network using flow rules set up by the central controller, enabling the quick redirection
and migration of traffic when required; this rapid configuration allows the network optimisation
operations to be performed frequently during normal system operation, in order to maintain
network efficiency. The presented max-flow network optimisation can also be used in conjunction
with the transcoder migration system discussed in Section 5, which could further improve traffic
usage by moving transcoding resources within the network; however, this is not considered during
testing and would need to be investigated further to merge the two concepts.
7.1 Max-Flow Optimisation Problem Statement and Solution
The presented max-flow algorithm is designed to distribute demand traffic over the network,
in order to maximise the free capacity available on each link. This provides a reduction in the
probability of blocking, as it tries to ensure that each link has sufficient capacity to meet additional,
future demands. The basis of the presented algorithm for solving the NP-complete max-flow
problem was inspired from existing algorithms that solve the linear problem in polynomial time;
the described linear problem that those algorithms aim to solve is a fractional flow network
optimisation for use with non-IP based network scenarios. The linear problem solution is first
described, as this forms the method for the novel heuristic solution to the integer case.
7.1.1 Description of the Traffic Engineering Problem
The goal of the linear multicommodity traffic engineering problem is to maximise the residual
capacity remaining on each link in the network; this problem will now be formally stated following
the description presented by Reed [235].
Given a graph G(E, V ) with a set of demands D, describing the requested traffic between
pairs of vertices in V that will flow along the edges E, the Multicommodity Flow with Minimum
Congestion (MFMC) problem can be formulated by determining a set of flows X, that ensures all
flows traversing an edge e leave at least a proportion ΩL of spare capacity within that edge. This
can be stated as the maximisation problem:
max(ΩL) s.t.
∑
Pe:e∈p
x(p) ≤ u(e)(1− ΩL) ∀ e ∈ E (7.1)
∑
p∈Pd
x(p) ≥ d ∀ d ∈ D (7.2)
where x(p) is the flow along a path p ∈ Pa, Pa is the set of all possible paths in the network,
Pd ⊂ Pa is the set of all possible paths associated with demand d and Pe ⊂ Pa is the set of paths
that pass through edge e with capacity u(e). Furthermore, Equation 7.2 confirms that demand d
is successfully fulfilled. The MFMC is a linear programming problem that makes the assumption
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of being able to distribute a single flow for a demand, d, across an infinite set of paths between
the source and destination of the demand.
Unfortunately, the split flow design of MFMC limits its application within standard commu-
nication networks, as it is often not feasible to send traffic for specific demands across multiple
paths. This can be observed when using transport layer protocols such as TCP, as their perfor-
mance suffers when their path is modified [236]. For this reason, network devices which perform
load-balancing over multiple paths, usually ensure that the paths taken by individual TCP ses-
sions (or destination addresses) remain consistent throughout transmission [237]. Therefore, in
current communication networks, it is generally assumed splitting flows along multiple paths is
not possible; this introduces an integer MFMC (IMFMC) problem. This Integer Multicommodity
Flow with Minimum Congestion (IMFMC) problem can be described as for each demand d ⊂ D,
a single path pd must be found to carry the flow x(pd), such that:
max(ΩI) s.t.
∑
pd⊂PI :e∈pd
x(pd) ≤ u(e)(1− ΩI) ∀ e ∈ E (7.3)
x(pk) ≥ d ∀ d ∈ D (7.4)
where PI ⊂ Pa is the set of all paths, but only including one for each demand. The IMFMC is
known to be NP-complete [234], asserting that there is currently no known algorithm available
which can find an optimal solution to non-trivial problems in a reasonable amount of time.
7.1.2 Methodology for Solving the Flow Optimisation Problem
In order to solve the IMFMC problem, the MFMC problem needs to be discussed. The MFMC
problem has been described in various literature, however, it is rarely considered when solving
traffic optimisation problems. Reed [235] discusses using the MFMC algorithm to optimise traffic
placement within an Information Centric Network (ICN) architecture. It is important to highlight
the algorithms intended use with an ICN, as ICNs based systems do not suffer the degradation
of performance that TCP based system do when splitting streams along multiple paths. Further
relevant details of the MFMC problem will be included where necessary with the description of
the IMFMC, however, a detailed description of the MFMC solution presented by Reed can be
found in Appendix E.1.
7.1.2.1 Solving the IMFMC
The IMFMC is an NP-complete integer problem [234], hence the aim of the presented algorithm
is to provide a good, rather than truly optimal, solution. Indeed, because of the nature of the
problem, it is not even possible to determine how close to optimal it is likely to be. Consequently,
the presented IMFMC algorithm solution quality will be compared against the solution given by
CPLEX [34], an alternative black-box solver described in Section 7.2.
The heuristic was devised by observing, closely, the operation of Algorithm E.1. From these
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observations, it was discovered that the algorithm already calculated possible solutions to the
IMFMC problem within each phase of its search function; however, the algorithm generally disre-
garded these, since fractional flow solutions almost always present a better solution to the MFMC
problem. Therefore, it was realised that the solution to the IMFMC problem could be obtained
with only minor additions to Algorithm E.1. This involved collecting suitable solutions within
the MFMC search that could be suitable for the IMFMC problem, meaning only solutions that
assigned demands to single paths were stored; this ensured that fractional flow solutions were not
used for the IMFMC problem. Additionally, the minor modifications made to the algorithm do
not modify the existing functionality, so the solution to the MFMC problem is still calculated
alongside that of the IMFMC.
The modified algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 7.1, where it can produce solutions for
both the MFMC and IMFMC problems. There were a number of modifications and extensions
made to the original MFMC algorithm presented in Algorithm E.1, which are described closely
in Appendix E.2; within this description, line by line changes are detailed in order to clearly
show the extensions to the solution gathering process, which gathers integer solutions during the
MFMC optimisation search process. The IMFMC optimisation process can also be seen in Figure
7.1, which highlights where the IMFMC branches from the original MFMC search; it should
be highlighted that Figure 7.1 only shows a simplified view of the optimisation process, as the
complete IMFMC algorithm shown in 7.1 has many other steps and stages during its operation.
The main branch point where the IMFMC deviates from the MFMC is shown in Figure 7.1 within
the main demand loop process, however, as Figure 7.1 focuses on describing the IMFMC, it does
not show additional specifics of the MFMC optimisation process. As previously described, Figure
7.1 shows how the IMFMC optimisation process involves selecting integer flows from the pool of
available MFMC paths through the network; the addition of this selection process is one of the
main extensions made to the MFMC. This added integer selection process enables the use of the
well tested MFMC fractional flow optimisation mechanisms with the optimisation of integer flow
problems.
7.2 Brief Introduction to the CPLEX Solver
CPLEX [34, 35] is a black box solver which is used to provide solutions to problems specified
within its own defined language. The problem is specified in mathematical form and it attempts
to find an optimal solution. It does this using a wide range of complex solving techniques which are
hidden from the user, although it does include specialised techniques to address graph optimisation
problems making it more efficient in this domain. Although CPLEX is considered a black box
solver, it is shown to produce reasonable solutions to a wide range of problems [238, 239]. This
presents a suitable comparison solution to be tested alongside the presented max-flow algorithm.
The traffic optimisation problem that the max-flow algorithm attempts to solve was formulated
in the CPLEX syntax so that comparison results could be gathered. Results were collected over
a number of repetitions, along with variations in network and demand characteristics to ensure
their reliability.
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Algorithm 7.1 Adaptation of Algorithm E.1 to search for solutions to the IMFMC problem
1: Function MFMC(G(E, V ), D, ):
2: n← 1; Y ← ∅; δ ← (|E|/(1− ))−1/
3: l1(e)← δ/u(e) ∀e ∈ E; Ω′ ← 0
4: while ∆(l) ≤ 1 do
5: Γ← ∅
6: for d ∈ D do
7: while ∆(l) < 1 and d > 0 do
8: pm(d)← F (ln)
9: µ← min(u(e) : e ∈ pm(d))
10: if d > µ then
11: c← µ
12: else
13: c← d
14: create new flow γ ∈ Γ where:
15: p(γ)← pm(d); r(γ)← c
16: end if
17: if y ∈ Y where p(y) == pm(d) then
18: f(y)← f(y) + c
19: else
20: create new flow y ∈ Y where:
21: p(y)← pm(d); f(y)← c
22: end if
23: ln+1(e)← ln(e) + c/u(e) ∀e ∈ pm(d)
24: d← d− c; n← n+ 1
25: end while
26: end for
27: if all flows in Γ meet demands then
28: Ω← min(u(e)− r(γ))/u(e) : e ∈ p(γ); γ ∈ Γ)
29: if Ω > Ω′ then Ω′ ← Ω ; Γ′ ← Γ end if
30: end if
31: end while
32: f(y)← f(y) log1+ 1/δ ∀y ∈ Y
33: fd ←
∑
p∈Pd y(p) ∀d ∈ D
34: θ ← min(fd/d) ∀d ∈ D
35: p(x)← p(y); f(x)← f(y)/θ ∀y ∈ Y
36: return Γ′,Ω′, X
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Figure 7.1: IMFMC flow diagram.
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7.3 Comparing Solution Quality
Results were obtained from a modified version of the R model used in Chapters 3 and 4, with
the addition of using the CPLEX solving environment. The model was modified to replicate
the design of the OpenFlow CDN described in Chapter 6, due to it being one of the proposed
applications for the max-flow algorithm; however, the OpenFlow CDN architecture is also very
similar to other CDN architectures, so it is expected the results would produce similar, if not the
same, when tested with those scenarios. Furthermore, with the design of the OpenFlow CDN,
the scenario used for results collection was the delivery of real-time content to clients outside of
the CDN network. Content for clients would exit the CDN using one of the edge nodes, with the
concept of the exit node used being the closest to the client on the external network; for simplicity,
the external network envisioned as the public Internet was not modelled, with the selection of the
optimal exit node being left to random assignment. With this scenario, only the routing of traffic
within the CDN was considered, as it would not be feasible to influence external traffic in a
real network environment. It should be noted that although the scenario of the OpenFlow CDN
architecture was used, capabilities such as switch level multicasting were not modelled; this was
due to the focus being on analysing traffic placement, not the performance of the OpenFlow CDN
components.
The results were all gathered over sets of 40 repetitions to ensure confidence in their accuracy.
As previously stated, the model used randomly generated synthetic network topologies of varying
size, which had restrictions to ensure they were fully connected graphs. The topologies were
created with a node degree following a Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0.42, conforming
to the results of a survey of ISP router level topologies [201]. It should be noted that the generated
networks were then given other attributes, in order to match the design of the OpenFlow CDN
architecture; these added attributes will be discussed later in more detail. Additionally, as with
previous models, the server capacity was assumed to be infinite, with reasons for this detailed in
Section 3.4. A number of network parameters were recorded during modelling to provide results
based on the optimisation goals that the presented max-flow algorithm aims to achieve. It should
be clarified that results presented in this section use “position dodging” to better display results
in close proximity to one another. “Position dodging” is a feature within plotting software that
allows similar results from variable result sets to be displayed clearly on the same plot in close
proximity. This may appear as if different x-axis values were used, but this is not the case as
closely grouped results relate to the closest x-axis marker. To further clarify this, x-axis values
for all results are integer values ranging from 20-200 in steps of 20. Additionally, all presented
results use error bars to show 95% confidence intervals, however, in some cases the intervals are
too small to see.
Additional model parameters were scaled as the network increased in size, in order to maintain
a moderately congested network that produced small amounts of dropped traffic. Entry nodes
into the network were maintained at 10% of the total number of nodes within the network, with
their selection being based on the number of connected links they maintained with the rest of
the network; nodes with the most links were chosen over others, as they would provide improved
load distribution across links. The number of demands was also scaled, with the exact number of
demands being calculated using the formula 35+(42×(networkSize/20)); this specific formula was
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found to maintain a congested network with small amounts of blocking, throughout the increase
in network size. Furthermore, the number of demands were also divided between 4 types of video
content, termed: 1080p, 2k, 4k and 8k. These content types represented the varying resolutions
that were being requested by clients, with each of them requiring a certain link capacity to be
available, in order for the demand to be successfully met. The required capacity of these were as
follows: 1080p=40, 2k=60, 4k=100, 8k=200; with these values being related to the arbitrary units
used for link capacity. The demands were divided up between these resolutions as follows: 30%
as 2k, 20% as 4k, 10% as 8k, with the remaining demands being set as 1080p. All the presented
values for demand provisioning were selected based on extensive observation of network model
behaviour, with trial and error based techniques being used.
For an improved comparison, two Dijkstra based algorithms were also tested in addition to the
proposed max-flow algorithm and CPLEX. This comparison is important as it provides an insight
into how the proposed max-flow algorithm performs against existing shortest path solutions, which
are utilised in many current networking environments. The first standard Dijkstra algorithm uses
a basic shortest path method to produce a best effort placement of demands, whereby if the first
calculated shortest path has insufficient capacity to fulfil the demand it is dropped. The first-
fit Dijkstra algorithm extends on this standard shortest path algorithm, by attempting to route
around congested links; thus, demands will only be dropped if no possible route to the destination
is available. It should be noted that in both Dijkstra based algorithms the demands are placed
sequentially, so there is no attempt to remove already placed demands in order to improve the
returned solution.
Although the time factor is a measured statistic in the presented results, it is not unreasonable
to assume that there would be some difference based on the language each algorithm is imple-
mented with. CPLEX is a commercial, complex, model solver, where it can be assumed that
many steps have been taken to achieve high efficiency and the smallest possible run times. The
Dijkstra algorithms were implemented in C/C++ and called from R, so these could be made more
efficient by implementing the whole algorithm in a more efficient compiled language. Although
the max-flow algorithm is also called within the R model, the optimisation algorithm code is
implemented using C++ through the Rcpp package. Rcpp is an R package which can seamlessly
call C++ code from R script while handling many of the issues that are associated with switching
languages, including handling object and datatype conversion.
Following on from the concept of measuring run time of the algorithms, it should be clear
from the description of the max-flow algorithm in Appendix E.1, that the  value can influence
both the run time and solution performance. The lower this value, the smaller the search steps
within the algorithm, which translates into a more accurate solution but with increased run time.
For this reason, it is important to use a value which not only presents a good solution, but also
does so in a reasonable time frame. After analysis of possible  values, it was determined that a
value of 0.1 produced acceptable results in a reasonable amount of time. One important factor
that significantly affects the results is whether the network is under blocking or non-blocking
conditions; consequently, the performance was analysed under both conditions. This is important
due to operators aiming to maintain non-blocking networks, especially for architectures such as
the proposed OpenFlow CDN in Chapter 6; however, these networks will occasionally present
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blocking conditions in certain high traffic volume scenarios. The results presented in Section 7.3.1
are taken from a blocking based network, where network link capacity was configured at 1000
arbitrary units. In contrast to this, the results presented in Section 7.3.2 are taken from a non-
blocking based network, with their link capacity set to infinite. Apart from the difference in link
capacity, the two network model configurations were identical.
As with the previous models, network load is still defined as follows:
L =
∑
d∈D
ds,t|E(ds,t)| (7.5)
where ds,t is the bitrate of the video demand d, defined earlier, and E(ds,t) is the set of edges
within the path taken by d.
7.3.1 Blocking Results
Figure 7.2 shows the performance of the presented max-flow algorithm alongside the comparison
methods. This specific plot aims to demonstrate the ability of the max-flow algorithm to provide
a solution that minimises the number of dropped streams within the network. It outperforms
both Dijkstra based methods in almost all cases, as well as outperforming the standard Dijkstra
algorithm by a significant margin. CPLEX does at times provide a marginally better solution than
the max-flow algorithm; however, there are other factors that are important to this comparison,
which are discussed later in this section. As both CPLEX and the proposed max-flow solution
give very similar results, it might be, tentatively, concluded that they are achieving optimal, or
near-optimal solutions.
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Figure 7.2: Dropped streams for optimisation methods.
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Figure 7.3 compares the mean path length of demands as they pass over the network. This is an
important metric, as hop count can both increase total link utilisation, as well as increasing latency
for the stream. From Figure 7.3, it can be observed, that as expected, the Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithms perform the best in this comparison, since their main design specification is to route
traffic along the shortest path. It should be highlighted, however, that the Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm shown in Figure 7.3 has a significantly higher dropped stream count than the max-flow
and CPLEX scenarios, as can be seen in Figure 7.2. Although this variation in blocking makes
comparison increasingly complex, it is important to show this within a blocking network to allow
a more realistic performance analysis; this is because the main aim of the max-flow algorithm is
to reduce blocking within the network. The comparison between CPLEX and the max-flow is also
viable in this case as their dropped stream counts are very similar.
An additional result that needs to be analysed is the mean link utilisation within the network.
This is an important metric not only because it is related to the main optimisation goal for the
max-flow algorithm, but also as it can heavily influence the probability of blocking occurring
when additional traffic is added to the network. As can be seen from Figure 7.4, the mean
link utilisation when using the max-flow algorithm is significantly reduced when compared with
CPLEX. As before, it needs to be highlighted that the results in Figure 7.4 were not collected from
a non-blocking network, so when comparing the results, the dropped streams shown in Figure 7.2
need to be considered. In the case of comparing the max-flow and CPLEX scenarios, this is less
of an issue, as the number of dropped streams are minimal in both these scenarios and generally
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Figure 7.4: Mean link utilisation for optimisation methods.
they produce a similar number of dropped streams. However, since both Dijkstra based algorithms
produce high levels of dropped streams which vary significantly, they have been omitted for clarity,
as the results may appear confusing. It should be noted, however, that as expected with a high
number of dropped streams, they produce an average utilisation less than both the max-flow and
CPLEX optimisation scenarios.
Network load also provides insights on the optimisation performance of the different scenarios;
however, it should be made clear that the optimisation goal of the max-flow algorithm does not
aim to reduce network load. Figure 7.5 shows these results, but again it should be highlighted that
results were gathered from a blocking based network, so dropped streams shown in Figure 7.2 need
to be considered. As expected the Dijkstra based algorithms show network load below that of the
other algorithms, due to their significant dropped traffic. One interesting characteristic shown, is
the large separation between the max-flow and CPLEX results, considering their dropped streams
are relatively equal; this is an important observation, as it demonstrates that although in each
case nearly all demands are met, the max-flow algorithm does this more efficiently than CPLEX
by conserving network load. This can also be observed from results in Figure 7.4, where CPLEX
link utilisation is much higher than that of the max-flow scenario. With this reduced network
load and link utilisation, the max-flow algorithm should theoretically allow increased numbers of
additional demands to be met when compared to CPLEX.
Further to the analysis of the solution performance, it is also important to discuss the run time
of the presented algorithms. Figure 7.6 presents this comparison, which shows that as the network
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complexity increases, the max-flow algorithm provides solutions in a relatively short amount of
time in comparison to the CPLEX scenario. As expected the Dijkstra algorithms complete in a
faster time, as their calculation involves little more than finding a possible shortest path route.
It should be noted, however, that as mentioned before, it is realised that the language each
algorithm is implemented with does affect the results of this. For this reason a more conclusive
study of run time will need to be investigated for reliable results; however, these initial results
do give a reasonably good indication relating to CPLEX and the max-flow comparison, as they
are both computed in preferred languages. As previously mentioned, the  value used within the
max-flow algorithm significantly influences the run time and quality of the algorithm, so further
investigation into varying this value beyond what has already been performed is still required.
7.3.2 Non-Blocking Results
The results presented in this section provide insights into how each optimisation mechanism per-
form in a theoretical non-blocking environment. To accommodate this new scenario, network link
capacity was made large enough to ensure that no blocking would occur, while keeping all other
network and demand characteristics as described in the previous section. Dropped demands and
mean link utilisation results are omitted here as they do not apply to a non-blocking environment
and would not contribute to the analysis. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that in Figures
7.7 and 7.8, the Dijkstra based algorithms can be seen as close to, if not equal to the optimum in
these metrics; this is due to the lack of possible blocking on links meaning the shortest path is al-
ways available, which is generally the most efficient way to send the traffic through a non-blocking
network such as this.
Firstly, the mean path length of demands is considered for the non-blocking scenario, which
helps display how the algorithms perform when there are, in effect, almost no restrictions on
capacity across links. The results for this are shown in Figure 7.7 where it can be seen that as
expected, the Dijkstra algorithms perform almost identically, as there are no overloaded links
in the network to block traffic and cause redirection. They also provide the best results for this
metric, which is also as expected based on their shortest path objective. An important observation
from these results is the significant difference between CPLEX and the max-flow scenarios, which
show how the max-flow provides a significant improvement over CPLEX. This can be explained
from the optimisation criteria given to CPLEX, which provided the optimisation objective to place
all demands in the network without regard to optimising path length. This observation provides
additional confirmation of the reliability of results shown in Figure 7.3, showing that the max-flow
places traffic in the network in a more efficient way than CPLEX.
Network load is also affected by path length, so the results shown in Figure 7.8 present expected
results in relation to those presented in Figure 7.7. It shows how the large path length found within
the CPLEX solution, causes significant load to be placed on the network; in contrast to this, the
Dijkstra based algorithms achieve the lowest network load, due to the use of shortest path routing.
The max-flow algorithm achieves an adequate solution with respect to network load, providing
results close to the Dijkstra based methods. This shows the efficient routing of demands without
capacity restrictions on links, showing that the max-flow algorithm can still distribute load across
the network in non-blocking scenarios.
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Figure 7.7: Mean path length of demands for optimisation methods in a non-blocking network.
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Figure 7.8: Network load of optimisation methods in a non-blocking network.
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Further to the analysis of run time presented in Figure 7.6, it is important to investigate this
aspect within a non-blocking scenario; this can be seen in Figure 7.9. From these results, it is
clear that the max-flow algorithm is quicker in this scenario than the blocking scenario, which
can be attributed to the relaxed restrictions on network capacity. It can also be observed that
CPLEX performs significantly faster than the other optimisation methods, outperforming even
the Dijkstra based algorithms; however, this can be expected based on its inefficient placement of
demands shown in the previous non-blocking results. This reinforces the statement that CPLEX
aims only to place all the demands, without optimisation of path or link utilisation.
By observing the results presented in this section, it is clear that the max-flow algorithm places
demands considerably better than the CPLEX based approach. The run time of the max-flow
algorithm may be larger than that of CPLEX, but it is still within an acceptable time frame.
Furthermore, using CPLEX within this type of scenario would not be advisable even with its
efficient run time, since this would not only increase latency for communications with its large
path lengths, but also present a highly inefficient use of network resources. It should be noted
that neither the max-flow or CPLEX optimisation methods were optimised specifically for non-
blocking usage, so it is reasonable to assume their solution performance and run time could be
improved with adaptations to their design. Further research into improving these algorithms for
non-blocking environments is not discussed further, due to the planned application of working
within a system where blocking is probable in certain scenarios; however, it may be an interesting
area for future work when looking to apply them to other applications.
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Figure 7.9: Run time of optimisation methods in a non-blocking network.
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7.4 Summary
This chapter presented a novel max-flow algorithm to disperse traffic throughout the proposed
OpenFlow CDN architecture presented in Chapter 6. The algorithm reduces the probability of
blocking, by minimising congested links in the network. The use of the max-flow algorithm within
the proposed OpenFlow CDN system would provide efficient use of network resources, enabling
more demands to be met compared to standard shortest path routing techniques. Although the
presented max-flow algorithm is tested using the scenario of delivering video content within the
OpenFlow CDN, the algorithm is not restricted to this scenario and could be used to optimise
other network traffic.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
Within the results section of each chapter, it can be seen that certain conclusions have already
been stated. This chapter will provide an overview of these conclusions, followed by a critical
analysis, highlighting the novel contributions of the presented work. Only brief analysis of rele-
vant results will be given in this chapter, as detailed discussion and descriptions of results have
already been provided within the relevant chapters. Conclusions for each chapter will first be
presented individually, followed by a discussion of possible future work in Section 8.6. Finally, the
contributions and conclusions of each chapter will be considered together in Section 8.7.
8.1 P2P-CDN
It can be observed from the results presented in Chapter 3 that the use of additional distribution
points of content, such as in the case P2P, is beneficial to reduce both network congestion and the
probability of blocking. The CDN architecture also displays results to this effect, with additional
content distribution points reducing dropped streams occurring within the network. In order to
increase the distribution points for the content, while also ensuring the network remains resilient
and financially viable, a fusion of specific aspects of both CDN and P2P is desirable. Although
direct testing was not performed on the amalgamation of P2P and CDN technology, it is important
to highlight that this has been shown to be effective in the referenced literature. Both fusion
methods described show improvements over the individual technologies, showing that on their
own, P2P and CDN have several issues that can be overcome.
The results presented in Chapter 3 show a clear relationship between the number of content
distribution points and network congestion; furthermore, it is known from previous literature that
the placement of these distribution points heavily influences the performance of the system. With
these concepts in mind, it can be concluded that in order to improve video delivery mechanisms,
both the number of distribution points and their placement need to be optimised to produce the
best solution. Following on from this conclusion, the remainder of the thesis aims to address the
placement optimisation problem, with the focus on the distribution of real-time content; although
real-time content can not be cached in the same manner as the stored content found in many
CDN and P2P system, it is possible to use transcoders working as application layer multicasting
nodes to gain similar benefits.
Chapter 3 also brings attention to the cost/performance balance that is found within many
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content delivery systems. In the case of CDN architectures, the number of servers maintained
requires close analysis and discussion according to performance and financial requirements. The
aim will generally be to maintain the least amount of servers required, in order to provide the
content at an acceptable quality to all users; however, this objective is not always possible due
to financial constraints, meaning a P2P solution might sometimes be considered as an alternate
option. It is important to highlight how the results show a decline in performance gains from
adding additional servers; adding additional servers past a certain number is unnecessary as
all demands would be met regardless. Determining the number of servers required to meet all
demands is a difficult task, as at its design stage, it will be unknown how many requests will be
made during peak times. Having a system that can add additional servers during operation is an
improvement, which is why Chapter 5 focuses on allowing dynamic live migration of transcoding
resources.
8.2 Transcoder Placement
It has been determined in Chapter 4 that positioning transcoders within a given network using the
developed novel heuristic, is superior to random placement in terms of network load and blocking
reduction. It is also shown to provide similar solutions to a GA based approach, but in a fraction
of the processing time. The improvement in solution calculation time is important, as it allows
the possibility of its use within an online system for live content; this is in contrast to the GA,
which would only be suitable in an oﬄine scenario or within a network that is small in scale.
Furthermore, the GA’s run time is observed to increase rapidly as the complexity of the network
grows, making the GA unsuitable for use in larger scale scenarios.
The presented placement algorithm provides a foundation for the next body of research, in-
volving the physical migration process of the transcoding resources. Together, they provide a
system that can determine optimised positioning for transcoding resources, then migrate these
resources when required during normal system operation. The fast run time of the heuristic al-
lows optimisation to occur frequently during system operation, allowing additional traffic to be
served when new clients join the stream. This is in contrast to existing systems that would be
restricted by the static nature of the transcoding resources; this static nature can cause new client
requests to be dropped, when existing transcoder placements become insufficient to supply the
current demand.
It is important to note that the presented heuristic algorithm could be utilised for scenarios
other than the optimisation of transcoding resources, such as the optimisation of application layer
multicasting positioning. This becomes desirable in a scenario such as the one mentioned in
Section 5.1, allowing efficient placement of multicast enabling nodes when scalable video coding
mechanisms are used. It should be highlighted that the reason for this dual functionality, is due
in part to the transcoders also performing application layer multicasting after the transcoding
process.
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8.3 Transcoder Migration
It is clear that the novel migration system presented in Chapter 5, provides a significant advance-
ment over migration techniques such as “stop and copy”. The system allows a seamless switchover
of a live real-time UHD transmission, moving the transcoder from one location to another, without
significantly affecting the clients viewing experience. One of the main contributions presented is
the improvement of the migration system to the point of a < 0.1 second switchover of streams,
which enables a near seamless viewing experience to clients. The presented migration system
provides the second part of a real-time UHD video delivery system, which would also utilise the
heuristic presented in Chapter 4 to optimally place and relocate transcoding resources through-
out the network, during normal system operation. The proposed system would enable efficient
delivery of UHD content to a large number of clients. It is important to note that the migration
system operates within the network, requiring no modification to the client or server; the system
can, therefore, be easily integrated with existing systems at a low cost. The only additional equip-
ment that might be required for the migration system to function correctly, are the OpenFlow
enabled switches; however, with the increasing adoption of SDN technology, especially in cloud
environments, OpenFlow devices may already be available in current architectures. Further to
this, some switch manufacturers are also beginning to offer OpenFlow enabled operating systems
for their network devices, further improving the possibility that OpenFlow enabled devices may
already be available within a given network.
Although the final system was implemented using UDP, it is shown in Section 5.4 that other
network protocols were found to function in certain scenarios. It would be beneficial for some of
these protocols, such as RTP, to be implemented within the final system to improve streaming
quality. Additional work would be required to overcome some of the issues encountered with using
these protocols, such as delay and packet reordering problems. The work required to achieve this is
described in Section 8.6.3, which describes modifying the RTP client at the transcoder to improve
its handling of high bitrate RTP streams. The research into adapting the system to use other
protocols is considered an area of future work, which in addition to improving the video streaming
system, may also enable the migration technique to be applied to other applications.
8.4 OpenFlow Smart CDN
The proposed architecture in Chapter 6 describes several novel aspects that need to be high-
lighted; these aspects work together to create an improved CDN system, that can deliver live and
stored video content to large volumes of clients. The first aspect of this system is the novel Open-
Flow based NAT system, which is described in Section 6.3; this OpenFlow NAT system bridges
the internal CDN network with external networks, such as the public Internet. The proposed
mechanism improves on existing systems by allowing the centralised controller to optimise server
selection and exit node location for incoming content requests; further to this, the proposed Open-
Flow NAT system also provides the functionality to track all traffic streams within the CDN. The
use of a central controller that has knowledge of both internal machine and network statistics,
allows improved optimisation and traffic control over what existing standard router enabled NAT
systems can provide. The second novel aspect of the OpenFlow CDN is the concept of using
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switch level multicasting, which is initially described in Section 6.4. The multicast functionality is
achieved by utilising the packet duplication and header manipulation features of OpenFlow. This
stream duplication feature allows both server and network load to be significantly reduced, as it
moves a large volume of load to the edge nodes, while also mitigating replicated content travelling
over the network. As described in Section 6.4, the multicast system would be more prevalent in
the real-time streaming scenarios, however, as discussed in Section 6.5, it could still be utilised
in certain cases for stored content scenarios. The final novel aspect of the OpenFlow CDN, is
the proposed OpenFlow DNS redirection system; which is detailed in Section 6.6. Although the
DNS redirection is similar to that of the work presented by Wichtlhuber et al. [160], the system
presented in Section 6.6 uses a proactive flow insertion approach, while also retaining the ability
to operate on a per request basis.
Each aspect of the OpenFlow CDN has been shown to be feasible, with testing being performed
mainly with OVS based OpenFlow switches working with a Floodlight controller. Although these
initial results do support each aspect of the proposed architecture, additional work is still required
to implement each aspect within a complete working system; the concept of which is discussed
later in Section 8.6.4.
8.5 Max-flow Traffic Optimisation
It has been shown that the presented max-flow algorithm in Chapter 7, provides an optimised
solution for traffic placement. The solutions it produces compares closely with the results gathered
from CPLEX, especially in relation to reducing dropped demands in the network. As CPLEX
and the presented max-flow algorithm provide results with only marginal differences, it could
possibly be concluded that they are achieving close to, or even optimal solutions; however, in
order to fully confirm this, further testing would need to be completed. The presented max-
flow algorithm provides solutions with many improvements over those produced by CPLEX in a
blocking environment, these include: reduced link utilisation, network load and run time. The
max-flow algorithm achieves these improvements by aiming to minimise the probability of blocking,
by distributing traffic across all network links. Consequently, this means no small subset of links
become significantly more congested than others in the network. Considering it might only require
a single congested link to cause a significant amount blocking within a network, the presented
max-flow algorithm significantly reduces the risk of any blocking occurring, depending on its
input parameters. An additional benefit of the max-flow algorithm distributing traffic across the
network, is the network’s ability to support the supply of additional future demands without the
requirement of re-optimisation.
In order to utilise the max-flow optimisation within the described OpenFlow CDN system, the
optimised paths would need to be implemented with flow rules configured by the central controller.
The use of OpenFlow in this scenario provides the flexibility required to rapidly configure traffic
paths in the network; this would not be feasible using standard non-SDN based routing techniques,
which either have many restrictions on the paths that are configured, or require complex device
configuration. The OpenFlow controller would also have all the necessary information required
to perform the optimisation calculations, enabling quick redirection and migration of traffic flows
within the network. Additionally, the rapid modification of flow rules within the OpenFlow system,
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would allow the max-flow optimisation to occur frequently in order to maintain network efficiency
throughout normal system operation.
8.6 Future Work
Some future areas of research for specific topics have been discussed briefly in their relevant chap-
ters; however, there are a number of areas of research that can be explored from extending the
work presented as a whole. One area that would be an interesting area of research is the imple-
mentation of the presented migration system on a large scale streaming environment. This would
involve testing the system with a large volume of streams, as well as utilising the placement algo-
rithm within an OpenFlow controller to automate the migration mechanism. This would provide
important insights into the system scalability, as well as being able to observe any complications
that would occur. Following the combination of these systems in a large scale environment, an
extension to this would be the study of how the migration system might perform when used
alongside the presented max-flow algorithm; the combination of these two systems would be an
interesting research area, as it would be beneficial to have the traffic flow optimisations working
in parallel with the transcoder placement optimisation.
8.6.1 CDN/P2P
The work presented in Chapter 3, presented a brief look at the fusion of CDN and P2P technologies.
The results, however, only went so far as to test the individual capabilities of each technology to
provide content. An interesting future area of research would be to investigate the performance
of the different implementations of CDN-P2P fusion architectures. This may give an insight into
improvements that could be achieved when delivering real-time video content, beyond those found
with analysis of the CDN and P2P results. Only simple manipulation of the previously used
network model would be required, with the possibility of comparing multiple content delivery
architectures across the same given network.
8.6.2 Transcoder Placement Optimisation
The fact that the algorithm focuses on the placement of a network accessible resource, means it is
highly likely that its uses could extend past the optimisation of application layer multicast nodes
and transcoders. It may be possible to utilise the heuristic to help solve additional optimisation
problems, especially those that focus on placement on network resources. The investigation into
this concept would be an interesting area of future work, as it could broaden the use cases that the
heuristic could be utilised. One possible optimisation problem that might benefit from the pre-
sented heuristic would be the placement of network caches. Analysis of the heuristic performance
within a cache placement problem would provide an important insight into how the heuristic would
optimise the placement of stored content, rather than the designed real-time streaming scenario.
8.6.3 OpenFlow Transcoder Migration System
The migration system presented in Chapter 5, provides a number of areas of future work. One
of these areas would be the integration of the migration control system within the OpenFlow
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controller application, which would remove the current dependency on direct SSH based control
of OVS; this concept is discussed briefly in Section 5.3.4.1. By removing the dependency on SSH
based OVS control, it would enable the migration system to be utilised on any OpenFlow enabled
system, rather than the limited range of devices that utilise OVS. Improving the compatibility of
the migration system in this way would be an important step to integrating the system within
existing OpenFlow architectures, which may not utilise OVS or provide direct SSH access. Inte-
grating the migration system could be done in a number of ways if the Floodlight controller was
utilised; one of the easier methods for achieving this would be to use the “Static Flow Pusher”
REST API of Floodlight to replace the SSH based system calls. The “Static Flow Pusher” API is
able to receive OpenFlow instructions in a standardised format, which then forwards the instruc-
tions to the relevant OpenFlow devices using the OpenFlow protocol. Additionally, the described
API can also be used to gather and return traffic and switch statistics, providing the ability to
determine when to migrate using either the heuristic presented in Chapter 4, or another means.
Unfortunately, the fact that the “Static Flow Pusher” API is accessed as a simple web based
SOAP request from an IP address, means the system would still require an additional application
to generate these requests and manage the migration.
In order to completely remove the requirement of additional software to handle the migration,
the migration control mechanism needs to be included within the existing Floodlight controller.
Luckily, the Floodlight controller was developed to make integrating custom control systems a
simpler task, by keeping a very modular design. The modular design would allow the migration
mechanism logic to be packaged within a “Floodlight module”, directly interacting with the con-
trollers standard operations. With the migration module developed, it could then be coupled
with a module containing the heuristic presented in Chapter 4. The combination of these two
modules would provide a fully automated system, enabling efficient and dynamic real-time content
transcoding.
Another area of future work is the re-engineering of the RTP client within the FFmpeg
transcoding software, as there were various issues handling high bitrate traffic during the testing
presented in Section 5.4.2. At current, the RTP header overheads and reordering process make
it unsuitable for FFmpeg to handle both incoming and outgoing packets of high bitrate content
using RTP, as it causes delays in the streaming process. These delays have effects that include
artefacts appearing in the video, stuttering of playback and even complete stream failure. Having
observed the playback issues caused by this in multiple scenarios, it was determined that although
the transcoder could handle streaming RTP to the client, receiving the stream as an RTP stream
from the server at the same time was not possible. In order to overcome the delays and overheads
caused by RTP, it would be desirable to re-engineer the RTP client at the transcoder, in order
to speed up content processing. One possible modification which could be made to improve per-
formance, is to the operation of reordering packets, as this adds considerable delay to the stream
processing operations. The modification would involve dropping or forwarding incoming packets
that were out of order, rather than the usual reordering process found in RTP. With the described
RTP client modification in place, it is possible that the system could utilise RTP throughout,
without the delays caused by the transcoder processing. Although the described RTP issue was
observed on a number of machines, it is also possible that an improved machine with multiple
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network cards would be able to handle the increased load without RTP client modification; this
scenario would also need to be investigated.
One final area of future interest includes the possibility of utilising the migration system with
other types of applications. The concept of using the system with other applications also provides
further interest in developing synchronisation between the two parallel streams at migration time,
which would ensure that no packets were lost or duplicated during the switchover. This would not
provide much benefit to the current video streaming scenarios, as they are able to cope with small
amounts of duplicate or lost packets; however, synchronisation would be crucial in adapting the
system to support applications which depend on completely lossless transitions, such as those that
may rely on transactions. One such scenario that would require transaction support, is a business
server migrating while handling sensitive financial operations transmitted over the network.
8.6.4 OpenFlow CDN
One area of future work that would be an important step in the development of the OpenFlow
CDN, would be the design, analysis and implementation of the security enhancements discussed in
Appendix D.1. These would be a worthwhile addition to the OpenFlow CDN system, presenting a
secure network for service providers to distribute their content. The security enhancements would
be especially beneficial for shared hosting scenarios, where the OpenFlow CDN infrastructure was
being utilised by multiple entities for content delivery. In the case of a shared hosting environment,
the vulnerability of a single provider would usually degrade the security of the entire network;
however, the use of the security enhancements in Appendix D.1 would help mitigate these types
of security issues. Although current implementations can achieve similar traffic segregation using
VLANs, this is only the small part of the wider security improvements that can be offered by an
OpenFlow based security system within the CDN.
A further area of research that would be beneficial would be an in-depth performance analysis of
the OpenFlow CDN, as this would be an important characteristic to determine before further work
into its development was begun. The analysis would need to focus on several of the independent
systems to assess their performance. One of the systems that would need to be investigated, was
the OpenFlow smart NAT system, which would be required to handle a large number of requests
if used in a large production system; it has been previously shown that this type of system is
scalable to meet the needs of a large content delivery network, since only initial requests would
need to be handled by the controller application. Packets arriving following these initial requests
would be handled directly within the switch flow tables, helping to mitigate controller scalability
issues. Another controller based scalability concern that will need to be investigated further, is
the capabilities of the controller to handle placing traffic within the CDN, as this is one of the
major components of the proposed system; however, it has been shown in various literature how
controller applications can scale very well, especially if the controller is built in a hierarchical
design. Following on from the scalability of the controller to handle incoming requests and traffic
management tasks, the performance of the OpenFlow switches ability to manipulate traffic will
need to be more closely investigated. This is due to a potential bottleneck with packet header
manipulation being identified during testing in Chapter 5, which highlighted how high bitrate
traffic, such as UHD streams, would be delayed if increasingly complex header manipulation was
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used. However, as previously discussed in Chapter 5, the limit on manipulation operations could
possibly be overcome by splitting the manipulation tasks across multiple switches within the
system. A further performance aspect of the system that could be investigated is the acceptable
levels of latency that are required for streaming certain content; this is an important issue to
study, as it will determine the system’s viability for certain applications, other than the described
real-time video streaming scenario.
Following on from the scalability and performance analysis of the OpenFlow NAT system,
it would be an interesting area of study to compare the proposed system with the previously
mentioned distributed NAT system presented by Yeh and Chiu [218]. The comparison would
help provide an insight into how an OpenFlow based system compares with distributed designs of
standard NAT systems.
A final area of future work would be the full implementation of all the presented components of
the OpenFlow CDN system, as at its current stage, each aspect of the system has only been tested
individually and not as a complete system. Implementing the complete OpenFlow CDN would not
be an easy task, as it would require in-depth development of control applications, or development
of controller modifications like the previously described Floodlight modules; this is in addition to
the large costs that would likely be involved in order to obtain the necessary equipment.
8.6.5 Max-Flow Traffic Optimisation
An area of future work for the work presented in Chapter 7, is the investigation of the proposed
algorithm in delay focused scenarios. The modified algorithm would focus on not only reducing
blocking in the network to meet all demands, but also reducing the path length of given solutions.
To ensure path lengths of traffic were maintained at a desired value, the presented algorithm would
need to be modified, as it does not currently consider this metric during its optimisation process.
It would be a simple enough task to extend the presented algorithm to include path length as an
optimisation parameter, forcing the current solution search to discard solutions with higher than
desired path length. However, the search process would obviously need to be more complex, with
the consideration that it may be necessary to extend certain paths beyond the desired lengths to
meet demands. The addition of this path length optimisation would be a worthwhile area of future
work, especially for deployment in systems where minimal delay is required. It should be noted,
however, that the described extension to the algorithm, would most likely degrade the original
solution optimisation goal of maximising the free capacity on network links.
An additional area of interest which requires further investigation would be the analysis of
how other  values affect the results produced by the max-flow algorithm. Although brief testing
of  variation has been presented, a more in-depth study is required to provide a detailed analysis
of how it affects each aspect of the solution process. The study would only require additional
modelling using a wider range of values then previously used, in order to provide a more reliable
indication of the  value effects.
A final area of future work relating to the CPLEX comparison system, would be the improve-
ment of its solution generation within non-blocking or underutilised network environments. As
shown in Chapter 7, this would be an important improvement, as CPLEX produces an inefficient
solution in relation to path length and network load. It does, however, achieve a solution faster
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than the other presented algorithms, so there is a high probability that its solution process could
be improved while still maintaining an adequate run time. Improving its solutions could involve
either adding restrictions on demand path length as previously mentioned or adding additional
optimisation criteria.
8.7 Collective Summary
With the increasing demand for UHD video content, it is reasonable to assume traffic within
networks will also continue to increase. Furthermore, with video content already being one of
the largest contributors to network traffic, conserving the capacity consumed by video content
is becoming an increasingly important research area. Video content providers, in particular, are
actively researching ways to reduce their traffic and financial costs, while maintaining or improving
the quality of service for their users.
The results that have been presented can be seen to show how the use of additional content
locations, or transcoder and application layer multicasting use, can be beneficial to reducing
network load in a video delivery system. Furthermore, it can also be concluded from the presented
research that utilising transcoders as application layer multicasting nodes, can provide a significant
reduction in traffic along constrained links, such as transatlantic cables. The achieved reduction
in traffic reduces the probability of blocking in the network, allowing further demands to be met.
As previously mentioned, the reduction in traffic is essential to supply the increased demand for
UHD content, particularly when considering real-time scenarios where using cached content is not
possible.
Using a combination of the placement algorithm and the OpenFlow migration mechanism pre-
sented in chapters 4 and 5, a viable real-time UHD video distribution system can be offered to ser-
vice providers. The proposed system would be ideal for the previously mentioned live showings of
sporting events at cinema venues, due to the real-time viewing requirement. The proposed system
would continue to optimise transcoding resources during the transmission, relocating transcoding
resources near seamlessly as additional venues joined the stream. The relocation event could be
decided using the presented heuristic algorithm or based on financial cost, as some data centres
provide cheaper compute resources during certain periods of the day. Once the optimised po-
sition of transcoder resources has been determined, the presented OpenFlow migration system
would be utilised to relocate transcoders without significantly affecting the clients viewing ex-
perience. It is important to note that current systems allow this optimisation to be performed
before the stream has begun, however, the presented system allows for optimisation and migration
frequently throughout content transmission. The ability to migrate resources during live trans-
mission provides improved efficiency, by enabling dynamic positioning of resources according to
current demands; this is in contrast to the existing static systems that place resources based on
predicted demand calculations before the transmission. It should be highlighted that although the
system does aim to reduce network traffic, during the short period of migration, network traffic
increases briefly due to the duplicated streams. In the currently proposed system in Chapter
5, the duplicated streams are only active for 4 seconds, which in comparison to the length of a
live sporting event such as a football match is relatively insignificant. However, the concept of
dynamically moving resources multiple times throughout transmission needs to be considerate to
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this small traffic increase, as the frequency of migration events could inflate the short duration
of duplicated streams to a point where the benefits of the system, are being mitigated by the
migration mechanism itself. The frequency at which the optimisation takes place would need to
be carefully chosen based on the current streaming scenario and network characteristics.
Other scenarios that this combination of transcoder placement and migration mechanism can
help improve, includes the live streaming applications described earlier in Section 5.2, which
are currently rising in popularity. Additionally, as previously described, the proposed migration
system can also be applied to the concept of migrating application layer multicasting nodes, in
order to provide a viable content delivery system when scalable video coding is being utilised.
Following on from the transcoder migration system, the OpenFlow smart CDN addresses
several other usage scenarios that are increasing in demand. One of these scenarios includes
the use of the mobile and game live streaming applications described in Section 2.8, which are
currently showing large scale adoption. The proposed OpenFlow CDN enables these types of
applications to live stream their content, without the current 10-20 second delay which is seen
with HLS and MPEG-DASH based implementations. The reduction in delay provides improved
interaction functionality for both users and publishers, such as the reduction in delay from a text
based chat request causing an effect in the live stream. In addition to the delay improvements,
the proposed OpenFlow CDN would also be able to serve multiple applications simultaneously, as
it is capable of distributing stored video content in parallel with real-time content. Furthermore,
the proposed OpenFlow CDN also has the benefit of efficient utilisation of resources, which is
achieved using the OpenFlow NAT system to optimise server selection for incoming requests. A
further benefit of the OpenFlow NAT system is that it has the additional capability of routing
traffic through an edge node closest to the requesting client; this can improve the client viewing
experience and also minimise any Internet infrastructure related issues.
By utilising the presented max-flow algorithm within the proposed OpenFlow CDN, the system
should scale beyond existing CDN systems, while also providing an improved level of service.
The improved scalability is in part due to the presented switch based multicasting system, but is
enhanced further by reducing the probability of blocking within the CDN using the max-flow traffic
optimisation. To confirm the scalability assessment, a direct comparison between the proposed
system and existing mechanisms will need to be performed, in order to closely determine any
limits or bottlenecks in the system; performance analysis of the proposed OpenFlow CDN is left
as future work and is described in more detail in Section 8.6.4.
There are a number of novel contributions that have been highlighted throughout the presented
research and conclusions, these include:
• A novel heuristic algorithm to provide optimised transcoder placement in a given network,
with characteristics that enable online dynamic optimisation.
• A novel migration mechanism to provide a near seamless live migration of transcoders, while
streaming UHD content.
• A novel OpenFlow smart CDN system, capable of providing improved delivery of both real-
time and stored video content to large volumes of users. The OpenFlow CDN includes a
number of novel aspects, including:
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 A novel OpenFlow based NAT system that bridges the private CDN with public net-
works, in order to track, manage and optimise server selection and content requests.
 A novel switch level OpenFlow multicasting mechanism for use with distributing real-
time streaming video.
 A novel alternative to DNS redirection using OpenFlow, which improves on existing
DNS redirection techniques. The system enables access to replicated content found
within the network while routing content requests to the CDN entry point closest to
the client.
• A novel max-flow algorithm, that is capable of efficiently routing traffic throughout a net-
work, such as the proposed OpenFlow CDN. The presented algorithm minimises the average
link utilisation throughout the network, in order to reduce the probability of blocking.
The systems presented in this thesis aim to provide proof of concept designs, which could be
utilised in a production system with some additional work; most of the additional work would be
focussed on implementing the migration control software within an OpenFlow controller such as
Floodlight, as this would consolidate the system into a single application that could be deployed
in an OpenFlow environment. Further analysis of the scalability would still need to be performed,
however, it is envisioned the systems would scale to a larger scale without major issues based on
initial results. This would then allow content providers to utilise the presented systems to improve
the efficiency of their content delivery platforms; the improvements would provide a reduction in
both cost and resource requirements, while also maintaining or improving the quality of service
to clients.
Appendix A
Migration System Development
This appendix will contain details of the many proof of concept prototypes that were crucial in the
development of the final migration system presented in Chapter 5. Each test phase will detail the
limitations of its naive design, as well as the improvements that were required to overcome issues
recognised at that stage of development. Additionally, a number of technologies and protocols
that were initially implemented within the migration system will be discussed; however, after
further development, these were seen to be unsuitable for the final UHD migration system.
As previously described in Chapter 5, the Floodlight controller was used in all prototype
systems to provide standard switching functionality to the OpenFlow switches.
A.1 Initial Testing Using Software Platforms
To test and prove the concept of migrating content streams from one location to another, a simple
test bed system was implemented using VMs on a single host machine. The VMs were configured
using Oracle VirtualBox virtualisation software, along with OVS to connect the machines with an
OpenFlow implementation.
Figure A.1 provides an overview of the virtualised system, including switches and computers.
In this system, the two relay machines are given the same IP address, as the relay copy is envisaged
as a migrated copy of the original relay; furthermore, it should be noted that the two relays are
not used simultaneously during normal operation, only one of them is switched on and active,
the other is in a paused state. However, it is important to highlight that versions of this system
discussed later, include a brief time during the migration process that both transcoders are being
used; this would normally cause IP address conflict issues given enough time, but blocks put in
place using OpenFlow are able to avoid this issue. The link between the two virtual OVS bridges
can be visualised as a constrained link, such as a transatlantic link between the UK and US; it is
on this link that we would be trying to reduce congestion in a fully working example.
Initial testing involved the development of three basic Java applications:
1. The first application acted as a server and provided a simple packet transmission operation,
sending a repeating message using a UDP based socket when requested. The message itself
was just a text based message encapsulated in a custom container, which provided header
information with the requested IP address and Port information of the requesting client.
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2. The second application operated as a relay for the text based message sent from the first
application. Its operation was to listen on a UDP socket for incoming messages and then
once received, it would examine the custom header information from the message to obtain
the relevant client IP address and port that would be required to forward the message. The
message was then stripped of its custom encapsulation and then sent to the third application
using the gathered IP address and port information using another UDP socket.
3. The third application acted as a client application and allowed a request to be made to the
first application to send messages. It would then display any message it received on its UDP
socket to the user.
These applications were then placed on the relevant VMs that had been set up.
• Application 1 on the server machine.
• Application 2 on both the relay and the relay copy machines.
• Application 3 on the client machine.
The relay application was designed to simulate the functionality of a transcoder machine, as a
transcoder would both receive the input from the server and then forward it to the client once any
content adaptation was performed; it is important to highlight the fact that this is also displaying
the basic functionality of application layer multicasting, which can be applied to the proposed
system.
The rate at which the server application sent messages could be configured so that migration
performance could be crudely measured. It was initially set to 1 message/second, but this was
OVS 1 OVS 2
Server
Relay
Client
Relay Copy
Figure A.1: Initial testbed architecture.
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increased to 10 messages/second after successful operation was confirmed. The initial slow message
rate was required to provide an easy visual confirmation that the system was working, as faster
message rates proved difficult to view during migration.
Figure A.2 provides an insight into the system operation for the test scenario, including the
processes involved during the migration; however, the timings are not correctly represented and
is only intended to give a more detailed view of the stages during migration.
Direct system calls were used to control and insert flows into the OVS bridges during the
migration process. For the migration to occur successfully, the relay copy was started and then
the following flow rules were added to the OVS instances:
• Any traffic arriving on OVS 1 destined for the IP address of the relay was to be forwarded
across the link to OVS 2.
• Any traffic arriving on OVS 2 destined for the IP address of the relay should have its
Client sends request 
to server
Server receives 
request
 Server sends UDP 
packets to relay 
with Client IP info in 
special header
Relay Receives UDP 
packets
Relay forwards 
packets on to client 
using header 
information.
Client receives 
packets
Un-Pause 
Relay_Copy VM
Insert Flows into 
OVS1 and OVS2 
using system call
Pause Relay VM
More packets?
Server stops 
sending packets
No
Yes
Migration 
Initiated?
Yes
No
Figure A.2: A simplified view of events for the test setup.
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destination MAC modified to read the MAC of the relay copy, this should then be forwarded
out the port leading to the relay copy.
After these flow rules had been successfully input into the switches, the initial relay machine was
placed into a paused state.
Using these simple OpenFlow rules inserted into the OVS instances, the packets destined for
the relay were redirected to the relay copy machine; this mechanism occurs completely in the
network, making its operation transparent to the server and client machines.
From initial testing of this system, it became clear that migrating the relay during transmission
was not only possible, but also efficient, as no messages were lost during transmissions at a rate
of 10 messages/second. This is in contrast to a standard networking scenario, which utilised
standard networking functionality to recover after disconnecting one relay and then connecting
another. In the standard networking scenario, a significant number of messages were lost during
the switchover of the relays, although it did eventually recover given enough time.
This initial testing provided confirmation that the theorised migration system could be
achieved using OpenFlow. However, to further investigate the feasibility of the proposed mi-
gration system, testing using real world video traffic was required; the next prototype system
described in the next section addressed this deficiency.
A.2 VM Machine Migration with SD Content
This section implements a system architecture similar to the one presented in Section A.1; however,
this system improves on the previous implementation, by using actual video traffic in place of the
application generated content previously used.
FFmpeg [15] was utilised in this system in place of the relays to provide the transcoding
functionality; while VLC player was chosen to perform both the initial streaming of the content
at the server, as well as the receiving software at the client. As stated in Section 2.1.2, FFmpeg
is an ideal candidate for providing transcoding functionality, as it has a diverse feature set and
can both receive and send video streams through UDP socket connections. VLC was chosen
for similar reasons, with its high customisability and ability to send and receive UDP content. It
should be mentioned that a later prototype of the system presented in Section A.3, concluded that
it was necessary to replace VLC as the initial streaming application with FFmpeg; this was due to
compatibility and configuration issues relating to working with the FFmpeg transcoders. However,
VLC worked correctly in this prototype system, showing that it may be a viable application in
certain scenarios.
For this testing scenario, standard definition video content was used, due to resource con-
straints caused by running OVS and VM resources on a single host machine. This was in part due
to the initial prototype system being built on a single machine, with that system being adapted
and used for this implementation. Another complication that necessitated the use of a single
machine was the issue of connecting the VMs to the OVS instances. This was a problem as at this
stage in development, as research into possible connection technologies such as GRE tunnelling
had not fully been completed; however, tunnelling technologies are utilised and described in some
of the later prototypes.
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As previously stated, the system was set up and configured as in Section A.1, with the described
modifications. Other characteristics of the system remained unchanged, such as the process of
migration with pausing and starting the VMs, as well as the flow rules that were inserted during
the migration.
One of the things to be considered with this prototype system is the resources required to
run both OVS instances and all the VMs hosting the transcoding and streaming software. This
placed a considerable load on the host system, which at this stage was a high end laptop. Due to
this, the performance of the system was constrained, causing the video stream to lag and pause
at times. The unstable playback made collecting reliable quantitative results a difficult task, so
this testing stage only served to provide a limited feasibility assessment. However, the testing was
inherently successful with the video being streamed to the client and the migration successfully
migrating the stream to the copied transcoder; the only issue was that both the streaming and
migration tasks took longer than expected to complete.
One factor that initially seemed solely due to the lack of available resources, was the slow
analysis time of FFmpeg on the copied transcoder; this meant a large delay between the copied
transcoder receiving the content stream and FFmpeg starting the transcoding process. After
analysis of this issue, it was found that although it was affected by the lack of resources, it was
more significantly influenced by the analysis time of the video stream configured within FFmpeg.
This initial delay can be reduced to a minimum, by optimising the analysis stage of FFmpeg using
the “probesize” command line switch. It should be noted that setting this configuration lower
than the default value can often cause transcoding issues, due to the stream being incorrectly
identified; therefore, the “probesize” has to be either left at its default level or carefully chosen
based on the content that it is set to be transcoded.
This prototype system provided an important insight into the resource requirements for even
basic standard definition content, as well as invaluable knowledge of FFmpeg configuration pa-
rameters that would be required for future versions. It is clear that to produce a system that
will provide real-time transcoding of even HD content will require substantial compute resources.
To achieve this, the VMs need to either all be placed on a dedicated VM server configured with
considerable resources, or the VMs need to be positioned on different machines to distribute the
resource load. The next section implements this idea of increased resources, using VMs located on
multiple machines to present a system that is capable of migrating transcoders while transcoding
HD content in real-time.
A.3 Improved VM Migration with HD content
After successful migration using the system presented in Section A.2, it was required to increase the
available resources for each of the VMs; this would enable improved quality content transmission,
as well as improvement to the migration process. To do this the VMs were split between multiple
host machines, allowing increased performance with additional RAM and compute resources.
Ideally, locating each VM on individual dedicated servers with a hardware based OpenFlow switch
would be the best scenario, however, at this stage, these resources were currently unavailable. As
a compromise to this, two high performance servers were utilised for the majority of the VMs,
while the client machine was hosted on a separate machine to simplify viewing the video content.
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The main objective of this prototype was to successfully perform a transcoder migration while
streaming a single high definition video to a single client. If successful, additional concurrent
clients could then be introduced for further testing. 5 VMs were initialised in total, this included
4 VMs to serve as standard desktop/server machines, along with a single VM to run OVS and
serve as an OpenFlow switch; this OVS VM was then used to link each of the other VMs together
using tunnelling to pass traffic through the network connecting the host machines, in an overlay
network type of design. Although the Floodlight controller could be run from a remote location
using out-of-band communication, in this case, it was run locally on the OVS VM for simplicity.
Figure A.3 provides a reference to the physical locations of the VMs on the two servers and
the additional host machine. It should be noted that the switch shown in the figure is not an
OpenFlow enabled switch, but just a standard layer 2 switch interconnecting the host machines
running the VMs.
During initial testing of HD content within the system, streaming issues started to appear in
the form of artefacts in the video, as well as pauses and stuttering during viewing. Through testing
components of the system, it was determined to be caused by the initial encoding of the video
within VLC. Unfortunately, the lack of encoding configuration available in VLC prevented these
issues from being resolved, which made VLC unsuitable for the initial streaming application.
Therefore, the initial encoding and streaming tasks were now configured to be performed by
FFmpeg, as it provided a significant improvement in configuration options. Additionally, using
FFmpeg throughout the streaming process up until it is received at the client seemed to provide
improved image quality and reduced bitrates; this can be attributed to being able to configure
the quality and codec options in finer detail when using FFmpeg. The use of FFmpeg throughout
the system also made setup and configuration of transcoders more efficient, as settings could be
copied and used uniformly across VMs.
One important characteristic that needs to be taken into consideration when setting up the
VMs for the prototype, is how they are to be connected together. This can be achieved very easily
OVS + Floodlight VM
Virtualbox Server Virtualbox Server 2
Video Server VM Transcoder VM
Client VM
Transcoder_Copy VM
Host PC
Figure A.3: VM locations on the physical network.
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when using dedicated hardware with a physical OpenFlow switch, however, when using virtualised
resources as they are in this case, it becomes a complex issue. It would be possible to connect
all the machines together using physical cables if the host machines had a sufficient number of
physical network interfaces. This would be achieved by mapping VMs to dedicated ports on the
host, which could then connect to the OVS VM with multiple network ports assigned. Although
this would give the best performance as it requires no overhead for the packets, it is not feasible for
the host machines to be fitted with so many network interfaces. To overcome this issue, tunnels
are required to provide an overlay network to connect each VM with the VM running OVS. The
main thing to consider when connecting the VMs using a tunnelling protocol is that OVS is a
link layer networking device; this requires the Ethernet headers to be transported along with
the packets being sent from one VM to another. This makes selecting an appropriate tunnelling
protocol an important step, as most tunnelling protocols work on the network layer, stripping
off any Ethernet information before sending the packets through the tunnel; these network layer
tunnelling protocols would then only use IP information for routing packets to their destination.
Some tunnelling protocols which were investigated but found to be unsuitable were: standard
GRE [240, 241], PPTP [242] (Uses a modified version of GRE), IPSec [243] and L2TP [244].
One suitable tunnelling protocol, however, is the GRETAP interface on Linux, which although
similar to standard GRE, has a major difference in that it encapsulates and forwards the entire
packet including the Ethernet frame. This allows packets from VMs to be tunnelled over the host
network to the OVS VM, while ensuring OVS can correctly interpret and read the VM Ethernet
header information of the packets when they are received. It should be noted that GRETAP
tunnels are setup differently to standard GRE tunnels, requiring the use of the ip link command
within Linux to be configured. OpenVPN [245, 246] is also able to achieve Ethernet tunnelling,
but requires specific non-default configuration to achieve this; this would make configuration
unnecessarily complex when compared with using GRETAP interfaces.
Although OVS has GRETAP support built into its link setup options, it was determined that
it would be more suitable to set up the tunnels using standard Linux port configuration outside
of OVS; these virtual Linux interfaces were then added to OVS using the standard add-port
configuration command. The reason for configuring the ports in this way was due to restrictions
that are placed on GRE ports created with OVS, as well as for simplicity of configuration. One of
the main restrictions on OVS interfaces that would have caused significant inconvenience, is the
fact they can not be monitored with network analysis software; this is due to the OVS interfaces
being hidden from the Operating System (OS) and normal use. In order to monitor traffic on
these OVS configured interfaces/tunnels, it would require monitoring the physical interface bonded
to OVS and then filtering individual tunnel traffic. In contrast to this, using standard Linux
virtualised interfaces allows packet inspection software such as Wireshark [152], to monitor packets
from each individual tunnel interface separately.
It is important that migration events occur at specific times, so to automate the migration
process, shell scripts were implemented to perform the required tasks. These tasks included
starting and pausing the VMs, as well as inserting flow rules into specific OVS bridges. Optimising
the timing of these events was crucial in achieving improved migration quality, which in effect
meant reducing the switchover time between the old and new streams arriving at the client. To
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achieve the automation in a shell script, password-less SSH was configured between the control
machine, the VMs and also the host servers; this enabled remote system commands to be sent
without user interaction. It is important to note that the timings between migration events
mentioned in this section will vary based on a number of factors; these include the speed at which
VMs can be paused and resumed, as well as the resources available to the VMs. These resources
can include compute power, memory constraints and also the storage medium speed of the initial
streaming server; all the stated resources can affect migration delays, due to them affecting the
speed at which a VM can send/receive the content. The specific timings that were found to
be optimal for the current implementation can be seen in Figure A.4; with the 10 second delay
allowing the transcoder copy VM to resume and bring up its network interfaces, and then the 5
second delay allowing initial analysis and transcoding to begin at the new transcoder.
The flow rules that are inserted during migration are improvements over the previous test
environments. In this implementation, two rules were configured on each virtual switch to redirect
packets to the new transcoder; one of these rules was inserted to redirect ARP requests and the
other was configured to redirect IP packets. The flow rules inserted into the switches during
migration can be seen in Appendix C.1. The flow rules configured use a very fine granularity when
depicting the flows in this scenario, but could be expanded to encompass whole IP topologies rather
than single transcoder machines. This could allow the migration of entire pools of transcoders in a
single instance, rather than in several operations. Restrictions were also put in place using the flow
rules to allow the initial transcoder to complete the transmission of any buffered content it was still
processing once the migration had begun; this required a small delay before pausing the original
transcoder VM after inserting the flow rules. A small delay after resuming the Transcoder copy
VM is also necessary to allow the VM to re-initialise its state and bring up the network interfaces.
Start Migration 
Process
Resume 
Transcoder_Copy
Wait 10 Seconds
Insert Flows into 
OVS
Wait 5 SecondsPause Transcoder
Migration Complete
Figure A.4: Optimal timings for the migration process.
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The switchover of transcoders was monitored using Wireshark, which is a packet capturing
software described earlier in this section; it was configured to monitor the client VM, as this would
be the best placement to detect the switchover point. This switchover point can be determined
by searching for a change in source MAC address in the UDP video traffic packets, which would
signify the change in transcoding machine. As seen in Figure A.5, the packet switchover occurs
at 10.95 seconds into the capture and is complete by 11.05 seconds, this shows a relatively small
switchover time of 0.1s; this is especially small in comparison to the 19.86 seconds it takes the
standard network migration to occur, which can be seen at 251.78 seconds in Figure A.6. It
should be noted that this was the best case result for the OpenFlow migration that was observed
at this stage of development. Additional attempts observed switchover times between 0.1 and 3
seconds for the OpenFlow aided migrations. Migration times for the normal network migrations
were consistently above 15 seconds, with some taking far longer to recover the stream. If it
is possible to consistently maintain the fast OpenFlow aided switchover, it should significantly
reduce interruption of service for the clients streaming real-time content. In its current form,
it may be possible to further reduce this delay with optimisation of timings in the automation
scripts, FFmpeg options, or the use of more powerful hardware to run the VMs; however, this
is not described further, as development was moved on to the final 4k version of the migration
system, where additional improvements were achieved.
Figure A.5: Wireshark packet capture during OpenFlow aided migration.
Figure A.6: Wireshark packet capture during normal migration.
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The focus on this prototype system was to investigate, in more detail, the switchover time when
streaming HD content; this was performed successfully to a certain degree, providing significant
results. However, it should be highlighted that the quality of video had to be severely reduced
to achieve real-time transcoding. This was due to VM resource constraints, as well as network
capacity related issues that were caused by routing all traffic in and out of the VM containing
OVS. This placed a considerable load on not only CPU resources handling the network traffic,
but also the single link that connected the host server with the other server and client hosting
machine. The viewing experience for the client was also difficult to analyse, due to it being
run on a VM; because of this, it was difficult to interpret whether any display issues that were
observed were due to the streaming and migration system, or the VM display mechanism, which
at times did cause artefacts and delayed refresh rates. Another scenario that was not possible,
was the introduction of additional clients with varying resolution, which was due to the server
resources being constrained by the initial system, with no room to scale demands. It was clear that
the system could be further improved by transferring the system to physical machines, in order
to increase their available resources; with improved resources and optimisation of the migration
process and timings, it would be possible to provide a more reliable service and provide a clearer
view on how migration affects the viewing experience of the client.
Appendix B
Migration Machine Specification
B.1 Local Testing with NetEm Machine Specifications
• Server: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4960X CPU @ 3.60GHz 66GB RAM
• Transcoder1: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400 @ 3.00GHz 4GB RAM
• Transcoder2: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 920 @ 2.67GHz 6GB RAM
• Client: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 965 @ 3.20GHz 6GB RAM
B.2 Transatlantic Testbed Machine Specifications
• Server: 2 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40GHz 16GB RAM
• Transcoder1: 2 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40GHz 16GB RAM
• Transcoder2: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1270 V2 @ 3.50GHz 32GB RAM
• Client: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5520 @ 2.27GHz 3GB RAM
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Appendix C
Controlling Flows For Migration
C.1 Basic Flow Rules
Switch Flow Rule
SW1
in port=serverPORT,dl type=0x0800,dl dst=transcoder1MAC,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:sw1LinkPORT
SW1
in port=serverPORT,dl type=0x0806,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:sw1LinkPORT
SW2
in port=sw2LinkPORT,dl type=0x0800,dl dst=transcoder1MAC,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=mod dl dst:transcoder2MAC,output:transcoder2PORT
SW2
in port=sw2LinkPORT,dl type=0x0806,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:transcoder2PORT
Table C.1: Flow Rule details for the basic migration process.
C.2 Migration Control Application
The custom controller application can be seen in Figure C.1, where tabbed panes allow access
to a number of machines and functions. The main focus of the system is the migrate pane
shown in Figure C.1, which presents the simple button interface to either initiate or reverse the
migration process. The commander pane in Figure C.1 allows custom commands to be run on
any of the devices being utilised within the system, which is useful for diagnostic purposes. Other
panes control aspects of their respective devices, including: initiating transcoder software on the
transcoder machines, running client viewing software on the client, initiating the video stream on
the streaming server and also allowing current flow data/rules to be cleared from the OpenFlow
switches.
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Migration Page Commander Page
Pica8 Page Client Page
Server Page Transcoder Page
Figure C.1: Custom control software used for the OpenFlow migration system.
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C.3 Advanced System Flow Rules
No. Flow Rule
1
cookie=9998,in port=serverPORT,dl type=0x0800,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:sw1LinkPORT,mod dl dst:transcoder1MAC,output:transcoder1PORT
2
cookie=9999,in port=serverPORT,dl type=0x0806,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:sw1LinkPORT
3
cookie=9999,in port=sw2LinkPORT,dl type=0x0800,dl dst=transcoder1MAC,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=mod dl dst:transcoder2MAC,output:transcoder2PORT
4
cookie=9999,in port=sw2LinkPORT,dl type=0x0800,dl dst=transcoder2MAC,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:transcoder2PORT
5
cookie=9999,in port=sw2LinkPORT,dl type=0x0806,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:transcoder2PORT
6 cookie=9997,in port=transcoder2PORT,dl type=0x0800,nw src=transcoderIP,nw dst=clientIP
actions=
7
cookie=9999,in port=transcoder2PORT,dl type=0x0800,nw src=transcoderIP,nw dst=clientIP
actions=output:clientPORT
8 del-flows sw2Name cookie=9997/-1
9
cookie=9999,in port=serverPORT,dl type=0x0800,nw src=serverIP,nw dst=transcoderIP
actions=output:sw1LinkPORT
10 del-flows sw1Name cookie=9998/-1
Table C.2: Flow Rule details for the optimised final migration process.
Appendix D
OpenFlow CDN Additions
D.1 OpenFlow CDN Security Advancements
Further to previous discussions of improved security, the proposed OpenFlow CDN system would
be able to tailor security aspects based on specific applications; this could be as simple as restricting
access to servers, or masking whole networks from view depending on client authorisation. This
type of control could be implemented in a number of ways. One less secure method would be
to use the source IP address of requests as an identifier; however, it is well known that this can
be easily spoofed [247, 248], so this type of authentication would not be used without additional
security measures. An additional security measure that could compliment the IP address identifier
is the use of an authentication server, which would communicate with the OpenFlow controller. A
user would then be required to log in to the authentication server using a key based authenticator
or a standard username and password method. Once the user has authenticated with the server,
traffic could then be redirected using the controller to secure areas of the network; further security
challenges could then be made, such as requests for a security token gained from the initial
authentication process.
Using a security system such as the one described would provide improved security for both
the network and connected devices. This improved security is achieved using the flexibility of
OpenFlow to quickly modify rules within the network, allowing certain parts of the internal
network to remain hidden, even from internal machines which may be compromised. This type
of functionality would usually be achieved using a VLAN solution in a standard CDN scenario,
but this would limit the flexibility of the system and would require extensive configuration both
initially as well as during operation. With the OpenFlow controller communicating with the
authentication server, full network access can be granted or removed almost instantly.
With the rapid and flexible traffic control available with OpenFlow, it would also be beneficial
to investigate the possibilities of developing network threat detection into the controller. With a
complete overview of the CDN topology, machine utilisation and network traffic, threat detection
capabilities should be able to become more advanced; this includes providing improved detection
of not only Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) type attacks, but also internal malware infections
and malicious activity. This would be an improvement over existing network monitoring solutions,
which rely on taps into the network at several locations to perform these types of tasks; however,
even with several taps into the network traffic flow, these types of applications would still only
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have access to a small subset of the information available to the OpenFlow controller. With the
added wealth of information that the controller has access to, in theory, it should allow better
detection of malicious activity. This is not investigated further in this thesis, as it is discussed to
demonstrate the possibilities for future work with the proposed system.
Although the security policy enforcement discussed in this section is not discussed further, it
is important to note that the capabilities of OpenFlow required for this system to operate have
been investigated in this Chapter 6; with further work into this area, it is feasible that a system
such as the one proposed could be implemented with these types of security mechanisms.
Appendix E
Max-flow Optimisation
E.1 Multicommodity Flow with Minimum Congestion (MFMC)
Description
The MFMC problem has been described in various existing literature, however, Reed describes
the MFMC problem in combination with the concept of applying it to routing traffic through
a network graph. Section E.1.1 goes on to describe the algorithm presented by Reed, using
descriptions taken from Reed’s presented work, as well as explanations presented by Garg and
Konemann [249] and Fleischer [250].
E.1.1 Solving the MFMC
As stated in Chapter 7, the MFMC is a linear programming problem that has not been directly
solved in previous literature, however, it is possible to transform the MFMC problem into a
Maximum Concurrent Flow (MCF) problem.
The MCF objective is to at least route θd of each demand d, using a set of flows y ∈ Y . This
maximisation problem can be stated as:
max(θ) s.t.
∑
Pe:e∈p
y(p) ≤ u(e) ∀ e ∈ E (E.1)
∑
p∈Pd
y(p) ≥ θd ∀ d ∈ D (E.2)
where the variables are as defined within the MFMC problem in Section 7.1.1.
From observation of the MFMC and MCF problems, it can be seen that the solution of
the MCF problem is equivalent to that of the MFMC problem, i.e., ΩL = θ. Furthermore,
dividing through the MCF problem by θ, shows that the optimum value θ′ for all y in the MCF
problem, is equivalent to the solution of the MFMC problem with optimum value Ω′L for all
x, with a relationship given by 1/θ′ = 1 − Ω′L and x(p) = y(p)/θ′. The MCF (and therefore
MFMC) problem can be defined as a linear problem, which has an optimum solution that can
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be calculated in polynomial time. However, in all but trivial network scenarios, the number
of paths |Pa| can increase rapidly as the network size increases; this can significantly increase
solution complexity and, therefore, also increases the calculation time when using generic linear
optimisation algorithms. However, fully polynomial-time approximation schemes (FPTAS) for the
MCF are available and are more efficient at providing a solution. Using the algorithm introduced
by Garg and Konemann [249] combined with the improvements presented by Fleischer [250], it
is possible to approximately solve the MCF problem. More precisely, the algorithm is able to
calculate an -optimal solution, θ, where θ
′ ≥ θ ≥ θ′(1 − )−3, and where 0 <  < 1. Garg and
Konemann [249] express the algorithm in very general terms. Here, the algorithm nomenclature
is re-expressed using the specific case of a network optimisation scenario, using symbols that are
compatible with the other described algorithms presented throughout this thesis.
The algorithm presented by Garg and Konemann [249] optimises the dual problem of the
MCF, with lengths l(e) being associated to each edge and the dual linear problem focusing on
the objective of minimising the dual variable β. The algorithm uses phases and steps during its
operation, such that the lengths at the nth step, written as ln(e), are continued to be updated
until the optimum β value is achieved. A minimum-cost path pm(d) for demand d, according to
the lengths l, is denoted by a shortest path function pm(d) = F (l) with the cost of this path
being derived by C(pm(d)). Dijkstra’s algorithm is used in practice to calculate shortest path F .
Garg and Konemann show that [249]: the dual variable can be expanded as β = ∆(l)/α(l), where
∆(l) =
∑
e∈E u(e)l(e) and α(l) =
∑
d∈D dC(pm(d)); and, that the algorithm converges if the initial
lengths are set to l1(e) = δ/u(e), where δ = (|E|/(1−))−1/. In each phase of the algorithm, steps
can be described as the consideration of each demand d. For each step within a phase, no more
than d units of flow are allocated along each shortest path pm(d) for each demand d. The lengths l
of each edge are updated after each step, in Line 20 of Algorithm E.1. This process continues until
∆(l) > 1. Again Garg and Konemann show that with these initial starting conditions and length
updates, the dual solution is -optimal; in addition to this, once a solution to the dual problem is
calculated, the primal MCF solution can be determined by scaling the flows that were assigned
along the paths in each step by log1+1/δ [249]. Existing literature that discuss this algorithm do
not directly state the complete MCF algorithm, neither do they provide any description of how
the flow is updated. The MCF algorithm utilised as part of the IMFMC solution in Chapter 7 is
shown clearly in Algorithm E.1, where it can be compared with the IMFMC algorithm shown in
Algorithm 7.1, in order to observe the modifications implemented. Within the MCF algorithm, a
flow y ∈ Y is represented as a tuple 〈flow, path〉, with each of these values accessed through the
functions f(y) and p(y) respectively.
The run time of the algorithm presented by Garg and Konemann is influenced by the optimal
dual value β′. It is shown by Garg and Konemann [249] that the number of phases, t, can be
derived from t = dβ′/ log1+(|E|/(1− e))e, and that the algorithm is only successful when β > 1.
Fleischer describes how the algorithm parameters can be adjusted to give a reasonable runtime
such that the reliance on β is mitigated. This is achieved by scaling the demands so that β > 1
is guaranteed, implying that each of the demands in the MCF can be fulfilled without exceeding
capacity restrictions [250]. This can be done by calculating a suitable lower bound on a feasible
flow, such as: a shortest path routing (SPR) scheme that first allocates all the demands over the
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Algorithm E.1 The Garg and Konemann MCF algorithm [249], combined with the adaptations
required in order to keep a record of the primal flow X [235]
1: Function MFMC(G(E, V ), D, ):
2: n← 1; Y ← ∅; δ ← (|E|/(1− ))−1/
3: l1(e)← δ/u(e) ∀e ∈ E
4: while ∆(l) ≤ 1 do
5: for d ∈ D do
6: while ∆(l) < 1 and d > 0 do
7: pm(d)← F (ln)
8: µ← min(u(e) : e ∈ pm(d))
9: if d > µ then
10: c← µ
11: else
12: c← d
13: end if
14: if y ∈ Y where p(y) == pm(d) then
15: f(y)← f(y) + c
16: else
17: create new flow y ∈ Y where:
18: p(y)← pm(d); f(y)← c
19: end if
20: ln+1(e)← ln(e) + c/u(e) ∀e ∈ pm(d)
21: d← d− c; n← n+ 1
22: end while
23: end for
24: end while
25: f(y)← f(y) log1+ 1/δ ∀y ∈ Y
26: fd ←
∑
p∈Pd y(p) ∀d ∈ D
27: θ ← min(fd/d) ∀d ∈ D
28: p(x)← p(y); f(x)← f(y)/θ ∀y ∈ Y
29: return X
shortest path, assuming no capacity constraints, and then scales all the demands equally until the
capacity constraint is met. This scaled demand will now satisfy β > 1, but has the possibility
of giving a large β value, resulting in a large run time. Consequently, a 2-opt MCF solution can
also be calculated to provide an estimate of β as β2 and the demands scaled by the solution, such
that 1 < β ≤ 2. Here, 2-opt means a solution that is within twice the optimum, which is fast to
calculate, as it has a very loose tolerance. Fleischer shows that this produces a run time bounded
by t ≤ d2/ log1+(|E|/(1− e))e [250].
The described complex algorithm now provides a good solution to the linear MFMC problem;
but the desired integer IMFMC solution is still not solved. However, extensions to the described
MCF algorithm are presented in Chapter 7, which enable a solution for the IMFMC problem to
be obtained; Chapter 7 then goes on to testing the presented IMFMC algorithm, with a detailed
performance analysis through modelling techniques.
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E.2 IMFMC Algorithm Modifications
The IMFMC algorithm presented in Algorithm 7.1 modifies the solution selection process of the
original MFMC algorithm presented in Algorithm E.1, in order to store any integer solutions
found. The addition of the described integer solution search functionality required a number of
changes to be made to the MFMC optimisation process. In order to clearly highlight the required
changes to the optimisation process, a description of the changes made to the algorithm will now
be detailed by line number according to Algorithm 7.1. A few additional parameters are required
to be instantiated, which can be seen at lines 3 and 5, these define the optimal IMFMC solution
Ω′ and the current integer solution flow data Γ respectively. Lines 14 and 15 are inserted to save
flow and path data for the current demand to the current IMFMC solution Γ. In addition to
this, Line 28 determines the minimum free capacity available on any given link Ω in the current
solution Γ; this is then compared to the currently selected optimal solution on Line 29, where
if it provides increased free capacity, it is set as the new optimal solution Ω′, along with saving
the corresponding flow data Γ as Γ′. It should be noted, however, that lines 28 and 29 are only
processed if all demands in the current solution are met, as can be seen with the addition of Line
27. Finally, Line 36 returns both the MFMC solution X, as well as the best IMFMC flow data Γ′
and its corresponding minimum free capacity Ω′. The remainder of the algorithm and its functions
remain as described in Appendix E.1.1.
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